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aving the way for the “establishment of all the three
tiers of grassroots-level democracy in Jammu & Kashmir like
in other parts of the country for
the first time since
Independence”, the Union
Cabinet on Wednesday
approved the adoption of the
Jammu & Kashmir Panchayati
Raj Act, 1989.
“The three-tier system was
not there in Kashmir before.
They did not have the opportunity to elect their local representatives. This step redeems
the promise made by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in
Kashmir, and the Home
Minister in Parliament. This
will help the people of J&K to
elect their representatives at the
village, block and district levels,” Information and
Broadcasting Minister Prakash
Javadekar said.
“Now, there will be early
elections, and the power to
manage local bodies will go to
the people,” he said, adding that
the J&K administration is
working on the adaptation of
other laws following the abrogation of Article 370 and division of the State into two
Union Territories by giving
Ladakh a separate UT status.
There is a lot of homework
to be done, but the principle
has been established, Javadekar
asserted even as several Union
Ministers took to Twitter to hail
the Cabinet decision.

P

Terming the Union
Cabinet’s approval a watershed
moment in the history of J&K,
Lieutenant Governor Manoj
Sinha said the Government of
India has fully applied the
73rd
Constitutional
Amendment 1992 to the UT of
J&K which was pending for the
last 28 years. With this, all three
tiers of Panchayati Raj
Institutions shall be formed for
the first time in the history of
Jammu & Kashmir, he said.
The Jammu & Kashmir
administration had on
Saturday amended the Jammu
& Kashmir Panchayati Raj Act
to provide for setting up
District Development Councils
(DDCs). Under the new
arrangement, the DDCs are set
to become a new unit of governance in the UT, thereby
completing the implementation
of the three tier system.
The landmark decision is
expected to ensure liberal fund-

ing of Central Government
schemes aimed at improving
the living conditions of the

masses and also strengthen
the rural infrastructure in the
remote and hilly areas.
Ahead of the abrogation of
Article 370, the existing District
Development Boards were
abolished to pave way for the
establishment of two tiers of
Panchayati Raj Institutions.
The decision was necessitated
because the existing guidelines
of the DDBs had no provision
for any transfer of funds or
responsibility to Block
Development Councils (BDC)
or to the Halqa Panchayats as
these tiers of local Government
had not been in existence in the
State earlier.
Continued on Page 11
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ith a view to encourage
W
spending, generate
demand in the economy and
bring cheer to more than 30
lakh non-gazetted employees
during the festival season, the
Centre on Wednesday decided
to give them C3,737 crore as
bonus for 2020-21.
Following the Union
Cabinet’s nod to the proposal,
Information & Broadcasting
Minister Prakash Javadekar
said the bonus will be given in
a single installment, through
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eiterating his government’s
policy of zero tolerance
R
towards crime, criminals and
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rom a decision on enabling
F
10 lakh jobs in their very
first Cabinet meeting if elected to power to building a
grand “Sita Maiya” (Goddess
Sita) temple in Sitamarhi like
Ayodhya’s Ram Mandir, from
promoting dairy on the pattern
of Denmark to C1,500 monthly to unemployed youth, there
are promises galore by the
political parties in their manifestos or vision documents to
lure the voters as the campaigning for the Bihar polls
gain full momentum.
Bihar Assembly elections
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will be held in three phases —
on October 28, November 3
and November 7 — and counting of votes will be held on
November 10.
Despite being a part of the
grand alliance, led by the RJD,
the Congress on Wednesday
came out with its own manifesto and referred it as “badlav
patr” (letter of change). And,
having decided to go it alone,
Lok Janshakti Party chief
Chirag Paswan unveiled the
vision document of his party
seeking to invoke the Bihari
pride through his slogan,
“Bihar first, Bihari first”.
Continued on Page 11

Direct Benefit Transfer.
The bonus ahead of
Vijayadashami and Diwali will
encourage the middle-class to
go out and spend and thus add
to the demand in the economy,
he said.
“Payment of bonus to nongazetted employees for their
performance in the preceding
year is usually made before
Durga Puja/Dussehra season.
The Government is announcing the Productivity Linked
Bonus (PLB) and ad hoc bonus
for its non-gazetted employees
to be disbursed immediately,” a

corruption, Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath on Wednesday said
that 125 criminals had been
killed and 2,607 injured in
encounters from March 20,
2017 to October 5, 2020.
Addressing the Police
Commemoration Day Parade
at the Police Lines here on
Wednesday, the chief minister
said, “Our government has a
policy of zero tolerance towards
crime, criminals and also corruption. As a result, 125 criminals were killed and 2,607
injured in encounters from
March 20, 2017 to October 5,
2020 in various districts.”
He also paid tributes to the
nine police personnel of UP
Police, including the eight
killed in Bikru village of
Kanpur.
“I pay my homage to those
nine police personnel of UP
Police who lost their lives in the
line of duty during 2019-20.
Their sacrifice inspires every-

one,” Yogi Adityanath said,
adding that his government
was always behind the families
of the martyrs and had tried to
help them to come out of the
trauma.
The chief minister said
that his government gave Rs 26
crore to the families of 122
martyrs this year. In this regard,
he said that instead of Rs 50
lakh given to the families of
martyred police personnel, his
government gave Rs 1 crore to
the families of those martyred
in Kanpur.
Yogi Adityanath said that
various medals had been
released on January 26 and
August 15 to boost the morale
of the policemen.
Meanwhile, Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath praised the
work done by the police force,
saying it played an important
role in dealing with the coronavirus pandemic.
He said that besides 21
police stations and nine police
outposts, his government had
created 3,687 posts for Mahila
Battalion.
Continued on Page 11
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he Centre has asked State
T
Governments to avoid
declaring any wild animal as
“vermin” (harmful to
crops/farm animals), which
leads to their subsequent
culling. Instead, the Union
Environment Ministr y’s
wildlife panel National Board
for Wildlife (NBWL) recently
said that the States/UTs should
involve Panchayati Raj
Institutions and locals more
actively in dealing with situations arising out of humanwildlife conflict
Incidentally, NBWL’s advisory comes after a petition
filed in the Supreme Court by
actor and Biju Janata Dal (BJD)
Lok Sabha MP Anubhav
Mohanty in July this year, seeking its intervention against the

the situation remains
8`geVieV_Ud>:D Astense
at the Line of Actual
Control
(LAC), Defence
W`c;<Raa]Vd Minister Rajnath
Singh is likeNew Delhi: Furthering its
commitment to help and
empower the people of J&K,
PM Narendra Modi-led Union
Cabinet has approved the
extension
of
Market
Intervention Scheme for procurement of 12 lakh metric
tonnes apples.
“This will enhance the
income of apples growers by
providing an effective marketing platform,” tweeted Union
Home Minister Amit Shah.
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brutal killing of wild animals,
declared as “vermin”, in different States.
Some States were even
using “bomb baits” and “poison
baits” that invariably lead to
indiscriminate hunting of nontarget animals such as elephants, leopards, tigers and
jackals, Mohanty alleged in his
petition. In fact, in June itself,
the Ministry had approved the
Himachal
Pradesh
Government’s proposal, fourth
in a row since 2016, to declare
rhesus macaque monkeys as
“vermin”, allowing them to be
killed for preventing crop
depredation, conflict with
humans, and loss of property.
Rhesus macaques, classified as being of “least concern”
in the IUCN Red List, were
declared “vermin”. Authorities
are allowed to cull animals if

they are declared vermin.
In the past also, the Centre
has been giving nod to such
proposals moved by various
State Governments which have
been deploying inhuman
methods like snares, wire traps,
explosives, bomb baits and
poison baits to kill the animals
in conflict or destroying crops.
Bihar, Himachal Pradesh
and Kerala had even financially incentivised killing of
Neelgai, Rhesus Macaque and
Wild Boar, respectively, when
they were declared “vermin”.
However, to ensure that it
is not caught on the wrong foot
in the Supreme Court, the
Chairman,
Standing
Committee of the NBWL, in
a recent meeting stated that
the States/UTs should
avoid forwarding proposals for
Continued on Page 11

press release said.
The PLB for the year 20192020, having financial implications of C2,791 crore, will
benefit 16.97 lakh non-gazetted
employees of commercial
establishments like Railways,
Posts, Defence, EPFO, ESIC,
among others.
Non-PLB or ad hoc bonus,
which is given to non-gazetted
Central Government employees, will benefit 13.70 lakh
staff. It will cost the exchequer
C946 crore. A total of 30.67 lakh
employees would be benefited
from the bonus.

ly to visit Sikkim on the occasion of Dussehra to show solidarity with the troops
deployed on the border facing
China there. He may also inaugurate a number of road projects and strategic bridges to
add muscle to the logistical
back-up to the frontline
deployments throughout the
year.
The proposed visit on
October 23-24 comes days
after Rajnath dedicated 44
permanent bridges, mostly in
border areas, to improve supply lines to the forward deployments besides local population.
Four of the strategically bridges
are in Sikkim.
The Defence Minister is
also likely to do “shastra puja”
at one of the units in Sikkim.
The puja is a part of a ritual
marking Dussehra celebrations. Rajnath had performed
a similar ritual in France last
year while receiving the first
Rafale fighter aircraft, sources
said here on Wednesday.
He may also review the
current security situation in the
eastern sector of the LAC following the ongoing five month
long stand-off with China.
Both the sides have ramped up
their troop strength besides
deploying heavy weapons all
along the 4,000-km long LAC
stretching from Ladakh in the

west to Arunachal Pradesh
and Sikkim in the east.
Inaugurating the strategically important bridges in
seven States, including eight
permanent bridges in Ladakh,

to the nation, Rajnath had, on
October 12, said after Pakistan,
China is also creating a dispute
at the border with India as if it
was part of a “mission.”
India is not only facing the
situations along the frontiers
resolutely, but it is also bringing in major development,
including in border areas. “You
are well aware of the conditions
created along our northern
and eastern borders. First it was
Pakistan, and now also by
China, as if a border dispute is
being created under a mission.
We have a border of about
7,000 km with these countries
where the tension continues,”
the Minister said.
Continued on Page 11
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he Chinese soldier appreT
hended by the Indian
Army in Eastern Ladakh was
handed over to the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) late on
Tuesday. Identified as
Corporal Wang Ya, the soldier
was released following proper
protocol after his thorough
interrogation by the Indian
agencies. The goodwill gesture
comes ahead of the proposed
eighth round of Corps
Commander-level talks later
this week.

The Chinese soldier, an
armourer in the PLA, was
caught by the Army in the
Demchok sector of Eastern
Ladakh on Monday after he
“strayed” across the LAC,
where both the Armies are
locked in a stand-off for the
last five months.
Giving details of the
Chinese soldier’s release,
sources said, Wang Ya was
handed over to the Chinese
military on Tuesday night at
Chushul-Moldo border meeting point in eastern Ladakh.
Continued on Page 11
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10,500 crore) has been received and paid
to these entities.
In addition to the pending legacy dues
ven
as
the
electricity
consumption
has
XVea`deZ_XSj X]PRcX^]X][^eTYXWPSRPbT Ereached the pre-Covid level, the power
of Rs 13,000 crore to state government-run
power PSUs, UPPCL has piled up anothdistribution companies (discoms) continer Rs 15,000 crore of power purchase liathe police station. Senior ue to be battered by low revenue recovery,
@Te`SVcV_U
bilities in the first half of this year.
Superintendent of Police of leading to mounting dues of the power
The UP discoms’ overdues to gencos
undreds of Bharatiya Bareilly, Rohit Singh Sajwan, generation companies.
have been rising steadily, chiefly because
The fall in revenue realisation is posJanata Party and Vishwa later said that the inspector of
H
of operational inefficiencies, including the
he newly-appointed 31,277 Hindu Parishad workers cre- Kila police station was sent to ing a renewed threat to the financial stadiscoms’ inability to reduce AT&C losses
assistant teachers of govern- ated a ruckus at a police sta- the lines and in-charge of bility of the discoms. The UP Power
T
and the gap between the average cost of
ment primary schools will be tion in Bareilly on Tuesday Maulipur police outpost and Corporation Limited, along with its five
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NOTICE
I JUVERIA SIDDIQUI W/o of
AZIMUDDIN.SALAHUDDIN
SIDDIQUI resident of 485/,
Jailors Compound Laker Mandi
Daliganj, Nirala Nagar
Lucknow UP was previously
known as JUVERIA IZHAR is
one and same person.

NOTICE
In my service records my
daughter name is wrongly
recorded as Arpana Yadav. Her
correct name is Aparna Yadav.
In future she would be known
as Aparna Yadav Service No.
15138474M Rank BHM (RST)
ANIL KUMAR 637 SATA BTY
C/O 56 APO PIN CODE 926637.

NOTICE
I Shama Shakeel W/O Zameer
Ahmed, R/o. 631/015 Gayatri
Nagar, Ismileganj, Lucknow.
That my above noted House
chain deed document has
been lost somewhere which
was registered in the Sub-registrar office 3rd, Lucknow in
Bahi No.-1, Jiled 10071, pages
223-236 in Serial No. 6811
Dated 06/09/2013. If anyone
find the same pls inform to you.

given their first postings by
October-end to maintain
the prescribed teacher-student
ratio.
This will be in conformity
with the provisions of the Free
and Compulsor y Child
Education Rights Rules, 2011.
A circular to this effect was
issued to all the district
magistrates and director of
basic education by the
additional chief secretary (basic
education) on Wednesday, asking them to maintain transparency and adhere to the
rules.
The new assistant teachers
will not be posted in schools
where the teacher-student ratio
is saturated. Counselling of
these teachers at district level
will be conducted from October
26 to 28, allotment of schools
will be done on October 29 and
30 while the teachers will have
to join at their allotted schools
from October 31 to November
3.
It may be mentioned here
that against the total vacancies
of 69,000 teachers, the state
government recently appointed
31,277 teachers while appointments for the remaining posts
are in the process.

over alleged police inaction in
solving a love jihad case.
The protesters charged
that a Hindu girl was forced
to marry a non-Hindu boy.
As per reports, a belligerent mob of BJP and VHP
workers on Tuesday collected outside the Kila police station of Bareilly and ransacked
its office and damaged furniture, demanding immediate
action against the kidnappers
of the girl.
Hours later, a video surfaced on social media in
which the abducted girl could
be heard saying that she was
an adult and had left home
with her boyfriend Bilal on
her own.
To counter the content of
the video clip, the protesters
claimed that the girl gave
the statement under pressure and demanded the arrest
of Bilal and recovery of the
girl.
The protesters laid siege
to the police station for over
an hour before the police
resorted to cane-charge to
disperse them.
Local BJP MLA Arun
Kumar and Bithri MLA
Pappu Bhartaul too reached

two constables were suspended.
Sajwan said that an FIR
was registered against five
persons for ransacking the
police station and damaging
its property.
The district police chief
added that an FIR was also
registered in connection with
the abduction of the girl and
a search was underway to
recover her.
Meanwhile in Shamli, a
16-year-old girl was abducted and raped by her neighbour in a village in Kairana
police station area on
Tuesday.
The girl was alone at her
house on Tuesday when the
neighbour took her to an
isolated place and raped her.
She narrated her ordeal to her
family.
Later a case was registered against the neighbour
under various sections of the
Indian Penal Code and the
Protection of Children from
Sexual Offences (POCSO)
Act at Kairana police station.
While the victim was sent
for medical examination, the
police are searching for the
absconding accused.

wholly owned subsidiaries, have piled up
an additional Rs 14,000 crore as overdue
to generation companies during the first
half of the current fiscal 2020-21.
As a result, their overdue to gencos
rose from Rs 34,000 crore at end of 201920 to over Rs 37,000 crore by September
end, despite these entities having paid Rs
10,500 crore received as soft loan from
PFC-REC under a special liquidity facility under Atmanirbhar package announced
by the Centre in May this year.
The Union Power Ministry has recently increased the size of the liquidity package to Rs 1.2 lakh crore from Rs 90,000
crore planned initially. The government
and PFC-REC have also been rather quick
in sanctioning funds under the scheme
(Rs`1.1 lakh crore so far). Also, in order
to help the cash-strapped discoms, the
Power Ministry has reduced late payment
surcharges, a move that could potentially
provide a relief of about Rs 6,000 crore
annually to them. However, even these
steps appear to be inadequate in reducing
the mounting dues of discoms to power
producers.
A letter of credit (LC) mechanism has
been in force since August 2019 to compel discoms to become more disciplined
in meeting their payment obligations. The
overdues — payment default of 45-60 days
or more — of all state-run discoms in the
country to power plants increased to 52
percent annually to Rs 1.2 lakh crore at
August end.
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stensibly taking a cue from Munna
Bhai, 10 MBBS students used microO
sized Bluetooth earphones for cheating but
ran out luck during their final year examination in Agra and were caught on
Tuesday.
A total of 90 students were writing the
paper of ophthalmology in the 8-11 am
shift at Khandari Campus of Dr BR
Ambedkar University, Agra on Tuesday
and during a sudden inspection by a flying squad, 10 students of FH Medical
College were caught using Bluetooth
communicators around necks as ‘tabeez’
(talisman) and cheating. These devices

had a SIM card installed in them and were
working as two-way communication
devices.
The examinees were being provided
answers by their friends from outside the
hall.
One of the flying squad members
became suspicious upon noticing one of
the examinees mumbling softly. He later
carried out a body search and found the
device on the student. Similar devices were
found on nine others.
Later, the examination centre chief
filed a complaint against these students in
New Agra police station.
The MBBS examinees caught cheating were identified as Rahul Yadav,

Nadeem Ali, Mohit Saini, Naved Hasan,
Deepak Singh, Kunal Sharma, Rahul
Babu, Amit Yadav, Mohit Yadav, and
Honey Jaswani.
Chief proctor of the university, Dr
Manoj Srivastava, said that an FIR was
filed against the erring students and
Senior Superintendent of Police Babloo
Kumar was requested to not only take
action but also bust the racket.
He said that the university would be
taking action against the students.
Condemning the act of cheating by
would-be doctors, social activist Deep
Sharma said that if they had not been
caught, they would have passed even
though they did not deserve it.

I Devendra Kumar Agarwal S/O
Late Triloki Nath Agarwal, R/O
26 Cattle Colony, Takrohi,
Indira Nagar, Lucknow. That
my purchased Plot No. 19 situated at Cattle Colony, Takrohi,
Indira Nagar, Lucknow Which
Original Possession Letter date
22/05/2000 and Allotment
Letter No. 5802 has been lost
somewhere while going from
home to Takrohi Market on
Dated 13/08/2020. If anyone
find out pls inform to me.

NOTICE

NOTICE

According to UPPCL sources, the total
dues to gencos of central sector power producers are Rs 21,000 crore and the rest
Rs 13,000 crore are of the private sector
.Against a loan of Rs 21,000 crore sought
from PFC-REC under the Atmanirbhar
scheme to clear the dues to these two categories of suppliers, half the amount (Rs
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Smart City Limited and National Payment
Corporation of India signed an MoU for ‘One
City One Card’ on Wednesday. Divisional
Commissioner Ranjan Kumar said Lucknow
Smart City would launch a unified card through
which all payment systems can be used. He said
this card can be used not only in Lucknow but
in the entire country in the form of ‘One Nation
One Card’. This card can be used through
mobiles and e-wallet and for various public services such as parking, electricity bill, house tax,
water tax, retail, metro, city bus, e-challan etc.

B4;42C435>A03<8BB8>=

Sameer Rehman, a student of City
Montessori School, Mahanagar Campus, has
been selected for admission by the University

of Melbourne, Australia, for pursuing higher
studies there. Sameer has got this opportunity
for higher education due to academic excellence
and diligence.
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supply (ACS) and the average revenue realisation (ARR).
While the AT&C losses stood at a
whopping 30.30 percent in 2019-20
against the UDAY target of 14.86 percent,
the ACS-ARR gap stood at 70 paise per
unit sold by the UPPCL.
Another major reason for the high
losses is the fact that while the state government has increased the supply hours,
it has been unable to collect the revenues
efficiently. In 2019-20, only 38.5 percent
of 2.09 crore rural consumers paid their
electricity bills, and since April this year,
only 17.73 percent of such consumers have
paid at least once. In urban areas, only 72.5
percent of the 72 lakh consumers have paid
electricity bills at least once since April.
Moreover, the UPPCL also faces the
problem of having a large number of
unmetered connections. Of the total consumer base of 2.81 crore , about 26 lakh
connections are unmetered. And out of
these unmetered connections, private
tube wells consumers account for 46 percent (11.95 lakh).
“Increase in supply hours for agricultural consumers clubbed with low tariffs
and poor collection efficiency have resulted in further widening of the cash gap,” an
official said, adding that increasing revenue
collection from rural consumers was a
monumental challenge and that all efforts
at disconnection drives had been rendered
ineffective due to the illegal restoration by
many consumers.

amajwadi Party leader Ram
Gopal Yadav filed his nomination papers for Rajya Sabha
poll accompanied by party
chief and nephew Akhilesh
Yadav on Tuesday.
UP SP chief Naresh Uttam
Patel, leader of opposition
Ram Govind Chaudhary and
other party legislators were
also present during the process
at Rajarshi Purushottam Das
Tandon Hall of UP Legislative
Assembly. The SP candidate
filed two sets of nominations
before the returning officer.
Notification for the biennial polls was issued on
Tuesday and October 27 is the
last date for filing nominations.
Scrutiny of papers will be
done on October 28 while
November 2 is the last date of
withdrawal of nomination.
If required, polling will be
held on November 9 and the
results will be declared the
same day.
After filing papers, Yadav
said, “The people of the country and state are unhappy. I do
not want to say anything that
rattles the ruling party. I thank
the party brass for choosing
me as the candidate for Rajya
Sabha for a fifth consecutive
time.”

S
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hased by simians, a 13year-old girl fatally fell
C
from the roof of her house in

With 310 seats in the 403member Assembly, the ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party is likely to win eight of the 10 seats
comfortably, while the SP with
46 MLAs can win one and the
opposition parties can win
another seat if they field a joint
candidate. The BJP can win
the 9th seat if it poaches on the
19 votes of the Bahujan Samaj
Party and seven of the
Congress and the surplus votes
of Samajwadi Party.
There are eight vacancies
in the Assembly and hence its
actual strength is 395.
The winning candidates
will need 34 first preference
votes.
Except for the SP, no other
party, including the BJP, has
announced its candidates so

far.
According to the affidavit
on assets filed by Ram Gopal
Yadav along with the nomination paper, the gross total values of his assets are over Rs
2.09 crore which includes Rs
66 lakh in several accounts in
various banks. He has invested Rs 35 lakh in mutual funds
and has given a loan of over Rs
12 lakh to a rice mill and of Rs
26.50 lakh to his son Akshay
Yadav, the former MP from
Firozabad. He has two vehicles
registered in his name and
their worth is over Rs 17 lakh.
Ram Gopal Yadav has 610
gram gold and jewellery worth
Rs 30.70 lakh. He also owns
agricultural land and commercial and residential buildings. The present market value

of his immovable assets is
over Rs 12.10 crore.
Yadav also owns weapons
worth Rs 1.30 lakh that include
an American carbine, a
Czechoslovakian-made rifle
and a German revolver.
The Rajya Sabha members
from UP whose terms end on
November 25, are Union minister and BJP member Hardeep
Singh Puri, BJP national general secretary Arun Singh and
Neeraj Shekhar. The SP retiring members include Ram
Gopal Yadav, Ravi Prakash
Verma, Dr Chandrapal Singh
Yadav and Javed Ali Khan. The
BSP’s members to retire on
November 25 are Veer Singh
and Rajaram while the term of
Congress member PL Punia
also ends on the same date.

Muzaffarnagar on Tuesday.
As per reports, the class
VIII student had gone to her
roof to get dried clothes when
she was chased by a group of
monkeys at Nolly village in
Bhopa police station area on
Tuesday.
The shocked girl ran to
save herself from the simians
and ended up going over the
roof. She was rushed to a nearby hospital where she was pronounced dead.
This is not a one off incident in which monkeys have
posed threat to the locals in
Muzaffarnagar.
In November last year, a
four-month-old baby was killed
after a monkey dropped a
stone from a building and it hit
the head of the child sitting on
the ground floor in
Muzaffarnagar.
Not only Muzaffarnagar,

due to loss of natural habitat,
monkey menace has become
routine in cities like Agra
where casualties have been
reported every year.
In November 2018, a 12day-old boy in Agra was killed
after being snatched from his
mother by a monkey and bitten. The simian later dropped
the baby on the roof of a nearby house after the locals chased
it.
Recently two persons were
buried alive in Agra after a
monkey fight led to the collapse
of an old wall.
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her latest swipe at the Union governover the recently-enacted Farm
Ilaws,nment
Congress general secretary Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra said that farmers across UP
were forced to sell paddy crops at prices
less than the minimum support price
(MSP).
Earlier, the UP Congress announced
to stage demonstrations at district headquarters on Thursday to protest the Yogi
Adityanath government’s “apathy”
towards buying paddy through purchase
centres.
On Wednesday, Priyanka took to
Tweeter and accused the Bharatiya Janata

Party government at the Centre of not listening to the farmers and posted a video
of a farmer alleging corruption in crop
procurement at Mohammadi mandi of
Lakhimpur Kheri district in Uttar
Pradesh.
“The BJP government is holding a
‘Khat Sammelan’ to garner farmers’ support on the Farm Bills, but is not interested in listening to their woes. In almost
all places in UP, farmers are forced to sell
paddy at Rs 1,000 to Rs 1,100 per quintal, Rs 800 less than the MSP of Rs 1,868
per quintal,” she tweeted in Hindi.
In another tweet, the Congress leader
posted, “This is when MSP is guaranteed.
Imagine what will happen when MSP

guarantee is done away with.”
Priyanka’s reaction comes amid recent
nation-wide protests by opposition parties and farmers’ outfits in protest against
the recently enacted farm laws. The contention of the opposition is that the new
farm laws do not guarantee MSP for
farmers.
On its part, the BJP said that it was
committed to continuing with the MSP.
Last week, even Prime Minister Narendra
Modi termed the recent farm laws “a very
important step in improving the agriculture sector of the country and increasing
farmers’ income” and assured that MSP
and government procurement would
continue.
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total of 2,464 fresh coronavirus positive cases were
A
reported across Uttar Pradesh
on Wednesday while 3,332
COVID-19 patients recovered.
With this, the recovery rate in
UP also peaked to 92.17 per
cent. With the fresh cases, the
confirmed positive cases in
UP touched the 4.61 lakhmark. However, 4.25 lakh of
these COVID-19 patients have
recovered and at present 29,364
are undergoing treatment in
hospitals or in home isolation.
A total of 6,755 people
have died in the state due to the
coronavirus with 41 fresh
deaths in the last 24 hours.
Additional Chief Secretary
(Health) Amit Mohan Prasad
said on Wednesday that the
number of active patients was
coming down and a slump of
57 per cent was witnessed
since active cases peaked on
September 17.
Prasad said that age-wise,
the positivity rate was 13.78 per
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putting the data on digital
platform for effective monitoring, as directed by senior
administration officials.
An online meeting was
held with all the block
incharges in this regard on
October 20. The data will be
generated on Google Sheets
by the surveillance teams that
are checking on patients having ILI, SARI and comorbidities, apart from senior
citizens and pregnant women
for Covid-19 symptoms.
A senior official at the

CMO office said it was a good
data generating process and
all the ANMs had tablets and
internet at their disposal.
“They can easily upload the
data which we can see at the
headquarters and even at
state level what activities are
being done at ground level,”
he said.
Meantime, in the nonCovid hospitals where the
OPDs have started, Covid
help desks have been set up so
that patients cane be screened
for fever and coronavirus
infection. All government
institutions and offices have
Covid help desks for the last
two months.
Coronavirus cases from

areas like Gomtinagar,
Indiranagar and Alambagh
are declining on Wednesday,
there was a slight increase in
the number of cases, but it
was bound to happen, the
senior official said. However,
the containment activities are
on and the results are showing,” he said.
A doctor from SGPGI
said although the number of
coronavirus cases in the district had decreased, the number of serious patients had
increased. “The death rate in
the ICUs has increased due to
the same reason. Most of the
serious patients are those
referred from other hospitals,”
he pointed out.

cent in 0 to 20 years, 47.57 per
cent in 21 to 40 years, 29.05 per
cent in 41 to 60 years and 9.60
per cent in people of 60 years
and above age. In UP, males
infected with the virus accounted for 67.9 per cent and females

32.1 per cent.
In fatalities, 45 per cent of
the COVID-19 deaths were of
patients of 60 years and above
while the death rate was 4 per
cent in the 41-60 years age
group. On Tuesday, a total of

1.47 lakh samples were tested
taking the tally of Covid tests
in the state to a record 1.34
crore. Prasad said that there
were 13,499 asymptomatic
COVID-19 patients in home
isolation while 2,514 patients

teams involved
in the containment activSitiesurveillance
in Lucknow will be

were admitted in private hospitals and the rest of the
patients were recovering in
government-run
Covid
hospitals.
Till date, 2.58 lakh
COVID-19 patients have preferred treatment in home isolation and 2.44 lakh have recovered. Over 4.28 lakh surveillance teams have covered 1.44
lakh areas of the state and visited 2.75 crore houses to check
the health of over 13.55 crore
residents.
Meanwhile, 369 persons
tested positive in the city while
281 patients recovered, taking
the recovery figures to 56.313.
The death toll in the city has
reached 833. The new patients
included 29 from Gomtinagar,
28 from Rae Bareli road, 25
from Aliganj, 20 from
Indiranagar, 19 each from
Talkatora & Alambagh, 18
each from Ashiyana &
Chinhat, 17 from Madiaon, 14
each from Hazratganj &
Chowk, 13 from Vikasnagar,
12 each from Jankipuram &
Sarojininagar, and 10 from
Gudamba. There were 10
deaths in the city and the
deceased included two from
Lucknow while remaining
from other districts.
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woman accused her relative
of selling her daughter to
A
someone in the name of facili-
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irector of Balrampur
Hospital Dr Rajeev
Lochan said routine surgeries
have increased at the hospital
with almost 25-30 total operations being performed every
day. “The number of patients
coming to the hospital has
increased and routine surgeries
have also increased. The
patients are no longer afraid of
coming to the hospital. Fourfive orthopaedic surgeries and
40 dialyses are being done
everyday. We have opened the
dermatology and psychiatry
OPDs for a limited number of
patients,” he said.
The number of patients
testing positive before being
admitted to the hospital has
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Lucknow (PNS): PK Singh,
who is senior principal scientist
at National Botanical Research
Institute (NBRI) has been selected for the prestigious Indian
National Science Academy
Fellowship.
Born in Jaunpur, Singh did
MSc from Guru Nanak Dev
University (Amritsar) and PhD
from NBRI. He joined the institute as a faculty member in 2006.
He has made outstanding contributions towards identification
of novel molecules and
approaches to control insect
pests in field crops. His work
provides a complete model,
from discovering new proteins
to genes, making synthetic genes
to develop transgenic crop lines
and their performance evaluation. Transgenic cotton lines
expressing three different novel
genes developed by his group
provide next-gen insecticidal
approaches for control of insect
pests. He has given Tma12 GM
cotton to Punjab Agricultural
University (Ludhiana) for the
development of whitefly-tolerant cotton varieties.
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also decreased. “Earlier, we
used to have 3-4 patients testing positive in a day, but now
one patient is detected in 2-3
days,” the director said.
All the staff members are
being tested every two weeks
and every staffer has to mandatorily wear masks. “We tested

all the nurses on one day and
then other staffers, followed by
security guards. We have no
health worker infected at the
moment. A junior resident
who had some problem in
chest but he tested negative. We
kept him at the hospital and
gave him anti-viral treatment.
Now he is perfectly fine,” he
pointed out.
Meanwhile, spokesperson
of Ram Manohar Lohia
Institute of Medical Sciences Dr
Shrikesh Singh said they have
started the services for online
registration of patients. “They
can visit the hospital website to
register for the consultation. It
will not only help them in
avoiding queues but also in
redressal of complaints,” he
said.

tating her a job in Maal on
Wednesday. In her complaint,
the woman said a relative from
Unnao had promised her a job
for her daughter in Chandigarh
some time back. She said she
sent her daughter to the house
of her relative four months
back.
“We were promised that the
salary of my daughter will be
credited in my bank’s account
every month, but we did not get
even a single penny. I have been
unable to talk to my daughter
for quite some time,” she alleged.
She said she inquired the same
from her relative but the latter
did not give any satisfactory
reply. “On October 7, I got a call
from my daughter who was
nervous and frightened and
the call was disconnected in a
few seconds,” she claimed.
Meanwhile, a former
employee of the accounts sec-
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Lucknow (PNS): In the fast-changing global sugar scenario
amidst Covid-19 pandemic, a new normal has emerged now. This
requires immediate attention of research and development agencies. The whole gamut of practicing cane farming and processing requires to be revisited and reoriented to make the entire cycle
of value chain environment-friendly and safe for humans.
These issues were deliberated in detail in the recently-concluded 2-day 33rd biennial virtual workshop of All-India
Coordinated Research Project on Sugarcane at Indian Institute
of Sugarcane Research. Secretary, DARE, Trilochan Mohapatra,
who is also director-general of ICAR, appealed to the sugarcane
scientists for revamping research plan to address the emergent
issues like use of heavy dose of chemical fertilisers, high water
requirement of cane crop, decline of popular cane variety due
to outbreak of pests and diseases, increasing cost of cane cultivation etc.
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he Ministr y of Earth
Sciences has started a lecT
ture series in Hindi for awareness in the society and development of science and society.
The first lecture in the series
was delivered by Dhruv Sen
Singh of Lucknow University.
He said there are other reasons
than global warming for the
retreat of glaciers.
Singh said environmental
analysis in terms of climate
change is important and prerequisite for sustainable development of the society.
“Climate change and global warming is one of the great-

est environmental, social, and
economical threats to the planet, which is evident from widespread melting of glaciers and
rising sea level. The extreme
events of climate change due to
global warming have created a
panic within the society.
Therefore, it is important to
evaluate the anthropogenic,
natural impact as a causative
factor of climate change,” he
said. Singh said the pattern of
retreat of the Gangotri Glacier
since 1935 indicates that it
may be decreasing, but the rate
of retreat is continuously
decreasing. “While working
on the Gangotri Glacier for the
last two decades, we have

recorded and published that the
rate of retreat is decreasing. But,
the decreasing rate of retreat is
contrary to the panic created by
many organisations. Further, if
global warming is the only
reason for the rapid rate of
retreat, all the glaciers should
retreat at the same rate.
However, all the glaciers of the
Himalaya are retreating at different rates and some are
advancing too. It means there
are other reasons than global
warming for the rapid rate of
the retreat. Even if the present
rate of retreat continues, it will
take 2500 years for the
Gangotri glacier to disappear,”
he said.
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Lucknow (PNS): The state
unit of Communist Party of
India (ML) on Wednesday
termed the termination of two
doctors of Jawahar Lal Nehru
Hospital at Aligarh Muslim
University a revengeful act of
the Yogi Aditynath government. He demanded that the

order be revoked. State secretary Sudhakar Yadav said the
BJP government wanted to
hide the truth of Hathras incident and influence the probe.
He was reacting to the media
queries while leaving for Bihar
for the election campaign.
Yadav said the government

tion of Uttar Pradesh Scheduled
Caste Finance and Development
Corporation, Gurmit Singh
accused a BSP leader of duping
him of Rs 5 lakh in the name of
facilitating his son a job. He
lodged a case at Chinhat police
station. In his complaint, Singh
said he was presently working
with
Uttarakhand
Bahuuddeshiya Vitta Evam
Vikas Nigam in Dehradun. He
said he was acquainted with
Chandradev Gautam who had
contested from Ramkola constituency in Kushinagar on a
BSP ticket. Singh said during his
service period in UP, Gautam
was the general manager of
Uttar Pradesh Scheduled Caste
Finance and Development
Corporation and thus knew
Gautam.
“Gautam told me that the
former CM Mayawati was to
directly appoint some job-seekers in BHEL in Jagdishpur and
took the money from him for
the facilitating the job. Later,
Gautam reneged from his
promise,” he alleged.

was punishing those who were
not supporting its ideas and
views. He said Dr Malik and Dr
Obaid had confirmed rape in
their medico-legal opinion initially and later contested the UP
government officials’ claim in
view of FSL report that the girl
was not raped.
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urga Puja celebrations will
begin on Thursday with
D
‘Pran Pratishthan’ without
prasad, dhaki players, ostentatious pandals and late night
melas, much in contrast to the
previous years when the city
throbbed with festivity.
While some Durga Puja
committees will be setting up
pandals and allowing general
public darshan, others have
decided to hold it in halls.
According to Bengali Club
Durga Puja secretary Arun
Banerjee, they will be holding
celebrations within their
premises, which is entirely covered. “We will be following government’s guidelines and there
will be no bhog. All restrictions
will be followed, including
sanitisation and distribution of
masks while not more than five
persons will be allowed in the
mandap area. Ironically, pushpanjali will be without flowers
and the puja will be telecast
online,” he said.
He said they were not
expecting people to come for
darshan and if the numbers
increased, they would manage
accordingly. “We will close the

main gate on the road if
required, but I think people
won’t throng the venue. We
have put up posters of Covid19 guidelines. Only members
of our committee, mainly
women, will come for puja and
no senior citizens will be
allowed,” he added. The Durga
idol is six-feet tall and a pond
has been made within the
premises for visarjan.
Saurav Bandopadhyay,
who always sets up grand pandals at Sahara State, said he was
organising Durga Puja in his
own house. “I am not putting
up a pandal this time because
it will be very difficult to manage the crowd. Also, even if one
person tests positive, the entire
pandal will be shut down and
puja will be disrupted. At my
house, only a limited number
of people will be allowed,” he
said.
Gautam Mitra from
Gomtinagar Durga Puja Samiti
said they were holding the celebrations in the park and put
up a pandal for the purpose.
“Barricades have been put up
for restricted entry. There are
no mela arrangements and
there are no seating arrangements except for the members

who will be performing puja,”
he said, adding that there
would be no bhog or prasad
distribution. Nihar De from
Cantonment Puja Samiti said
they were setting up a pink
pandal, symbolic of women
empowerment, in a temple
premises.
“People coming for darshan will be allowed to enter
with a token for darshan and
leave dropping it back. We
have also placed cut-outs of the
goddess killing the coronavirus,” he added.
Besides, Durga Puja will
also be celebrated by
Ramakrishna Math with social
distancing and other protocols.
Swami Mukhtinathananda said
all the programmes would be
live-streamed on their YouTube
channel.
“Elaborate arrangements
have been made in accordance
with the holy traditions of
Ramakrishna order, as per the
scriptures. In order to avoid
crowding, arrangements have
been made to broadcast all the
programmes, including pushpanjali,” he said.
Prasad will also be distributed in a restricted manner on
October 23, 24 and 25.
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wo groups of a family
clashed over cremation of
T
a relative who passed away in
Madiaon on Tuesday night.
The district administration
officials and police had to
intervene to resolve the issue.
As per reports, Shiv Prasad
of Paschim village in the area
died on Tuesday night and his
brother Om Prakash and others took the body to their
parental land for last rites. As
Shiv Prakash’s step-brother
Chandrashekhar came to know
about that, he and his family
members reached there and
objected to the cremation of
Shiv Prakash’s body. It led to a
verbal spat and the process of
cremation was stalled for over
four hours. On being informed,

a police team and district
administration officials reached
the scene to break the impasse.
Preliminary investigation
revealed that Shiv Prakash’s
father had two wives, Jamuna
and Shivrani. Jamuna’s son is
Chandrashekhar
while
Shivarani’s sons are Shiv
Prakash and Om Prakash.
Chandrashekhar suspected
that Om Prakash’s plan to cremate the body of Shiv Prakash
was a ploy to grab the land and
it was the reason for dispute.
Meanwhile, a resident of
Chinhat, identified as
Nalinikant Srivastava, accused
his neighbour and his aides of
thrashing him without any
provocation. In his complaint,
Nalinikant said his neighbour
Priyanshu Agrahari, his friends
Abhishek and Atiq and two

unidentified youths stormed
his house around 9:30 pm on
Tuesday and attacked him,
leaving him injured. He also
accused them of issuing threats
to them for reporting the matter to the police.
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The Gomtinagar Extension
police arrested a man for securing bank loan by submitting
fake documents on Wednesday.
The accused was identified as
Neeraj Kumar Rai of Chinhat.
Reports said Neeraj took a
loan of Rs 28 lakh from Bank
of Maharashtra for construction of his house but sold the
plot to another person. The
fraud was exposed when the
bank officials conducted an
inspection and a case was
lodged in this connection.
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he district has crossed the
16K-mark as 92 new
T
COVID-19 patients have been
detected on Wednesday,
increasing the total number of
cases to 16,050. The day also
saw three more deaths, increasing the toll to 258. During the
day, the follow-up negative
reports included 116 patients
and all of them have been
recovered from home isolation,
increasing the number to
12,145 as none of the patients
discharged from the hospitals
and the number remained at
2,790. The total number of
patients who have been recovered so far is 14,935, leaving
857 active cases. The recovery
rate has improved to 93.05 per
cent but the mortality rate has
increased to 1.60 per cent.
Meanwhile, World Iodine

Deficiency Day was observed
during the day to create awareness among the people
towards iodine deficiency disorder (IDD) which is considered as one of the major nutritional disorders worldwide.
India is the first country in the
world to launch a public health
programme ‘National Iodine
Deficiency Disorder Control
Programme’ to prevent iodine
deficiency disorders. District
Magistrate (DM) Kaushal Raj
Sharma directed that through
the ASHA workers and ANMs,
IDD related publicity should
be done at PHCs and CHCs
and asked them to check the
amount of iodine in salt
through salt testing kits apart
from mobilising the people to
use iodised salt.
Chief Medical Officer
(CMO) Dr. VB Singh said
that during the day, people

were made aware by ASHA,
Anganwadi workers and
ANMs. They also checked salt
used in various houses
through testing kits and
mobilised the people to use
only iodised salt in view to
avoid IDD. He has also
informed that in the first
report of the day, 54 positive
patients were found out of
2,941 reports received. Till
then, the total test reports
received were 2,91,156 and the
results of 2,269 are awaited.
Out of them, 2,75,144 were
negative while 16,012 were
positive. The total number of
samples collected was
3,07,826. Earlier, a male aged
71 from Chittupur (Lanka)
succumbed to COVID-19 at
Apex Hospital. With the addition of eight new red zones,
the total number of hotspots
has increased to 2,254 includ-

ing 252 red zones. One green
zone has been converted into
red zone again. There are
2,002 green zones with 16
new ones. Besides, under the
‘Mission Shakti’ campaign, the
oath-taking programme was
organised on Tuesday at all
primar y and community
health centres (PHCs/CHCs)
in rural areas of the district.
All the health workers pledged
for safeguarding women and
children, respecting their dignity, better health and nutrition, secrecy of identity and
providing an equal environment to them irrespective of
genders, castes or religions.
The objective of this campaign
is to make women self-reliant
and allow a safe environment
to them by creating public
awareness and giving training
to the women and children in
self-defence.
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o commemorate the Police
Smriti Diwas, the district
T
police on Wednesday organised
a programme at the Police
Lines here. The police officers
paid their tributes to the cops
who died while discharging
their duties. The day is
observed each year on October
21 in the memory of those
police personnel who died on
duty.
The Additional Director
General (ADG) of Police Braj
Bhushan and other senior
police officers remembered the
cops who died on duty and
paid their floral tributes to
them. To lay down the life

036I^]T1aXY1WdbWP]_PhX]VcaXQdcTbc^\Pachab^]?^[XRTB\aXcX3XfPbX]
EPaP]PbX^]FTS]TbSPh?X^]TTa

while discharging the duty is

the great example of patriotism,

the ADG said adding, the
police personnel sacrifice their
lives while discharging their
duties to protect the nation and
society.
The day is observed to pay
respect to such police personnel; he said and also honoured
the family members of those
cops who died on duty. He also
read out the memorial booklet
and remembered the police
personnel that had laid down
their lives when the criminals
had opened fire targeting the
police team that had gone to
arrest history-sheeter Vikash
Dubey at Bikru village.
The SSP Amit Pathak and
other police officers also paid
their tributes.

3Te^cTTb^UUTa_aPhTaPcBZP]SP<PcPcT\_[T
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of devotees offered
prayer at Skanda Mata temSplecores
(Bageshwari Devi) at
Jaitpura on the occasion of fifth
day of Shardiya Navratra here
on Wednesday, maintaining
COVID-19 guidelines. Besides,
rush was seen as usual at
famous Durga Mandir (Durga
Kund) where the devotees lined
up in queues to offer prayers.
Not only this, hundreds of
devotees through various vehicles also rushed to Vindhyachal
in Mirzapur district to offer
prayer during the auspicious
occasion Navratri at Maa
Vindyavasini Devi.
Meanwhile, preparations
are going on in full swing to set
up Durga Puja pandals as per
the guidelines and permissions
of the district administration.
In the district, as many as 307
pandals are being set up apart
from installation of Kalash
Puja at 116 places. Some of the

3Te^cTTb^UUTaX]V_aPhTaPcBZP]SP<PcPcT\_[T^]UXUcWSPh^U=PeaPcaP
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idols and kalash were already
installed on the first day of the
Navratra while some of them,
especially of Bangiya Samaj
were installed on the occasion
Panchmi while the people of
Bengali community will start

offering prayer there from
Shasthi.
However, majority of idols
and kalash would be installed
on the auspicious occasion of
Sapthmi where three days puja
is celebrated.

In view of instructions of
the district administration that
no pandals would be set up on
the road sides, many puja samitis have shifted their sites this
year.
In urban areas, maximum
number of 21 idols are being
installed in Bhelupur police station apart from kalash at 10
places and it is being followed
by Sigra (19 idols, three
Kalash), Lanka (18, 5)
Adampur (13, 6) Kotwali (12,
6), Cantt. (8, 10), Chowk (8,6),
Luxa (7,2), Chetganj (6, 14),
Manduadih (6,8), Sarnath (6,8),
Dashaswamedh (6,6), Jaitpura
(6,5) Shivpur (5,1), Pandeypur
(1, 5) and Ramnagar 0,14). In
the rural areas maximum 31
pandals are being installed in
Rohania area which is also a
part of the expansion of the city
apart from kalash at two places
and it is being followed by
Choubeypur (25, 0), Cholapur
(22, 9), Phoolpur (17,3), Jansa
(9, 1) and Lohta (7,0).
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wo students Purnima
Tripathi and Archana
T
Maurya of Ashoka Institute of
Technology & Management
(AITM) brought a laurel for the
institute by securing places at
state level in the top-5 of annual examination (Year-2020) of
Dr APJ Abdul Kalam Technical
University (APJAKTU).
Purnima Tripathi, a third
year student of bio-technology
group and Archana Maurya,
final year student of civil-engineering group of the institute
secured the second and fifth
place respectively at state level
in the annual examination of
the university. Besides the sincerity and dedication during

0bW^ZP8]bcXcdcTRWPXa\P]0]ZXc<PdahPUT[XRXcPcX]VPaP]ZTaX]EPaP]PbX?X^]TTa

studying, the blessing of parents and teachers are also nec-

essary to achieve success like
this, both girl students

expressed and gave all credits
of their success to the teachers
and high quality teaching system of the institute.
Chairman of AITM, situated in Pahadia, here Ankit
Maurya and Vice-Chairman
Amit Maurya extended their
congratulations to both students for their achievement and
wished for their prosperous
future.
They also extended their
gratitude to the teachers of the
institute for this achievement
and also motivated the students
for the same. The Director of
institute Dr Sarika Srivastava,
Director-pharmacy Dr Brijesh
Singh and others also congratulated both students for this
success.
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section of candidates seeking admissions in Bachelor
of Fine Arts (BFA) course in
Banaras Hindu University
(BHU) staged a protest at the
Central Office for the second
consecutive day here on
Wednesday. They also staged a
similar protest there a day ago.
Carrying their paintings, the
candidates, along with their
guardians, while protesting
alleged that irregularities were
done in the admission and
demanded that the ongoing
counselling should be stopped
till the matter is not probed.

A

According to them, many
students who got 120-130
marks out of 150 in their written entrance test were given just
around 100 marks out of 720 in
the practical examination in
view to give admissions to
some others. On Tuesday
evening, Chief Proctor Prof OP
Rai reached there to pacify the
agitating candidates and
assured the latter that the counseling will not be started till the
matter is not resolved. The candidates were demanding reevaluation of their practical
exam answer sheets.
Meanwhile, academic
activities have increased on

the university campus as the
counselling in various undergraduate courses has also started during the day though the
same of some post-graduate
(PG) courses have already
started for the last couple of
days. The counselling for some
categories was held in some
courses while in all categories
in others. The same for admission for BA (Hons) Arts regular seats on the Main Campus
began at Arts Faculty apart
from BSc Ag/ BSc Ag at Rajiv
Gandhi South Campus at
Institute of Agricultural
Sciences, LLB (Hons) at Faculty
of Law, BSc (Hons) Maths

Group at Institute of Science.
The counselling for some
PG courses including MBARisk & Insurance; MBAFinancial Management; MBA
–Foreign Trade was held at
Faculty of Commerce; MA
(Hindi), MA (Telugu) at Arts
Faculty; Master of Personnel
Management and Industrial
Relations at Faculty of Social
Sciences;
MA/ M.ScGeography at Institute of
Science; BEd –Languages
(Hindi/ English/Sanskrit) at
Faculty of Education and MSc
(Ag) / M. Tech in Dairy
Technology at Faculty of
Agriculture.
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he Prayagraj detected a
total of 121 new cases of
T
coronavirus within the last 24
hours on Tuesday. On the other
hand, as many as 138 patients
were discharged from the hospital after they beat the deadly virus. Similarly, 116 patients
also completed their home isolation in a single day on
Tuesday increasing the number
of total patients completing
15,537 till date. One patient
died due to coronavirus.
Corona infection is not
decreasing in the district while
people are becoming careless.
That is why the corona infection regained momentum on
Tuesday. The number of
patients doubled after about a
week.
District coordinator
MNREGA Ajay Pandey has
also come under corona's grip.
On discovering this on
Tuesday, his doctors isolated
him at home and said to take
necessary medicines and follow
guidelines. Along with this, a
patient is from Ramganj. An
infected is a young man from
Udaipur region. Four people

are in the grip of infection in
the city area. On Tuesday, the
number of patients suddenly
increased to 121..
It is clear that people are
becoming careless, so corona
infection is increasing. So far,
51 people have lost their lives
from corona in the Pratapgarh
district. It is pleasant that more
than three and a half thousand
infected people are living a normal life after beating corona.
There has been some
change in the duty of personnel at the Covid help desk built
in Vikas Bhawan. The CDO
reported that from October 20
to November 16, some changes
have been made at the Covid
help desk. Under this, Kamal
Narayan, Senior Assistant of
the District Development
Officer and junior assistant
Prem Kumar will be there till
November 2 till eight in the
morning. After this, senior
assistant Rajendra Prasad Singh
and junior assistant Awadhesh
Srivastava have been deputed
till 8 pm.
This disease can be fought,
its outbreak can be avoided and
the war against it can also be
won if infected. Just following

the guidelines of COVID-19,
there is a need for strong will.
Yes, an old woman of Prayagraj
has almost shocked everyone
by presenting this example.
The 65-year-old woman, whose
80 per cent of lung was inactive.
She became infected by the
corona pandemic. It was her
strong will and positive thinking that she won the battle
against corona and came out of
the disease.
While the whole world is
fighting a battle against
COVID-19 disease because of
this, due to increasing fear
and anxiety among people,
mental health is also being
affected very badly. According
to the doctors, the biggest risk
is to people suffering from old
age and other diseases. Despite
this, many people are also
recovering from corona. Their
positive thinking and strong
will is considered to be very
effective in fighting the corona.
Prabhat Kusum Gupta aged 65
years is a living example. He
defeated corona with his positive thinking and strong will
even after suffering from an
incurable disease.
Prabhat Kusum Gupta, 65,

hailing from Allapur area of the
city, has been suffering from
lung disease Interstitial Lung
Disease (ALD) for the last 14
years. About 80 per cent of his
lungs are inactive. She also
went to AIIMS in Delhi for
treatment in 2006. After some
time, interstitial lung disease
(ILD) was confirmed, she was
discharged due to lack of treatment. Since then she is undergoing treatment at home. Now
she is healthy
Kusum's elder son Nitin
suffered high fever on the night
of August 27. He was immediately quarantined at home.
He conducted his corona test at
the KP Ground testing Centre.
Even after the report came
negative, he remained quarantined. On September 1, he
again underwent a corona test
at Narayan Swaroop Hospital.
On September 2, Nitin's report
was again negative. The same
night Kusum had a high fever
and she immediately quarantined. Nitin and Kusum went to
Swaroop Rani Nehru Hospital
and got the corona examined.
On September 4, both Nitin
and Kusum's report came back
positive.

1HZ0(08 VKHGDW.DQSXUWREH
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ALLAHABAD (PNS): New
MEMU shed at Kanpur is targeted for commissioning by
January 2021. Main line electrical multiple units (MEMU)
provide faster acceleration,
shorter braking distance and
higher passenger carrying
capacity as compared to normal passenger trains.
Advanced three phase AC
technology based MEMUs are
energy efficient, environment
friendly making it better choice
for short and medium distance travel with multiple stoppages. Equipped with distributed powering and electropneumatic braking systems,
these trains take lesser time in
attaining certain speed and
braking distance is also shorter as compared to conventional locomotive hauled passenger
trains thus making them suitable for journeys requiring
multiple stoppages. Further,
MEMUs equipped with both
side driving units can commence return journey much

faster as compared to conventional passenger trains which
requires reversal of locomotive
for return journey. All new
MEMU rakes are equipped
with environment friendly biotoilets, washbasins, comfortable
seats, stainless steel fittings,
LED lighting, high capacity
fans, mobile charging points
inside passenger area for
improved journey experience.
With combination of one driving motor car and three trailer coaches these unit of four
coaches can be coupled up to
16 coach length formation to
meet varied traffic requirement. MEMU rakes are already
introduced on North Central
Railway and approximately 74
services were operating prior to
lockdown. NCR having no
maintenance facility for
MEMUs, all these rakes had to
be based in Ghaziabad MEMU
shed under Northern Railway
for routine and safety related
maintenance activities. Due to
this limitation most of the ser-

vices were restricted to nearby
location from New Delhi and
difficulty was being faced to
extend MEMU services in all
parts of NCR. Keeping this in
view a full-fledged MEMU
maintenance facility at Kanpur
was sanctioned by Railway
Board in the budget year 201617. Kanpur being centrally
located was most preferred
choice as it would facilitate
MEMU services in all parts of
North Central Railway as well
as services from NCR to
adjoining railways like NR,
NER, ECR, and WCR. This
important work for construction of MEMU shed and creation of all maintenance facility was entrusted to Rail Vikas
Nigam Limited for turnkey
execution. This work under
execution by RVNL valuing
C92.71 crore is nearing completion as shed structure, associated service buildings etc. are
already constructed; required
machineries for maintenance
have arrived at site and com-

missioning is under process;
electronic interlocking work of
Kanpur loco cabin providing
connectivity to new MEMU
shed is commissioned on
19.10.2020 and full-fledged
MEMU maintenance facility at
Kanpur is expected to be commissioned by January 2021.
Constructed MEMU shed
with two maintenance lines has
pre-engineered building (Steel
Structures) with Galvalume
sheet and 20 per cent of total
roof area by Polycarbonate
sheet of clear profile which
allow natural lights in shed .
Turbo-vent are provided over
roof sheets for proper ventilation. This shed will also have
solar energy generation capability with 75 KWp solar plant
installed on roofs and 75 KL
water recycling plant is also
provided making it environment friendly MEMU shed is
equipped with state-of-the-art
machinery and plants, latest
firefighting arrangements and
other user facilities.
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he Allahabad High Court
has quashed a rape case
T
after taking on record the ‘settlement’ reached between the
rape accused and the survivor
saying, ‘they have married and
are living happily. Therefore, no
useful purpose will be served in
prolonging the proceeding’.
Allowing an application
filed by Khujan Singh and
another of Hathras district,
Justice Manju Rani Chauhan
observed, ‘Considering the
facts and circumstances of the
case and also the submissions
made by the counsel for the
parties, the court is of the considered opinion that no useful
purpose shall be served by
prolonging the proceedings of

this criminal case, as the parties have already settled their
dispute.’ During the court proceedings, the couple was present in the court and submitted that they were married
and had been living happily as
husband and wife. It was further submitted by them that the
first information report (FIR)
was lodged by the father of the
girl with false and frivolous
allegations.
Earlier, Chief Judicial
Magistrate, Hathras had on
February 14, 2019, rejected
their plea to close the case on
the ground that he does not
have jurisdiction to pass orders
in such compromise in noncompoundable offences.
Hence, they approached the
High Court, challenging the
order of CJM dated February

14, 2019.
While allowing their application filed under section 482
(inherent powers of high court)
of the Criminal Procedure
Code (CrPC), the court relied
on a judgment given by the
Supreme Court in Gian Singh
vs state of Punjab (2012) in
which it was held that compromise can be made between the
parties even in respect of certain cognizable and non-compoundable offences. The order
was passed on October 8.
WOMAN HELD FOR
DAUGHTER’S MURDER: A
woman was arrested on
Tuesday night for allegedly
killing her six-year-old daughter in Bheski village, under the
Handia police station in transGanga area. The accused, identified as Usha Devi, is a resident

of Bheski. As per details given
by the police, the family was
reeling under extreme economic crisis, and fearing the
bleak future of her six-year-old
daughter and the struggles
ahead in grooming her and getting her married, the woman
decided to end her daughter’s
life. SP (trans-Ganga) Dhawal
Jaiswal said that the Usha’s
husband Ratnesh Tiwari had
been working as a labourer
until two years ago when he
became critically injured in an
accident. Since then, he wasn’t
able to work as much as he did
before, and Usha started contributing to the family’s earnings by working as a house
help. The couple had two sons
and a daughter. The family’s
income wasn’t enough to even
manage two square meals a day.
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dditional Chief Secretary
A
(Medical Education)
Rajneesh Dube on Wednesday
directed the medical authorities
not to disturb or dismantle the
Covid hospitals and instead
focus on what improvements
could be made in these Level3 health care facilities.
Addressing the district and
medical officials of GSVM
Medical College through
video-conferencing, Dr Dube
said medical experts had
expressed apprehension that
after Diwali there could be a
second wave of COVID-19
infection and thus laxity could
not be tolerated at any cost.
He said if there was a second peak of the novel coronavirus infection in the city, the

district administration should
be prepared for it in advance.
He asked the officials to
increase the ICU beds to 5,000
on top priority.
The additional chief secretary said the coronavirus had
weakened but it had not
retreated completely and thus
there should be no move to
revert back to normal hospital
catering to the non-Covid OPD
patients.
He said non-Covid facilities needed to be further
strengthened but it did not
mean that the Covid hospital
should be converted to nonCovid hospitals.
Dr Dube asked the authorities to set up OPD Help Desks
for the poor people coming to
the city hospitals from surrounding districts.

He said in case there was a
need for a non-Covid hospital,
it should be set up in a different building.
He said all the Covid hospitals and isolation centres
should be under strict surveillance as seen at the Sanjay
Gandhi Post-graduate Institute
of Medical Sciences in
Lucknow.
Meanwhile, Chief Medical
Officer Dr Anil Mishra said a
special awareness campaign
would be carried out till mid
November in the entire city.
He said in schools, colleges,
hospitals, markets, malls,
offices and other public places,
people would be made aware of
the fact that though the coronavirus had weakened, but it
was still stalking the corridors
and unless one remained very

careful and alter, it could strike
back with same, or even more,
intensity.
Dr Mishra said social distancing had to be maintained
very strictly. He said washing
hands with soap frequently
and wearing face mask was
very essential at this critical
juncture.
The CMO said each person
must spread awareness among
the masses, especially the lower
strata, that social distancing
was the best way to fight the
novel coronavirus and it had
emerged as the most potent
vaccine against the deadly virus
in the current times.
He said the drive was
mandatory in every government department, especially
medical and educational institutions.
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anpur
Divisional
Commissioner
Raj
K
Shekhar on Wednesday felicitated the Anganwadi, ASHA
and other health workers for
their contribution in containing the spread of novel coronavirus in the city.
He said due to the combined efforts of these corona
warriors and doctors and
health staff, there was a marked
decline in the spread of the
coronavirus and also COVID19 deaths.
The divisional commissioner said there was no doubt
that women not only cared for
ones health but also came forward in the times of crisis to
fight the COVID-19 disease.
He said though there was
a decline in the number of
coronavirus positive cases, it
was not the end yet and to
stress this point, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
had given the slogan ‘Do gaj
doori, mask zaroori’ and if this
was followed in the right
earnest, we could emerge winners in the fight against the
dreaded COVID-19 disease.

:P]_da3XeXbX^]P[2^\\XbbX^]TaAPYBWTZWPaUT[XRXcPcX]V0]VP]fPSXf^aZTab?X^]TTa

Shekhar said in pandemics
and epidemics, there were
always a large number of
deaths but all that the government could do was to keep
the loss of lives as low as possible.
He said on account of
social distancing and constantly wearing mask, the people and the corona warriors
had successfully been able to
lower the COVID-19 death

rate in Kanpur Nagar and contain the spread of the virus.
He said the ‘Do gaj doori,
mask zaroori’ slogan should be
followed in letter and spirit by
the people to keep themselves
and their near ones safe. He
advised people to refrain from
going to crowded places.
Shekhar praised the
women for their effort in this
campaign and said it was an
example of women empower-

ment as they were doing an
important role in standing
with the government to fight
this disease.
He later distributed gifts to
the women who had reached
to participate in the felicitation
function.
Prominent among those
present included DIG
Parminder Singh, SPs, ADMs
and officials of the Kanpur
Development Authority.
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ndian Bank zonal head KL
Menon, while inaugurating
the festival bonanza offer on
the occasion of Navratri at the
Bara Chauraha zonal office
here on Wednesday, said the
bank had decided to extend the
best festival offer during this
festival period.
He said festival bonanza
was in fact an effort of the bank
to ensure that people were
able to purchase house, cars,
during festival and fulfil their
dreams and also take MSME
loans not only to improve their
financial position but also contribute towards the growth of
the nation’s economy.
He said the bank had
always been the forerunner in
extending best schemes to its
customers and this offer was
one in the same direction.
He said the bank felt that
festival was a time for women
to do purchasing for the house
and the family and thus it
had extended retail loan to
women on card rate of 0-.15
per cent and for house 0-.10 per
cent.
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our accused were arrested
by Crime Branch and
F
Chauri Chaura police on

anpur Nagar reported 40
more coronavirus positive
K
cases on Wednesday evening.
Chief Medical Officer Dr
Anil K Mishra said that 40
more people had tested positive
for coronavirus infection
between Tuesday evening and
Wednesday evening taking the
tally of confirmed cases to
27,390 cases. He said two
COVID-19 deaths in the city
was reported till Wednesday
evening keeping the death toll
to 720. The CMO said with
one COVID-19 patients was
discharged from hospital and at
present 1212 active cases were
undergoing treatment. Dr
Mishra said 4152 samples
were sent for testing in the city.

0DQNLOOVHOGHUO\
PRWKHUIRU
SURSHUW\
KANPUR (PNS): An elderly
woman was axed to death by
her son in greed of property in
Ramganj locality under
Akbarpur police station of
Kanpur Dehat on Wednesday
morning. As per reports,
Nasiran (80) lived with his
son Masoom, his wife Sanno
and their two children. On
Wednesday morning, the profusely-bleeding body of
Nasiran was found lying on a
cot in the house. She was
repeatedly hit by a sharp-edged
weapon. During interrogation,
Masoom initially feigned ignorance about the incident, saying he was sleeping with family members inside the house.
On being grilled, he confessed
his crime and disclosed that his
brother, Mushtaq, was living in
Bara (Akbarpur) and had asked
his mother to transfer the
house in his name several
times. Thinking that the elimination of his mother would get
him the ownership of the
house, he killed her.
Superintendent of Police
Keshav Chaudhar y said
Masoom was a liquor addict
and was being interrogated

A>03<8B70?

Two youths were killed
when a truck hit their motorcycle and crushed them as
they fell on the ground in
front of a school near Raha village turn on Moosanagar road
under Ghatampur police station at around 11 am on
Wednesday. The deceased were
identified as Anil Verma (28)
and his nephew Gaurav alias
Paras (25) of Etawah. The critically injures youths were
rushed to the community
health centre by the police but
the doctors pronounced them
dead. The truck driver escaped
with the vehicle after the accident. Anil was employed in a
Cooperative Bank in Etawah
and was going to Fatehpur
along with his nephew.
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He said apart from this, the
bank had also decided to provide a special rebate for its customers on the processing fee of
the loans between 50-75 per
cent.
He later distributed House
loans amounting to C 5.6 crore,

vehicle loans amounting to C 2
crore and MSME loans to the
tune of C7.80 crore. He handed the loans to the beneficiaries.
The bank also received
fresh proposals for house
loans to the tune of C7.9 crore,

vehicle loans amounting to C
1.63 crore and MSME loans to
the tune of C3.5 crore.
Prominent among those
present on the occasion were
BBK Vinay, RMPC Head,
Saurabh Jain and several others.

30(*3LQLWLDWLYHVIRUZRPHQHQWUHSUHQHXUV
KANPUR (PNS) : Director,
MSME Development Institute,
Kanpur, LBS Yadav, while
addressing a webinar held in
association with Mahila
Manch, said in the times of
COVID-19 when lakhs of people were affected economically, a platform was needed to
provide emancipation to
the women who were the worst
hit.
He said women had
immense talent but in the
adverse situation it was difficult

PRUHWHVW
SRVLWLYH

for them to hunt for a platform
so that they could eke out
their livelihood. He said the
MSME Ministry had many
initiatives meant exclusively
for talented women.
He said gender equality
becoming more and more vital,
the MSME Ministry had decided to empower women and
more than 1.38 lakh projects
had been set up by the women
entrepreneurs under Prime
Minister’s
Employment
Generation Programme

(PMEGP) since its inception.
He said in the present
times there was need to give
further momentum to this
scheme for the uplift of the
women.
He said it was true that
only 13.76 percent of the total
entrepreneurs in India were
women which was close to
merely eight million as
opposed to male entrepreneurs
who just crossed a whopping
60 million mark, these financial schemes launched at the

state and Central level could do
a great deal in boosting women
entrepreneurship.
Yadav said it was quite
unfortunate that most of the
talented women entrepreneurs
had little idea about the
schemes and there were a few
women who stepped out of
their homes and chose to make
the most out of these schemes
and become economically
independent. He said there
was one Mudra Rozgar Yojana
and a few more.

Traffic movement on
Kanpur-Sagar
highway
remained disrupted for over
two hours when a truck laden
with wooden planks going
towards Hamirpur suddenly
overturned near the sugar mill
turn under Ghatampur police
station on Wednesday morning. Three persons, including
the truck driver, were seriously injured in the mishap. As the
wooden planks lay scattered on
the street, traffic movement
remained disrupted for over
two hours. It could be restored
only after the wooden planks
were removed from the road.
Truck driver Mohd Naem (32)
of Sitapur along with cleaners
Meraz (28) of Pakaria in
Lucknow and Hasan of
Rampur going towards
Hamirpur. Around 7:30 am,
Naem suddenly lost control
over the wheel and the truck
overturned on the highway in
Patara under Ghatampur police
station. The truck driver and
the two cleaners sustained
injuries. They were rescued
and sent to Patara community
health centre. Naem and Meraz
were referred for LLR Hospital
in Kanpur Nagar in view of
their serious condition.
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The Barra police busted a
gang selling fake cement of
famous brands and arrested
three persons on Wednesday.
On a tip-off, the police raided
the godowns in Barra-7 and
World Bank Colony and recovered huge quantity of fake
cement, empty bags of famous
cement brands, strainer and
weighing machine.
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Tuesday morning in connection with the murder of a
property dealer whose body
was recovered from a paddy
field on Monday. He was
killed as a tiles trader did not
want to not repay C15 lakh.
Giving details in this connection SP (North) Arvind Kumar
Pandey said that the body of

the property dealer, Indrasan,
a resident of Sanjhai village
under the Chiluatal police station, was found lying in the
paddy field near Belwa Babu
village on the GorakhpurKushinagar fourlane on

Monday. When the police
started investigating the matter
they with the help of surveillance arrested Ramesh alias
Roshan, a resident of Velwa
Raipur village under Gulriha
police station, Sankesh Kumar
and Rafiq, residents of
Mahmudabad village under the
Pipraich police station, and
Praveen Kumar, a resident of
Nawapar village under the
Piparich police station. They
were produced in the court
from where they were sent to jail.
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istrict Magistrate Sushil
Kumar Patel has appealed
D
to farmers to sell their paddy
only at procurement centres set
up by the government instead
of traders to get a reasonable
price for their produce. Such an
appeal was made by the officer
during the inspection of the
government-run paddy purchase centres on Tuesday. The
DM directed the officials concerned to ensure availability of
sanitiser, potable water, sufficient bags, weighing machine,
moisture measuring machine,
proper place for farmers to sit
and cash at the purchase centres. He was apprised by the
officials that Tuesday and
Friday were reserved for small
farmers at which he directed
them to publicise it in the
larger interest of the farmers.
During the inspection of procurement centre set up at
Mandi Samiti by UP Agro and
Food department the DM
made it clear that the purchase
was to be done only from the

registered farmers and registration process was still on. He
appealed to farmers to feel
free to call at the phone numbers 05442- 256357 and 05442253201 for any problem without any meditation and avail
the facility provided by the government to them. The staff

deployed at the centre were
directed to open the centres
positively at 9.00 am and if any
one was found truant during
the duty hours will face the
music without fail. The DM
appealed to farmers to avail the
facility available at 62 centres in
the district. The DM inspected the centres set up at FCI
campus at Patharahiya, Mandi
Samiti, Gaipura and Chilh.

NABBED: Under the drive
to control the crime Jamalpur
police arrested one kidnapper
and recovered the kidnapped
girl on Tuesday. According to
the police, a man had on
October 14 lodged an FIR that
his daughter had been kidnapped by someone. The police
nabbed the accused Akhilesh,
son of Atma Giri, a resident of
Kakarahi village under
Jamalpur police station along
with the kidnapped girl from
Dhebra Chauraha. After completing the legal formalities
the police sent the accused to
jail. Meanwhile a case of fraud
was registered against five persons at City Kotwali. As per the
reports, Sri Prakash, a resident
of Tarkapur locality under City
Kotwali police station, had
lodged a complaint with the IG
police that in place of his
mother another woman did an
agreement for sale of his property in the connivance with
some persons. On the direction
of the IG the police registered
an FIR and the investigation in
the matter was on.
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he railway administration
keeping the convenience of
T
passengers in mind in view of the
festivals will run 04084/04083
Delhi-Katihar-Delhi weekly puja
special from October 23 to
November 28. All coaches in this
train will be of reserved category and passengers will have to
follow the Covid-19 norms,
CPRO PK Singh said.
DELHI-KATIHAR PUJA SPL:
The 04084 Delhi-Katihar weekly puja special from October 23
to November 27 every Friday
leave Delhi at 23.00 hrs,
Ghaziabad at 23:07 hrs, the
second day Moradabad at 02.03
hrs, Bareilly at 03.23 hrs, Sitapur
at 06.35 hrs, Gorakhpur at 11.35
hrs from It will leave Chhapra at
14.35 hrs, Hajipur at 15.45 hrs,
Barauni at 17.45 hrs, Begusarai
at 18.05 hrs, Khagadia at 19.12
hrs, Naugachia at 20.22 hrs and
reach Katihar at 22.00 hrs.
During the return journey the
04083 Katihar-Delhi weekly puja
special from October 24 to
November 28 every Saturday will
leave Katihar at 23:50 hrs,
Naugachia at 00.42 hrs,

Khagadia at 01.52 hrs,
Begusarai at 02.27 hrs, Barauni
at 02.55 hrs, Hajipur at 05.15
hrs, Chhapra at 06.50 hrs,
Gorakhpur at 09.45 hrs, Sitapur
at 14.55 hrs, Bareilly at 17.57
hrs, Moradabad at 19.43 hrs
and Ghaziabad at 22.02 hrs and
reach Delhi at 22:50 hrs. A total
of 20 coaches, including two
coaches of generator-cum-luggage van, five of general second
class, seven of sleeper class, four
of AC third and two of AC second will be attached.
GKP-LOKMANYA TILAK
TERMINUS PUJA SPL: The
02165/02166 GorakhpurLokmanya Tilak TerminusGorakhpur superfast biweeekly
puja special will be run from
October 22 to December 1. The
02165 Lokmanya Tilak TerminusGorakhpur biweekly superfast
puja special from October 22 to
November 30 every Thursday and
Monday will leave Lokmanya
Tilak Terminus at 05.23 hours,
Thane at 05.40 hours, Kalyan
at 06.08 hours, Igatpuri at
08.05 hrs, Nashik Road at 08.45
hrs, Manmad at 09.40 hrs,
Jalgaon at 11.20 hrs, Bhusaval
at 11.50 hrs, Itarsi at 17.10 hrs,

Jabalpur at 20.50 hrs, Katni at
22.10 hrs, on the second day
Satna at 00.10 am, Prayagraj Jn
at 04.15 hrs, Janghai at 05.19 hrs,
Bhadohi at 05.48 hrs, Varanasi
at 07.05 hrs, Mau at 08.32 hrs,
Deoria Sadar at 10.17 hrs and
reach Gorakhpur at 11.25 hrs.
During the return journey the
02166 Gorakhpur-Lokmanya
Tilak Terminus biweekly superfast puja special will from
October 23 to December 1
every Friday and Tuesday leave
Gorakhpur at 15.45 hrs, Deoria
Sadar at 16.32 hrs, Mau at 18.00
hrs, Varanasi at 20.20 hrs,
Bhadohi at 21.00 hrs, Janghai to
21.28 hrs, Prayagraj Junction at
23.30 hrs, the second day Satna
at 02.10 hrs, Katni at 03.30 hrs,
Jabalpur at 05.10 hrs, Itarsi at 09.10
hrs, Bhusaval at 13.45 hours,
Jalgaon at 14.15 hours, Manmad at
16.00 hours, Nasik Road at 17.00
hours, Igatpuri at 18.30 hours,
Kalyan at 20.30 hrs, Thane at 20:54
hrs and Lokmanya Tilak Terminus
at 21:30 hrs. A total of 22 coaches,
including two coaches of SLRD,
four of general second class, 11 of
sleeper class, four of AC third and
one of AC second will be
attached in this special train.
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response to PM Narendra
Jan Andolan Abhiyan
IfornModi’s
Covid-19 appropriate
behaviour the campaign was
also launched in DLW. Its aim
was to motivate the DLW officials and personnel for taking
proper care for preventing
Covid-19 such as wearing
masks, maintaining social distancing and ensuring hand
hygiene. The slogan of this
campaign is ‘Jab tak dawai
nahi tab tak dhilahi nahi’ (No
callousness till medicine is
found). In this sequence the
Department of Safety department, DLW, Varanasi, on

Wednesday under the Jan
Andolan against the Covid-19
made the people aware by dis-

tributing sanitisers, masks and
pamphlets at Poorvi Bazar,
DLW, other shops besides people on the road. On the occasion the Department of Safety
under the leadership of the
deputy chief safety officer

encouraged them to wear
masks regularly. Pamplets too
were distributed on the occasion to be pasted in front of the
shops. Meanwhile the
Department of Safety, DLW,
Varanasi, on Tuesday launched
an awareness programme for
the prevention of Covid-19 in
Block Division. Under it the officers concerned with the Block
Division in the area under their
purview while ensuring the
compliance of proper behaviour
for prevention of Covid-19 and
maintaining social distancing
made the supervisors and
employees aware. A large number of officers and employees
joined it.
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or the promotion of Hindi
the North Eastern Railway
F
(NER) Rajbhasha department
will organise the Regional Rail
Hindi Essay, Debate and Hindi
Noting
and
Drafting
Competition Year-2020 for the
railway personnel of the entire
NER at Rajbhasha department
headquarters, Gorakhpur, while
following the Covid-19 norms
and maintaining physical distancing. The essay competition
will be held on November 5 and
Hindi noting and drafting and
debate competition on
November 10. In these competitions the contestants who
will secure the first three places
in the order of merit will be
given C2,000, C1,600 and
C1,200 cash prize respectively, CPRO PK Singh said. Besides
the next three contestants in
order of merit will be given an
incentive prize of C800 each.
BOY FOUND : The
Railway Protection Force

(RPF), NER, makes constant
efforts to protect passengers
and provide them better travel
facilities. In the same sequence
the RPF post, Mau, found a 11year-old boy in an unclaimed
condition during patrolling at
Mau railway station and was
handed over to the Child
Welfare Committee, Mau,
CPRO PK Singh said. Besides
one person was caught with
three e-tickets by RPF outpost, Rudrapur City, staff from
a shop in Kichha. After taking
action under the Railway Act a
case was registered in this connection. Besides two persons
were caught with seven etickets by RPF Lalkuan from
Kichha. After taking action
against them under the
Railway Act a case was registered
against them.
Meanwhile an earlier report
said that the RPF p ost,
Gorakhpur, found a 15-yearold boy in unclaimed condition during patrolling at
Gorakhpur railway station.

He was handed over to the
Child Line, Gorakhpur. The
RPF post, Gonda, found three
boys, aged 14, 13 and 12 years
respectively, in an unclaimed
condition during patrolling at
Gonda railway station. They
were handed over to the Child
Line, Gonda, The RPF post,
Gonda found two boys, aged
nine and 13 years respectively, in unclaimed condition at
Gonda railway station on
October 17. They were handed over to the Child Line,
Gonda. Besides one person
was caught with two e-tickets
from a shop jointly by RPF
post, Gorakhpur Cantonment
and Crime Intelligence Branch
(CIB), Gorakhpur region. After
taking action under the Railway
Act a case was registered in this
regard. Moreover two persons
were caught with 58 e-tickets
from a shop by RPF post,
Ghazipur City. After taking
action against them under the
Railway Act, a case was registered in this regard.
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Kolkata: The Calcutta High
Court on Wednesday made a
slight adjustment in its earlier order banning visitors’
entry in Bengal’s Durga Puja
pandals.
Hearing a review petition
the Division Bench of Justices
Sanjib Banerjee and Arijit
Banerjee increased the number of club members who
would be allowed inside the
pandals from 25 to 60 in case
of bigger Pujas and 10 to 15 in
smaller Pujas. Besides, the
Dhakis or the drum players
would be allowed to enter the
pandals.
Apart from this the Court
preferred to retain the older
order banning popular entry
inside the Puja pandals.
Delivering an order on
Monday the Court said that

the Puja pandals should be
treated as containment zones
and directed the State administration to mark 5 metre area
around small pandals and the
10 metre area around bigger
pandals as the limit till which
the general people would be
allowed to go.
Even the entry of the club
members was restricted inside
the pandals even as the Court
said that not more than 25
members would be allowed
inside. The Court directed
the administration to collect
the names of 25 persons each
from the respective Durga
Puja committees beyond who
no one would be allowed to
enter the Puja premises. These
names and numbers of such
persons have to be fixed and
cannot change every day, the

court said.
The Court’s decision
came against a Public Interest
Litigation filed by Advocate
Sabyasachi Chatterjee and
will be applicable to about
37,000 Durga Puja pandals,
big and small all across the
State. Out of these there are
about 3,500 Puja pandals in
Kolkata alone.
Subsequently review petitions were filed by big clubs
like Chetla Agrani, Suruchi
Sangha, Naktala Udayan
Sangha, Hindusthan Club -- patronized by St ate
Ministers and s enior
Trinamool Congress leaders
like Firhad Hakim, Arup
Biswas, Partho Chatterjee
and
C handr ima
Bhattacharya.
Apart from them Forum
For Durgotsav Committee
an umbrella body of about
400 Puja organizers too filed
a reviewed petition.
PNS

fter months of intense
speculation about his
impending exit from a party
where he had virtually been
consigned to dog house for the
past four years, its former
Minister and senior leader
Eknath Khadse resigned from
primary membership of the
BJP on Wednesday, two days
of
ahead
of
his joining the Sharad Pawarled ruling NCP.
Announcing his resignation, Khadse – who played a
key role along with late
Gopinath Munde in building
the Maharashtra party unit
after the formation of BJP in
1980 –said : “I have nothing
against the BJP or its central
leadership. If I am quitting the
BJP, it is because of (former
chief minister and senior party
leader) Devendra Fadnavis.
He indulged in low-level politics against me for the past
four years. He defamed me by
making all kinds of allegations,

including charge of molestation, against him”.
Welcoming Khadse’s resignation from the BJP’s primary membership, senior
minister and State NCP president Jayant Patil said: “Today,
Khadse called me and told me
that he had quit the BJP.
Hence, we welcome him to the
NCP. He will join our party at
2 pm on Friday”.
Maharashtra
Chief
Minister Uddhav Thackeray,
who heads the Shiv SenaNCP-Congress alliance’s Maha
Vikas Aghadi (MVA) government in the state, welcomed
Khadse's impending entry to
the MVA fold. “Khadse does
not mince words. He is a
fighter. I welcome him into the
MVA”.
Reacting to Khadse’s resignation, Fadnavis said: “It is
unfortunate that Nathabahu
(as Khadse is known in the
state political circles) has chosen to resign from the BJP.
While leaving the BJP, he has
made me a villain. At this

have not criticised any national BJP leader. There is not an
MLA or MP with me now.
Even my daughter-in-law and
MP Rakshna Khadse will not
quit the BJP. Hence, I am
capable of taking my decision,”
Khadse said.
Expressing the manner in
which he was forced to resign
as a senior minister in the then
Devendra Fadnavis government in 2016, Khadse said: “
At a time when the other parties like the NCP, Congress and
even Shiv Sena, which was ruling the state with the BJP, did
not demand my resignation,
my party sought and obtained
my resignation”.
Khadse -- who was denied
a BJP ticket to contest the 2019
State Assembly polls from his
home constituency of
Muktainagar in Jalgaon district
of north Maharashtra and
whose daughter Rohini was
defeated in the Assembly polls
--- had for the past four years
made no secret of his frustrations within the BJP.

stage, I do not want to talk
about his comments. I will talk
about it at a proper time. I did
not foist any false cases against
him, which you will realise
when you go into the details of
the
cases
against
him”.
Earlier, addressing a news
conference in his home town
of Muktainagar in Jalgaon district after resigning from the
BJP, Khadse said: “I have no
grouse against the BJP. It was
Fadnavis who harassed me a
lot when I was in the BJP. To
that extent, at the behest of
Fadnavis, a molestation charge
came to be foisted against me
during our government. I am
quitting the BJP because of the
mental harassment I faced at
the hands of Fadnavis for four
years”.
“I worked with senior
leaders like late Pramod
Mahajan, late Gopinath
Munde and Pandurang
Fundkar. I do not deny that the
BJP gave several party posts
and ministerial positions. I

In May this year, Khadse
and another unhappy party
leader and late Gopinath
Munde’s daughter Pankaja
Munde were denied party
tickets to contest the
Maharashtra Legislative
Council polls
Khadse has been in the
isolation within the BJP ever
since June 4, 2016, when he
resigned from his post as the
State Revenue Minister over
irregularities in the purchase of
a plot of land at Bhosari in
Pune district. Later in May
2018, Maharashtra’s AntiCorruption Bureau (ACB) had
reportedly given a clean chit to
Khadse in the alleged Pune
land scam case.
In the run-up to the
Assembly polls, there was considerable speculation that he
might take a stand against the
BJP. There was a likelihood of
his phone having been tapped
during this period. However,
Khadse did not work against
the BJP during the State
Assembly elections.
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or the first time in modern times, an internationally respected cardiologist who is
F
also a leading medical researcher has demanded that astrology, the age-old Indian system of
knowledge, be accorded the status of modern
science and initiate further research into it to
refine the ‘accuracy of the predictability’.
Writing the editorial of the October 2020
issue of the Journal of the Science of Healing
Outcomes, a modern scientific journal that publishes only peer-reviewed scientific papers, Dr
B M Hegde, former vice-chancellor of Manipal
University, who was honoured with Padma
Bhushan by the Manmohan Singh-led UPA
Government in 2010,has put forward studies of
more than five decades.
“The idea that stars, or a constellation of
them, have some influence on human birth and
life can never be scientifically refuted. There are
areas where astrology needs further research to
unravel some of the mysteries that plague the
uncertainties of astrological predictions,” Prof
Hegde, who has fellowships from four Royal
Colleges of Physicians, writes.
Dr Hegde says astrology is being criticised
by outsiders because we have to assume many
things in astrology. “Even in Mathematics, the

king of sciences, the numbers are only assumptions. Rahu and Ketu might not be seen
through the Hubble’s telescope but they are
assumptions for calculations like North and
South Poles which are not marked on the
ground,” he said.
The editorial says that predicting the future
in any system is impossible as of now with the
limited knowledge of this universe which follows non-linear laws.
“Weather forecast goes wrong on a daily
basis in its short-term predictions. Therefore,
future predictions in astrology also could go
wrong. However, there are areas for further
research to refine its accuracy of predictability.
We have to have a scientific approach to see how
we could fill the loopholes, if any, in that science.
That is scientific progress. In addition to sell
any idea to the world, we must use a language
that is universally understood. For the time
being, that language is the language of hard western sciences. Let us try to sell astrology to the
world using the language of science,” Prof
Hegde opined. It may be remembered that eminent Ayurvedic physician Dr P R Krishnakumar
who succumbed to Covid-19 recently, was a proponent of holistic treatment and undertook diagnosis based on the birth stars of the patients.
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n a significant development in the much-discussed Palghar lynching case, the
IMaharashtra
Crime Investigation Department
(CID) on Wednesday named 208 more as
accused and arrested 50 of them in connection
with the killing of two Sadhus and their driver by an irate mob near Kasa town in
Maharashtra’s Palghar district.
With Wednesday’s development, the
number of persons named in the Palghar
lynching case has gone up to 366, including
11 juveniles. Of the 208 freshly named
accused, the State CID arrested 50 persons
on Wednesday.
In all, the bail pleas of 62 accused, including 50 of those arrested on Wednesday, will be
produced before Special Sessions Judge P. P.
Jadhav at Thane Sessions Court.
Of the 366 accused in the case, 28 adults
and 9 juveniles were released on a default bail
as the CID charge sheet did not specify their
exact involvement in the crime owing to lack
of evidence.
On July 16, this year, the state CID filed a
comprehensive charge-sheets against the
accused before a Dahanu court in connection
with the April 16, 2020 Palghar lynching incident.
In its charge sheet – running into 4955
pages -- filed before the court of Judicial

Magistrate First Class (JMFC) at Dahanu in
Palghar district, the CID sleuths named 126
accused in connection with the incident that
took place on the night of April 16.
The investigation team, led by Deputy
Superintendent of Police (CID) Vijay Pawar,
filed the two charge-sheets after examining 808
suspects and 118 witnesses to collect strong evidence against the accused.
It may be recalled that on the night of April
16, three persons were lynched by a 200-strong
mob of villagers near Kasa town in
Maharashtra’s Palghar district on suspicion that
they were thieves.
The villagers first hurled stones at the van,
prompting the driver to stop the vehicle. Later,
they pulled three persons out of the vehicle and
beat them to death in Gadhchinchale village
on Dabhadi-Khanwel road, with sticks and
rods.
The deceased ---identified as Chikne
Maharaj Kalpavrukshagiri (70), Sushilgiri
Maharaj (35) and driver Nilesh Telgade (30)
were travelling to Surat. Of them one was the
diver, while two are residents of Kandivli in
north Mumbai. The place where the incident
took place is approximately 120 km from
Mumbai.
In their charge-sheet, the investigators have
said that the incident had taken place amid
rumours that child-lifters were roaming in the
area during the lockdown.
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nce bitten twice shy, the Shiv
Sena-led MVA Government
O
– invoking the powers vested
under section 6 of the Delhi
Special Police Establishment Act
– on Wednesday evening withdrew general "consent” granted
to the CBI to investigate the cases
relating to Maharashtra, in an
apparent to effort to prevent the
central investigating agency from
taking TRP ratings fraud case.
In an order issued late on
Wednesday evening, the
Maharashtra Home department
said that “in exercise of the powers conferred under section 6 of
the Delhi Special Police
Establishment Act, 1946, the
Government of Maharashtra
hereby withdraws the consent
accorded to the members of the
Delhi
Special
Police
Establishment vide government
order, Home department dated
22nd February 1989, as also by
another instruments issued by
the Government of Maharashtra,
from time to time to exercise the
powers and jurisdiction under
the said Act in the state of
Maharashtra”.
Following the withdrawal
of “consent”, the CBI will now
approach the Maha govt for permission for investigation on a
case by case basis. However, the
order issued by the state government will have no bearing on
the cases already being investigated by the CBI.
Sources said that the
Maharashtra government, which
had earlier expressed serious
reservations about the central
agencies taking over the cases like
the Bhim-Koregaon case and the
Sushant Singh Rajput death case,
did not want to the CBI to take
over the TRP ratings case fol-
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Thiruvananthapuram: In yet another day of high numbers of
daily coronavirus cases, Kerala on Wednesday reported 8,369
more infections as its test positivity rate continued to hover above
13 per cent. “The day saw 6,839 recoveries while active cases
climbed up to 93,425. As many as 2,67,082 patients have been
cured so far. With 26 more Covid fatalities, the state's death toll
now is 1,232,” Health Minister KK Shailaja said in a statement
here.
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hree years after parting ways with Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee, “fugitive” Gorkha
T
Janmukti Morcha leader Bimal Gurung on
Wednesday suddenly resurfaced in Kolkata to
announce his break-up with the NDA and remarriage with the Trinamool Congress.
Gurung’s move comes as a major blow to the
BJP’s aspirations in North Bengal region on
which it was counting heavily for the next year’s
Assembly elections.
Gurung who had emerged as a strong critic of
the Chief Minister post September 2017 when he
led his party into a bloody clash with the State
administration leading to weeks-long bandh in the
Hills came down heavily on the BJP leadership
including Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
Home Minister Amit Shah for their alleged “failure to keep their commitments.”
Gurung said “in the past so many years we
have experienced that be it the Prime Minister or
the Home Minister, no one honours his commitments … on the contrary Mamata Banerjee has
always kept her promise and never gone backed

lowing the precedent of the
Sushant Singh Rajput case.
In the SSR case, an FIR was
first registered with the Patna
police. Following the recommendation of the Bihar government, the CBI registered a case.
Later on the Supreme Court
transferred the investigations in
the SSR case from the Mumbai
police to the CBI.
Even in the TRP rating case,
Lucknow's Hazratganj police registered an FIR based on a complaint from one Kamal Sharma,
who claims to run a media and
advertising business called
Golden Rabbit Communications.
On Tuesday, the Centre transferred the UP case to the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI),
which promptly registered an
FIR.
Even in the Palghar lynching
case, the Opposition BJP leaders
have been demanding that the
case be transferred to the CBI.
However, as it happened in the
SSR case, the Maharashtra government does not want the
Palghar lynching case to be
transferred to the CBI.
Maharashtra is not the first
state to have invoked section
6(Consent of State Government
to exercise powers and jurisdiction) of the Delhi Special Police
Establishment act to withdraw
“general consent” to the CBI.
Earlier, Andhra Pradesh,
Chattisgarh and West Bengal
had invoked this section which
reads: “Nothing contained in
section 5 shall be deemed to
enable any member of the Delhi
Special Police Establishment to
exercise powers and jurisdiction in any area in [a State, not
being a Union territory or railway
area], without the consent of the
Government of that State."

on her words.
“This is the reason why we have decided to quit
the NDA from today and
join hands with the TMC … We will want to
see Mamata Banerjee the Chief Minister for the
third time… We will work with all our energy and
might to ensure that TMC does well from all the
seats in North Bengal.” The founder of Gorkha
Janmukti Morcha Gurung chose a militant path
post 2017 challenging the Chief Minister for not
giving a separate Gorkhaland state. He was
engaged in a violent clash --- leading to afew deaths
in the region.
Subsequently booked under several charges
including sedition he was declared an absconder
with the State police hot in his pursuit.
Gurung remained underground for three years
during which he joined the BJP-led National
Democratic Alliance after breaking ties with
TMC in September 2017.
In the meantime a second GJM leader Benoy
Tamang parted ways with Gurung to form his own
GJM(Tamang) and joined hands with the Chief
Minister. He was subsequently appointed the
Administrator of Gorkhaland Territorial Authority.
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ivisions within the Punjab
Congress came to the fore
D
yet again on Wednesday with
party MP Pratap Singh Bajwa
writing to President Ramnath
Kovind requesting him to order
a high-level probe into the circumstances that led to the
removal of security cover of
Shaurya Chakra awardee
Balwinder Singh and his subsequent killing by terrorists
on October 16.
“I wish to bring your kind
attention to the heinous assassination
of
comrade
Balwinder Singh Bhikhiwind
on October 16, 2020. Being
national hero and awarded
medals of valour by the
President of India, the safety
and security of the family of

Comrade Balwinder Singh
Bhikhiwind should have been
a priority of the Government
of India,” he stated in his letter.
“It is imperative that
responsible including policemen who prepared inputs that
led to his security cover being
withdrawn should be investigated through a high-level
probe,” Bajwa in his letter,
dated October 20, 2020, said.
Bajwa pointed out there
were 16 attempts to kill Singh’s
family in 1990-91 and their
family was the only one in
India with four Shaur ya
Chakra awardees.
Party’s Punjab incharge
Harish Rawat said Bajwa has
every right to write to the
President but he should’ve
written first to the Punjab
Chief Minister as law and
order is a state subject.
But Bajwa and Punjab
Chief
Minister
Capt
Amarinder Singh have been at
loggerheads for quite some
time now. Bajwa along with
another Rajya Sabha MP SS
Dhullo had even skipped

Rahul Gandhi’s tractor rally in
protest against the farm bills.
Bajwa has been constantly expressing his resentment
against the CM blaming him
for his autocratic style of
functioning. He even alleged
that the CM is shielding
smugglers and drug trafficker after 121 people died after
consuming spurious liquor in
August this year.
Balwinder Singh Sandhu,
who fought against terrorism
in Punjab, was shot dead by
two unknown assailants in
Tarn Taran district. His wife
said there are 42 registered
FIRs of attacks on their family and countless other attacks
have taken place which is not
on record.
“Withdrawal of security
was wrong. Government,
administration and intelligence agencies are responsible
for this. We sought security
again, but to no avail. Those
who treat security cover as a
status symbol have been provided with it. We actually
needed it but weren’t provided,” she rued.
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aking a serious view of
laxity by parties and canT
didates in observing crowd
discipline, the Election
Commission on Wednesday
issued advisory to political
parties, asking them to follow
its instructions related to
COVID-19 during polls. Huge
crowds at rallies without adhering to the norms of social distancing and wearing of masks
are being seen in the ongoing
campaigning for the Bihar
Assembly elections.
The poll body reiterated its
October 9 instructions asking
political parties and candidates to maintain crowd discipline and advised them to
demonstrate utmost vigil and
care during electioneering. The
advisory has been issued two
days ahead of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s first rally in
Bihar on Friday, which will
attract crowds in huge numbers.
The EC also said it expected the chief electoral officers
and district machinery concerned to invoke appropriate
penal provisions against the
candidates as well as organisers for violating Covid safety
protocols. The advisory stated:
“The commission has taken a
serious view of laxity on part of

the parties and candidates, on
the ground, in terms of maintaining crowd discipline and
hereby reiterates and further
advises them to demonstrate
utmost vigil and care during
electioneering”.
“Chief Electoral Officers
and the District Machinery
would be expected by the
Commission to invoke appropriate and relevant penal provisions against the candidates
concerned as well as the organizers responsible for such violations. Separate instructions
for strict compliance of guidelines are being issued to Chief
Electoral Officers and State
Governments of poll going
states,” the advisory read.

“Instances of such public
meetings have come to notice
of the Commission, where
large numbers of crowds have
assembled in utter violation of
social distancing and the
political leaders/campaigners
are addressing the gathering
without wearing masks in
complete disregard of the
guidelines/instructions issued
by Election Commission. By
doing so, the political parties
and candidates are not only
flouting the guidelines of the
Commission with impunity,
but exposing themselves as
well as the public attending
the rallies/meetings to the
danger of infection during the
pandemic,” the poll panel’s

advisory read.
The poll panel recalled its
earlier advisory issued on
October 9 in which it had
stated: “As representatives of
public, this onerous responsibility rests with the political
parties to ensure that they not
only cooperate with the district machineries in following
the due norms of public
health safety as prescribed,
but also instill a sense of discipline for civic behaviour in
their cadre while doing
ground management during
campaign times. It is requested that you may like to issue
advisory to all your field representatives to demonstrate
utmost vigil and care to abide
by all the extant instructions
in large interest of public
health and avoid any penal
action for breaching the provisions.”
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he Government is undertaking a comprehensive
T
modernisation programme to
prepare the police and paramilitary forces of the country
to tackle newer challenges of
terrorism, cyber crime and
border security, Union Home
Minister Amit Shah said while
hailing the services of police
personnel during the pandemic.
Shah said a joint column of
police and Central Armed
Police Forces jawans and officers at the National Police
Memorial in Chanakyapuri on
Wednesday on the occasion of
the police commemoration
day.
The day is observed to pay
homage to 10 policemen (of the
CRPF) killed in an ambush by
Chinese troops in 1959 in
Ladakh’s Hot Spring area.
“The work of police is witnessing new challenges and
new dimensions in the areas of
terrorism, fake currency, narcotics control, cyber crime,
arms smuggling, human trafficking. It is a challenge to prepare the police forces for the
new dimensions that have
emerged in the last 2-3
decades.”
“We have prepared a comprehensive modernisation programme for the police and I am
hopeful that in the coming days
the Modi government will prepare them to meet these challenges,” Shah said.
He said the Government is
bringing in technology to make
the country’s borders “impregnable” and preparations in this
regard are being done in detail.
The technology and promptness of our troops will go
hand-in-hand and we will be
able to better secure our borders, he said.
Shah also said that the
government was “going to do
many things” so that the deficiency in availability of police
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he Indo-Tibetan Border
Police (ITBP), tasked to
secure the frontier with China,
has appointed a high-level officer to head the newly-created
Guwahati-based eastern command that oversees deployment of border battalions in
that region. This marks the
operationalisation of the eastern command.
The paramilitary has posted Additional Director General
Amrit Mohan Prasad. Prasad
will now be based in Guwahati
to head the Command which
oversees the battalions
deployed along the Line of
Actual Control (LAC) with
China in States like Arunachal
Pradesh, Sikkim and Assam
with frontiers at Itanagar
(Northeast) and Lucknow
(east) and sector offices at
Likabali, Tezpur, Dibrugarh
and Gangtok among others.
The Command also supervises the Force’s battalions
deployed for anti-Naxal operations in Chhattisgarh.
Some officers, sub-officers
and administrative staff were
earlier posted by the force to
operationalise the command.
However, the posting of the top
officer was delayed due to
administrative reasons.
The Force specialised in
mountain-warfare had earlier
posted an officer (in the
Inspector General-rank) in

Samant Kumar Goel and a
Joint Secretary of the Ministry
of External Affairs among
others visited Kathmandu on
Wednesday. The team which
also comprises officials of the
defence forces met top leaders of Nepal including Prime
Minister KP Sharma Oli and
Pushpa Kamal Dahal who is
commonly known as
Prachanda among others. The
team travelled on a special
IAF flight No IFC 4620 and is

expected to return by
Thursday morning. The
moves comes ahead of the
planned visit of Army Chief
MM Naravane early next
month to Kathmandu. The
deliberations by the Indian
team in Nepal are being
directly super vised by
National Security Advisor Ajit
Doval.
The visit assumes significance as it marks a thaw in
the strained relation between
the two countries after Nepal
included Indian territories
under Lipulekh, Kalapani and
Limpiyadhura in its map earlier this year.

June to head its western command located in Chandigarh
that has control over battalions
deployed along the LAC in
Ladakh, Uttarakhand and
Himachal Pradesh.
The two ADG-rank headed commands were sanctioned
by the Union Government in
October last year for better
operational functioning of the
about 35-38 battalions of the

force deployed at the LAC,
starting from Ladakh to
Arunachal Pradesh along the
eastern front.
The new commands are
expected to streamline operations, intelligence, deployment
and administrative movements
of the personnel to the border
regions and also boost synergy with the Army that secures
the LAC.

personnel per one lakh population is addressed.
He said a total of 35,398
police and CAPF personnel
have laid down their lives in the
line of duty till now with 264
making the supreme sacrifice
over the last year.

Shah also remembered
the 343 personnel who were
killed due to COVID-19 and
said these personnel continued on duty to help people,
donate blood and plasma. A
ceremonial guard of honour
by a joint squad of the CAPFs

was presented during the
event that was attended by
Minister of State for Home G
Kishan Reddy, Union home
secretar y Ajay Bhalla,
Director of the Intelligence
Bureau Arvind Kumar and
chiefs of various CAPFs.
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high level team of officials
A
that includes Research
and Analysis Wing Chief
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test.

Talking about this test,

ost-effective COVIRAP,
C ovid-19 diagnostic
C
machine developed by the
Indian Institute of Technology
Kharagpur (IIT Kharagpur)
which can give results in an
hour has got go-ahead from
Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) for its efficacy.
This new testing technology has been designed to
ensure that Covid-19 test is
easy to conduct, affordable
and to produce results within an hour. This new testing
method, said a statement
from IIT Kharagpur, implements a highly reliable and
accurate molecular diagnostic procedure that can be
conducted in an ultra-lowcost portable device unit and
costs only around Rs 500 per

The has been developed
by a team of researchers led
by Prof Suman Chakraborty,
Professor, Department of
Mechanical Engineering, IIT
Kharagpur, and Dr Arindam
Mondal, Assistant Professor,
School of Bio-Science, IIT
Kharagpur

Professor VK Tewari,
Director, IIT Kharagpur, said,
“This is indeed one of the
greatest contributions in the
history of medical science,
particularly in the area of
virology, and is well set to
replace PCR-based tests to a
large extent.”
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he Election Commission
(EC) has set up a twoT
member committee to examine
the issues concerning expenditure limit for a candidate in
view of increase in number of
electors and rise in cost inflation index and other factors.
The Committee has been asked
to submit its report within 120
days of its constitution.
According to the poll body, former Indian Revenue Service
(IRS) officer and Director
General (Investigation) Harish
Kumar and Secretary General

and DG (expenditure) Umesh
Sinha will be member of the
committee.
“Expenditure limit for a
candidate was last revised in
2014 while in respect of
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana
it was revised on October 10,

2018. In last six years
the limit was not
increased despite an
increase in electorate
from 834 million to
910 million in 2019
to 921 million now.
Further,
Cost
Inflation Index during this period has
increased from 220 to 280 in
2019 to 301 now,” the EC said.
The Centre has recently
enhanced the existing expenditure limit by 10 percent. This
increase of 10 percent will be
applicable with immediate
effect in ongoing elections.
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ir pollution is fast killing
infants, with a global study
A
finding that last year in India,
outdoor and household particulate matter pollution claimed
more than 1,16,000 toddlers in
their very first month of life.
Touted as the first-ever
comprehensive analysis of air
pollution’s global impact on
newborns, the annual State of
Global Air 2020 report published by the Health Effects
Institute (HEI), however found
progress in reducing household
air pollution exposures but levels stagnant for outdoor PM2.5.
The report, State of Global
Air 2020, said more than half
of these deaths were associated with outdoor PM2.5 and
others were linked to use of
solid fuels such as charcoal,
wood, and animal dung for
cooking.
Overall long-term exposure to outdoor and household
air pollution contributed to

over 1.67 million annual deaths
from stroke, heart attack, diabetes, lung cancer, chronic
lung diseases, and neonatal
diseases in India in 2019.
For the youngest infants,
most deaths were related to
complications from low birth
weight and preterm birth.
Overall, air pollution is
now the largest risk factor for
death among all health risks,
according to the report. The
HEI is an independent,
research institute funded jointly by the US Environmental
Protection Agency, industry,
foundations, and development

banks.
The report
highlights the
ongoing challenge
of high outdoor
air pollution in
South Asian countries like India,
Bangladesh,
Pakistan
and
Nepal which feature among the
top 10 countries with the highest PM2.5 exposures in 2019;
all of these countries experienced increases in outdoor
PM2.5 levels between 2010
and 2019.
Use of solid fuels for cooking, however, presents a pattern
of moderate success. Since
2010, more than 50 million
fewer people have been
exposed to household air pollution. The Pradhan Mantri
Ujjwala Yojana Household LPG
program and other schemes
have helped to dramatically
expand access to clean energy,
especially for rural households.

he Ministry of Consumer
Affairs on Wednesday
T
relaxed import norms till
December 15 to facilitate the
early shipment of onion to
boost the domestic supply and
check the retail prices of the key
kitchen staple, sold in cities like
Chennai at C73 per kg.
Indian High Commissions
have been instructed in the relevant countries to contact the
traders to push for greater
onion imports to the country.
The ministry has also decided
to offload more onion from its
buffer stock in the open market to contain price rise.
An estimated Kharif crop
of 37 lakh tonne is likely to start
arriving in the Mandis that will
give reprieve to the rising
prices, it said. According to the
ministry, a sharp spike in onion
prices in the past 10 days by Rs
11.56/kg has taken the allIndia retail price of the commodity to Rs 51.95/kg, which
was 12.13 per cent higher than
the last year’s price of Rs
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n the backdrop of the Indian
and Chinese armies locked in
Ia stand-off
at the Line of Actual
Control(LAC)in Ladakh, Army
Chief General M M Naravane
on Wednesday reviewed the
current security scenario and
stressed the need for faster integration and modernisation of
the armed forces.
Interacting with the officers at the prestigious College
of Defence Management
(CDM) and Bison Division at
Secunderabad, he also focused
on the geo-strategic implications on capability development and force utilisation of
the Indian Army in pursuit of
national interests.
During his address to the
student officers and faculty of
the CDM, Naravane spoke on
a number of issues concerning
integration, theaterisation and
modernisation of the armed
forces in general and the Indian
Army in particular, the Army
said here.
On the government’s decision to appoint the Chief of
Defence Staff (CDS) and create
the Department of Military
Affairs (DMA), the Army chief
said it was “a momentous one”
and that the services needed to
“demonstrate great wisdom
and statesmanship in enabling
the CDS, a long standing
demand of the Armed Forces”.
He added that the next logical step in the process of
defence reforms was the “formation of Integrated Theatre
Commands to synergise the
capabilities and combat potential of the three services during war and peace.” However,
he advised that this process will
be “deliberate, thoughtful and
well considered” and its
fruition will take a “number of
years.”
Naravane explained to the
officers that there was a need
for everyone to work in a spirit of togetherness and trust
with the national security
interests being paramount. He
added a note of caution and
said that there might be a
requirement for “mid course
corrections.”
He was optimistic about
the future of integration of the
armed forces, which Naravane
said was “an inevitability” as it
would lead to “tri-services
synergy” and optimisation of
resources.
He commended the CDM
for the excellent work related
to grooming of tech-adept,
management savvy and strategically nimble higher leadership. At the Bison Division, the
Army chief was briefed by
Major General Alok Joshi,
General Officer Commanding,
Bison Division on security
and operational preparedness
of the formation.
Later, the Army chief visited
the
Simulator
Development Division (SDD),
Secunderabad and the TATA
Boeing Aerospace Limited
(TBAL) at Hyderabad, a joint
venture facility of Boeing and
Tata Advanced Systems established for co-production of
Apache Helicopters-64. The
COAS appreciated the “Make
in India” initiatives and reinvigorated efforts towards indigenisation and being
“Atmanirbhar” on niche technologies.
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rime Minister Narendra
Mo di on Wednesday
P
spoke to South Korean pres-

46.33/kg.
The retail price of onion
has shown a marked increase
from August-end 2020, though
the price level was below that
of last year till October 18, it
said.
To facilitate import of
onion, the ministry said, “The
government has on October 21
relaxed the conditions for fumigation and additional declara-

tion on Phytosanitar y
Certificate (PSC) under the
Plant Quarantine Order (PQ),
2003 for import up to
December 15, 2020”.
Consignments of imported
onions, which arrive at Indian
ports without fumigation and
endorsement to that effect on
the PSC, would be fumigated in
India by the importer through
an accredited treatment

provider.
In order to moderate
prices, the ministry said that
onion from the buffer stock is
being released in a calibrated
manner from the second half of
September 2020 to major mandis, retail suppliers such as
Safal, Kendriya Bhandar, and
NCCF as well as state governments. “More will be done in
the coming days,” it added.

ident Moon Jae-in, as the
two leaders reviewed important global developments,
including the progress in
combating the COVID-19
pandemic.
The two leaders also
reviewed the ongoing diversification of international
value chains, the need to preser ve
a
transparent,
development-oriented and
rules-based global trading
order, and the important role
of the World Trade
Organisation, a Prime
Minister’s Office (PMO) statement said.
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5-'OHDGHU/DOX3UDVDG¶VVRQKDVFRPPLWWHGKLPVHOIWRWKHUDFH
UDWKHUODWHLQWKHGD\+HPD\GHQWEXWFDQ¶WGHPROLVK1LWLVK

2

QHZRXOGKDYHH[SHFWHGWKHSDQGHPLFWRGXOOWKH
FDPSDLJQIRUWKH%LKDUHOHFWLRQVEXW5DVKWUL\D
-DQDWD'DO 5-' OHDGHU7HMDVKZL<DGDYLVFHU
WDLQO\VWHDOLQJWKHWKXQGHULQRSWLFV7KHVXUJLQJFURZGV
DWKLVUDOOLHVLQWRWDOYLRODWLRQRIVRFLDOGLVWDQFLQJQRUPV
WKHKLJKGHFLEHOFKHHUVDQGKLVSURPLVHRISURYLGLQJ
 ODNK MREV VKRZ WKH GHVSRQGHQF\ RI WKH 6WDWH·V
PLJUDQWZRUNHUVZKRDUHORRNLQJIRUDVOLYHURIKRSH
LIQRWWKHSURPLVHGODQG7KH\VD\YLVXDOVVKDSHSHU
FHSWLRQDQGWKRXJK%LKDU·VZLVHQHGYRWHUKDVVHOGRP
EHHQ VZD\HG E\ VSHFWDFOHV DQG WUDQVIHUUHG YRWHV
7HMDVKZL·V DSSHDO LV FHUWDLQO\ JLYLQJ VRPH DQ[LRXV
PRPHQWVWRWKH-DQDWD'DO 8QLWHG VXSUHPRDQGLQFXPEHQW&KLHI0LQLVWHU1LWLVK.XPDU
%XWZLWKSRSXODUVHQWLPHQWIDYRXULQJWKH%-3ZLWKZKLFK-' 8 LVLQDFRPELQHFDQ7HMDVKZL
FKXUQWKHSROLWLFDOZDWHUVLIQRWWXUQWKHWLGH"3HUKDSVKHKDVLPPHUVHGKLPVHOIUDWKHU
ODWHLQWKHGD\EXWZLOOWKLVOHJLWLPLVHKLVFODLPWREHLQJWKHWRUFKEHDUHURIKLVIDWKHU/DOX
3UDVDG<DGDYDQGKLVVRFLDOMXVWLFHPRYHPHQW")RUQRZ7HMDVKZLZKRKDVRIWHQEHHQ
FULWLFLVHGIRUUXQQLQJDZD\WR'HOKLDWWKHVOLJKWHVWFKDOOHQJHDQGEHLQJDUURJDQWLVVHUL
RXVO\LQYHVWLQJKLPVHOIDVDFKLHIPLQLVWHULDODVSLUDQW$QGRYHUWKHODVWVL[PRQWKVKH
KDVEHHQJURXQGHGLQKLV6WDWHZRUNHGWKHJUDVVURRWVDQGEXLOWDSHRSOHFRQQHFW0RVW
LPSRUWDQWO\KHKDVGHFLGHGWRVWHSRXWRI/DOX·VVKDGRZDQGUHFDVWWKHSROLWLFDOGLD
ORJXHWRKLVVSHFLILFDWLRQV+HNQRZVIXOOZHOOWKDWKHFDQQRWILOOKLVIDWKHU·VELJVKRHV
MXVW\HWDQGWKDW5-'ZRXOGVWLOOJHWWKHWUDGLWLRQDOFDVWHEDVHGOR\DOW\DQGPLQRULW\YRWHV
EDVHGRQ/DOX·VJRRGZLOO$IWHUDOOWKH<DGDY0XVOLPFRPELQHGYRWHEDVHVWLOOPDNHVIRU
SHUFHQWRIWKH6WDWHSRSXODWLRQ6RKHZDQWVWRFDUYHRXWDEURDGHUFRQVWLWXHQF\IRU
KLPVHOIWKDWLVPRUHFRQWH[WXDOWKDQKLVWRULFDQGLVNHHQWRPDNHWKHPRVWRIDWLPHZKHQ
WKHSROLWLFDOVWRFNRI%LKDU·VRQHWLPHGHOLYHUHU1LWLVKLVDWDQDOOWLPHORZ6RLQVWHDGRI
KDUSLQJRQWKH5-'·VFRUHSODQNRIFDVWHKHKDVPDGHXQHPSOR\PHQWRIWKH6WDWH·V
\RXWKWKHSLYRWRIKLVFDPSDLJQDVHFRQRPLFVLVWKHRQO\LVVXHWKDWPDWWHUVLQSDQGHP
LFKLWWLPHV7KLVKHOSVKLPRQWZRFRXQWV)LUVWLWKHOSVKLPUHHOLQWKH\RXWKZKRIRUP
DERXWSHUFHQWRIWKHHOHFWRUDWHDQGZKROLNHWKHPLJUDQWZRUNHUVDUHWKRURXJKO\
GLVHQFKDQWHGZLWKWKHZD\1LWLVKKDQGOHGWKHLUUHWXUQGXULQJWKHORFNGRZQ7KH\HYHQ
LGROLVHG8WWDU3UDGHVK&KLHI0LQLVWHU<RJL$GLW\DQDWKIRUUHKDELOLWDWLQJWKHPLQWUDQVLWD
IDFWWKDWWKH%-3LVOLNHO\WRHQFDVKIRULWVHOI6HFRQGWKRXJKWKH5-'LVVHHQDVDVFDP
WDLQWHGSDUW\DQHZJHQHUDWLRQKDUGO\UHPHPEHUVWKHGHWDLOVDQG7HMDVKZLLVKRSLQJWR
FRQWHPSRULVHWKHSDUW\·VDSSHDODPRQJWKH\RXQJ,QIDFWKLVFDWFK\VORJDQVOLNH´1D\L
6RFK1D\D%LKDUµRU´$ENL%DU<XYD6DUNDUµDUHLQWXQHZLWKKLVHIIRUWWRUHFDVWKLPVHOI
DVDGHYHORSPHQWRULHQWHGOHDGHUZKRFDQILOOLQZKHUH1LWLVKIDLOHG%HVLGHVKHKDVDOVR
JLYHQWLFNHWVWRVRPHXSSHUFDVWHOHDGHUVEXWKDVEHHQDVWXWHHQRXJKWRQRWXSVHWWKH
EDFNZDUGFDVWHVDQG'DOLWVFRQVLGHULQJWKDW1LWLVKKDVV\VWHPDWLFDOO\FKLSSHGDZD\DW
WKH5-'·VEDVHRYHUWKH\HDUVE\FUHDWLQJVXEFDWHJRULHVOLNHWKH([WUHPHO\%DFNZDUG
&DVWHV (%&V DQG0DKDGDOLWV7HMDVKZLLVWKHUHIRUHWU\LQJWREURDGHQWKHSDUW\·VEDVH
WRPDNHXSIRUWKLVVOLGHDQGZDQWVWRSHUVRQLI\WKH%LKDUWKDWGRHVQ·WZDQW1LWLVK,WLV
WKLVWKDWPDNHVKLPHQJDJLQJLQZKDWZDVWKRXJKWWREHDFRORXUOHVVHOHFWLRQ
7KHTXHVWLRQLVLIWKHUHODWDELOLW\DQGSHRSOHFRQQHFWFDQZRUNRQWKHJURXQGPDWK
HPDWLFDOO\2IFRXUVHWKLVWLPHERWK/DOXDQG7HMDVKZLKDYHEHHQFDUHIXODERXWVHDWDOOR
FDWLRQWRDOOLHVSUHIHUULQJWRNHHSWKHOLRQ·VVKDUHIRUWKHSDUW\7KH\KDYHOHDUQWWKHKDUG
ZD\GUDZLQJDEODQNLQWKH/RN6DEKDHOHFWLRQVODVW\HDUDIWHUFRQWHVWLQJRQO\VHDWV
RQWKHLURZQDQGDSSRUWLRQLQJWKHUHVWDPRQJDOOLHVZKRFRXOGQ·WHQVXUHYRWHWUDQVIHUV
WRHLWKHUWKH5-'RUWKH&RQJUHVV6RWKHSDUW\LVFRQWHVWLQJ$VVHPEO\VHDWVOHDY
LQJIRUWKH&RQJUHVVDQGIRUWKHWKUHH/HIWSDUWLHV2QLWVRZQLWVYRWHFDWFKLQJ
SRWHQWLDOJRHVXSEXWULJKWQRZZLWK1LWLVKVSOLWWLQJLWVSLHZKDWZLWK'DOLWOHDGHU-LWDQ
5DP 0DQMKL DQG RWKHU VSOLQWHUV PLJUDWLQJ WR WKH -' 8  IORDWLQJ RXWILWV RU EHFRPLQJ
,QGHSHQGHQWVWKH5-'VWLOOQHHGVLWVROGDOOLHVOHVWWKH\WRRGHVHUWDQGVSOLWWKHDQWL
YRWH%HVLGHV5-'ZRQVHDWVLQWKH$VVHPEO\HOHFWLRQWRJHWKHUZLWK1LWLVKDQG
WKH-' 8 YRWHEDVH7KDW·VJRQHQRZ6R5-'FDQQRWULVNGLVDGYDQWDJLQJLWVHOIIXUWKHU
%HVLGHVWKH%-3OHG1DWLRQDO'HPRFUDWLF$OOLDQFH 1'$ QRZKDVDEURDGFDVWHDUFZLWK
WKHVXSSRUWRIGRPLQDQWJURXSVOLNHWKH.XUPLV.RHULV.XVKZDKDVDQG0DKDGDOLWVZKR
DFFRXQWIRUSHUFHQWRI%LKDU·VSRSXODWLRQ7HMDVKZLLVEDQNLQJRQWKH/HIWSDUWLHVIRU
WUDQVSODQWLQJ´FDVWHµZLWK´FODVVµDQGKRSLQJWRPDNHDEUHDNWKURXJKDPRQJWKHSRRU
DQGXQGHUSULYLOHJHG%\DQGODUJHWKH/HIWSDUWLHVKDYHOLPLWHGEXWFRPPLWWHGYRWHUVDQG
FDQPDWWHULQWKH5-'OHGDOOLDQFH%HVLGHV7HMDVKZLYLVLWHGIORRGKLWUHIXJHHVDWWKHLU
KRPHVDQGWRXUHGWKHUHDOO\EDFNZDUGSRFNHWVRIWKH6WDWH$QGWKRXJKSROLWLFDOO\DQG
LGHRORJLFDOO\GLYHUJHQWKHEDFNHGULYDOFODLPDQWDQG/RN-DQVKDNWL3DUW\ /-3 OHDGHU
&KLUDJ3DVZDQIRUSRLQWLQJRXW1LWLVK·VIODZVFOHYHUO\QRWDQWDJRQLVLQJKLPVHOIDPRQJ
WKH3DVZDQVDGRPLQDQWVHFWLRQRI'DOLWV1LWLVKQHHGHGDFUHGLEOHFKDOOHQJHUPXFKHDU
OLHUIRUSHRSOHWRUHFRQVLGHUDVSDFHTXLHWO\SLFNHGXSE\WKH%-3ZLWKLWVSRVW$\RGK\D
VZHOODQGWKH0RGLDXUD$IRUWQLJKWRIURDULQJVXFFHVVGRHVQ·WWUDQVODWHWRYRWHV:LOO
7HMDVKZLUHPDLQDWDONLQJSRLQWRULQGHHGEHFRPHDWXUQLQJSRLQW"

<VVa5fcXRZ_`fcYVRced

7KH30 LVULJKWLI,QGLDLVWRDYRLGDGHYDVWDWLQJVHFRQGZDYH
RXUEHKDYLRXUGXULQJWKHIHVWLYHVHDVRQZLOOPDWWHU
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Q.RONDWDDQGWKHUHVWRI:HVW%HQJDODVZHOODVLQ
%HQJDOLFRPPXQLWLHVDFURVVWKHOHQJWKDQGEUHDGWK
RI,QGLDWKHFRPLQJRIWKHIHVWLYHVHDVRQPHDQWJRLQJ
WRD3XMD SDQGDOSD\LQJREHLVDQFHWRWKH0RWKHUDQG
KHUFKLOGUHQRQWKHLUDQQXDOYLVLWEHIRUHLQGXOJLQJLQIRRG
DQGPLQJOLQJZLWKIULHQGVDQGIDPLO\$QGQRWMXVWLQ
%HQJDOZKHUHWKHDUULYDORI0D'XUJDPHDQWDWLPH
RIIHDVWLQJDQGVSHQGLQJRQQHZFORWKHVDQGKRXVH
KROGJRRGVEXWDFURVVWKHFRXQWU\DFURVVFRPPX
QLWLHVWKHVHPRQWKVPHDQWH[FKDQJLQJJLIWVVZHHWV
DQGZKDWQRW,WZDVDWLPHIRUWRJHWKHUQHVVZKHUH
FKLOGUHQWUDYHOOHGEDFNWREHZLWKWKHLUIDPLOLHVDQGWKH
XVXDOQHZVVWRULHVRIWKHVHWLPHVRYHUWKHSDVWIHZ\HDUVZHUHWKHH[RUELWDQWDLUIDUHV
DFURVVWKHFRXQWU\+RZHYHULQWKHVH&RURQDYLUXVLQIHFWHGPRQWKVZKHWKHULQ.RONDWD
RULQ'HOKL·V&KLWWDUDQMDQ3DUNDUHDWKHOLPLWHGDQGVFDOHGGRZQSDQGDOVKDYHEHFRPH
QRJRDUHDV%XWZKLOHWKHSDQGHPLFKDVGDPSHQHGHQWKXVLDVPLQPDQ\VHQVLEOHSHR
SOHZKRDUHUHO\LQJRQGLJLWDOIHHGVWRDGGUHVVWKHLUVSLULWXDOTXHVWRWKHUVDUHLQFRUUL
JLEOH)HVWLYDOURPDQWLFVIRUZKRPWKHMR\VRISDQGDOKRSSLQJFDQQRWEHGHQLHGKDYH
FRPSHOOHGWKH&DOFXWWD+LJK&RXUWWRPRGLI\LWVEDQRQHQWHULQJSDQGDOVQRZDOORZ
LQJVPDOOJURXSVLQVLGH+RZRQHDUWKZLOOWKLVEHPRQLWRUHG":KLOHWKLVFDQSRVVLEO\
EHPDQDJHGLQFLWLHVOLNH.RONDWD+RZUDK$VDQVRODQG6LOLJXULKRZZLOOWKHUXVKEH
FRQWUROOHGLQWKHKXQGUHGVRIVPDOOWRZQVWKDWGRWWKH6RXWK%HQJDOFRXQWU\VLGHDOORI
ZKLFKKDYHWKHLURZQ3XMDSDQGDOVDQGZKHUHSHRSOHLQYDULDEO\XVH,QGLD·VGHQVHVWVXE
XUEDQUDLOV\VWHPWRZRUNLQWKHFLW\RI.RONDWD"7KHSRWHQWLDOIRUDUHJLRQDOKHDOWKFDUH
GLVDVWHULVWUHPHQGRXVDQGRQHSUHVXPHVWKDW3ULPH0LQLVWHU1DUHQGUD0RGL·VVSHHFK
ZDVWRHQVXUHWKDWWKLQJVGRQRWJHWRXWRIKDQG,Q'HOKLSXMDRUJDQLVHUVKDYHEHHQ
FDUHIXODQGQRODUJHSDQGDOVKDYHEHHQVHWXS7KHIHZSXMDVWKDWDUHKDSSHQLQJDUH
WDNLQJSODFHSXUHO\IRUUHOLJLRXVSXUSRVHVLQWHPSOHV
2QHKRSHVWKDWWKHFLWL]HQVRI,QGLDSD\KHHGWRWKH30·VUHTXHVWDQGXQGHUVWDQG
WKDW*RGZLOOQRWEHDQJU\LIZHGRQRWJRDQGSD\REHLVDQFHLQSHUVRQ7KLVLVDKRU
ULEOHDVSHFWRIWRGD\·VUHDOLW\DQGWKHUHZLOOEHDQHFRQRPLFSULFHDVZHOOEXWLIZHDUH
WRVWD\VDIHDQGKHDOWK\GXULQJWKHZLQWHUZHGRQRWKDYHDFKRLFH
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he Indian economy has
been stress-tested many
times before but never
been dented as savagely
as this time around. But
2020 will be remembered as the
year that eroded a decade’s worth
of progress, the annus horribilis that
bought humanity to its knees.
Governments and businesses across
the world are undergoing rapid
recalibrations in order to adjust to
the world of extreme volatility,
uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity (VUCA). So, when the Chief
Economist of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) states that
“the world economy is not coming
back to 2019 levels until 2022”, it is
a comforting statement of fact that
economic contraction is a universal phenomenon and not a standalone, India-centric affliction.
So, how is the Government
catalysing towards a sustainable
growth momentum? The task has
not been easy for a country with
limited financial resources to secure
lives and livelihoods of 130 crore
people, who account for 18 per cent
of the world’s population. Given the
constraints, the Narendra Modi-led
Government has pursued a path of
re-booting and rebuilding the economy by wresting four pillars parallelly. First, by addressing interim
and short-term solutions for sustaining livelihoods. Second, by
identifying and spending on postCOVID sectors of growth that will
lead to sustainable and a long-term
recovery. Third, by using its mandate to push ahead with powerful
reform agenda, passing in quick
succession long-pending reforms in
labour, agriculture and education.
India is poised for a stronger and
more robust comeback as compared to partial or cyclical
rebounds. Fourth, in order to
maintain a steady growth momentum, the Government has pursued
balancing social sector spending
with infrastructure spending. The
Centre recognises the importance
of infrastructure as the foremost
engine of growth and the need to
scale up outlays to at least eight per
cent of Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) on “next-generation infrastructure,” for which an allocation
of C111 trillion investment has been
set aside from 2020 to 25.
Can the Government do more
by way of welfarist measures, given
the anticipated shortfalls in revenue? The World Bank, usually the
paragon of caution, has this time

T

around advised emerging
nations like India to set aside fiscal prudence and take on further
debt, as “you first worry about
fighting the war, then you figure
out how to pay for it.”
Interim solutions lie in first
addressing livelihood issues by
further extending the timelines
of direct income support for the
rural poor, as also offering urban
migrants a similar package. The
Centre has spent around two per
cent of GDP on welfarist
schemes like direct cash transfers for income support, free
grains for the rural poor,
increased spendings on
Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee
Act (MNREGA) and so on. As
the crisis is far from over and the
duration of the pandemic is
uncertain, it is doubtful the
Government will prematurely
withdraw welfarist spending.
By lowering interest rates,
providing credit guarantees for
MSMEs, allowing for loan
moratoriums and one-time
restructuring of loans, the
Government has deployed a
sizeable fiscal package of around
seven per cent of GDP towards
increasing liquidity. This is much
required to address the supply
side needs of the industry,
though funding has not adequately percolated down to
SMEs, who are most severely
impacted by the downturn.
While globally, Central Banks
have continued with massive
doses of Quantitative Easing
(QE), there is room for more in

emerging markets like India as
the effect of rate cuts and liquidity keeps waning due to the weak
transmission. However, the policy of easing credit flows is not
insulated from the downside
risks of defaults that could
impact the health of the already
fragile banking sector. Because
it is a given that the impact on
the financial sector isn’t usually
immediately visible, so the true
impact of defaults on loans will
reflect only in the following
quarters.
The phenomenon of
“revenge” or “rebound” spending during the festival months is
at best a temporary surge. As we
enter the festive season, there is
already an average uptick by 34
per cent to 40 per cent in sectorspecific surges in the major
propellers of growth like retail,
consumer durables, automobiles and residential housing.
However, socio-economic variables have contributed to worsening VUCA levels in the services sector, which contributes
54 per cent to the GDP but has
seen irrecoverable demanddestruction.
Travel, tourism, shopping,
hospitality, aviation, entertainment, leisure and fashion come
under the discretionary-spend
service sector, which is expected to see an improvement during the festive months. Viewed
through the lens of behavioural science, the phenomenon of
“revenge buying, or spending on
indulgences” happens after a
prolonged period of suppression

on lifestyle pleasures that creates
the much needed “feel-good
factor.” Levels of discretionary
spending are a vital marker of
economic health, as people only
spend on lifestyle expenses once
they have disposable funds left
after paying for taxes, housing,
savings and other essential
needs.
To gauge the downward or
upward trends in these sectors,
predictive insights can be gained
from the data of the Google
Community Mobility Report
that uses anonymised data provided by Google Maps. The
global Google Mobility Index
trends show that travel and
mobility levels had fallen to
44.7 per cent in April and risen
to 82 per cent by midSeptember. Here again, mobility and commuting will vary with
the spread or decrease in regional COVID-loads.
The aviation and hospitality
industries have been among the
26 most stressed sectors and
recovery is not expected before
18 to 24 months. The tourism
industry contributes nine per
cent to the GDP, generates substantial revenues and accounted
for 87 million jobs in 2019.
The festival season is expected to give a big boost to these
closely aligned sectors and will
hopefully fuel the wheels of the
economy till the end of 2020.
Optimism thereafter rests on the
advent of the vaccine by early
2021. However, with the onset of
winter and the negligence of
maintaining distancing proto-

cols at festive gatherings, there
is a risk of further waves of viral
outbreaks. This in turn will
deepen the negative impact on
future earnings and impact consumer spending in the following
quarter of 2020 to 21.
Ultimately, the volume of
consumer spending is not being
dictated by need-based buying,
but by what I term as the “Index
of Fear-Intensity.” The quantum
of “Fear-Intensity” in consumers
wanes and rises in response to
the local COVID-load, intermittent lockdowns and the visibility of each individual’s anticipated earnings over the next six
months, which are now dictating behavioural patterns of consumers.
Which sectors can ride the
economy towards sustainable
recovery? There is empirical
evidence that increased spending in infrastructure during
downturns has never failed to
have trickle-down effects in
rebooting the economy and creating millions of jobs. As most
emerging nations are constrained for resources, the Indian
Government would be looking
to tap into concessionary finance
facilities being extended by
international development
finance institutions. The World
Bank, Asian Development Bank
and IMF are fast-tracking generous assistance to member
countries facing a COVIDcrunch, with global interest
rates being at historic lows.
Assessing sectoral bounce
backs in recovery for the July to
September quarter, it has been
largely driven by agriculture,
while IT, healthcare, fintech,
educational technology, telecom and e-commerce sectors
will remain the prime engines of
post-COVID growth, as they
come under the category of the
new “Touchless and Homebody
Economy.”
Stock markets, long seen as a
proxy for the real economy, are
now being driven by ultra-lax
monetary policies in the developed world. But stock market
buoyancy in no way mirrors the
actual economic pain at ground
levels, even as the Sensex consolidates around the 40,000
mark.
However, unlike measuring
the stock market performance
on a quarterly basis, corporates
and the Government will have
to get past the obsessive compulsion to look at monthly outcomes, and instead adopt a
medium-to-long-term approach
for a sustainable recovery, while
remaining resilient enough to
calibrate policies to the VUCA
factors.
(The writer is author, columnist and Chairperson of the
National Committee for Financial
Inclusion at the Niti Aayog)
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Sir — As a big strategic move,
India has invited Australia to the
annual Malabar naval exercises
after a gap of 13 years. This
proves the Quadrilateral Security
Dialogue (Quad) — which
includes the US and Japan as the
other two members — as being
something more than a mere
talking shop. This will be the
Quad’s first full military-level
engagement and a step closer for
the eventual formalisation of
the grouping. New Delhi, overcoming its previous hesitation to
invite Canberra, changed tack
after China’s growing belligerence
and the ongoing border standoff
in eastern Ladakh. With China
flexing its muscle across the
region, the need for a counterbalancing strategic-security platform was sorely felt. Beijing, that
had compared the grouping to
sea foam in 2018, now sees this
move as a serious concern.
The Quad, through regular
naval coordination, can now
actualise the idea of a free and
open Indo-Pacific region. An
effective navy with advanced
operational logistics gives India
the ability to exploit China’s
Malacca dilemma and disrupt
energy supplies to the latter,
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]>Rc^QTa!SdaX]VWXbbTeT]cWPSSaTbbc^cWT
]PcX^]?aX\T<X]XbcTa=PaT]SaP<^SX\PSTP]
TPa]TbcP__TP[c^cWTRXcXiT]bc^]^cQTRPaT[Tbb
SdaX]VcWT_P]ST\XRTb_TRXP[[hPbcWTUTbcXeP[bTPb^]
XbP__a^PRWX]V0bfTR^]cX]dTc^[XeTfXcWcWTeXadb
°TeT]Pb\P[[]TV[XVT]RT±^]^daQTWP[URP]SP\_T]
cWT UTbcXeT b_XaXc 7T TeT] P]]^d]RTS cWPc cWT
6^eTa]\T]cXb\PZX]VP[[_^bbXQ[TTUU^acbc^T]bdaTcWPc
PePRRX]TfWT]TeTaXcXb[Pd]RWTSaTPRWTbTeTah8]SXP]
7^fTeTa^]cWT^cWTaWP]S2>E83_a^c^R^[bPaTQTX]V
QaPiT][heX^[PcTSQh_^[XcXRP[_PacXTbX]1XWPaP]S^cWTa
BcPcTT[TRcX^]aP[[XTb>]TbdRWX]RXST]cfPbfWT]1XWPa³b
3T_dch2WXTU<X]XbcTaBdbWX[:d\Pa<^SXPSSaTbbTS
P]T[TRcX^]aP[[hPcAP\VPaWX]:PX\daSXbcaXRcfXcWP]
TbcX\PcTS ! _T^_[T VPcWTaTS c^ [XbcT] c^ WX\
CWa^fX]VRPdcX^]c^cWTfX]ScWT_PacXRX_P]cbR[dbcTaTS
c^VTcWTaXV]^aX]Vb^RXP[SXbcP]RX]VP]S\^bcSXS]^c
TeT]fTPaP\PbZ
CWT4[TRcX^]2^\\XbbX^]³bVdXST[X]TbU^aW^[SX]V
P_WhbXRP[aP[[h\P]SPcTb^RXP[SXbcP]RX]V^UPc[TPbc
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should it launch another 1962
style attack. Additionally, India
and the US are expected to sign
the last of four military communication foundational agreements — the Basis Exchange and
Cooperation Agreement — for
geospatial cooperation. This will
give us more eyes to monitor and
react quickly to Chinese moves.
N Sadhasiva Reddy
Bengaluru

cf^\TcaTbP]SP[[PccT]STTbfTPaX]V\PbZb7^fTeTa
X]cWTaPRTc^f^^cWTT[TRc^aPcTcWT_^[XcXRP[[TPSTab
WPeTU^aV^ccT]cWPccWT_P]ST\XRXb]^c^eTahTcB^
fWX[T cWT ?<³b PSSaTbb fPb X]U^a\PcXeT cWT 2T]caT
]TTSbc^_aPRcXbTfWPcXc_aTPRWTb^aT[bT1XWPaT[TR
cX^]bR^d[Scda]X]c^P\PbbeXadbb_aTPSX]VTeT]c
1XShdc:d\Pa2WPccTaYTT
5PaXSPQPS

8_\\_g`b_]YcUc/
Sir — Campaigning for the
Assembly elections in 243 constituencies of Bihar is heating up.
And at one such rally, Rashtriya
Janata Dal (RJD) leader Tejashwi
Yadav promised 10 lakh
Government jobs if he comes to
power. In response, the Chief
Minister and Janata Dal (United)
leader Nitish Kumar asked Yadav

from where does he plan to get
the money for the salaries? This
isn’t the first time. Rather the
campaigning period is usually
full of such tall promises that are
forgotten once the polling is over.
However, it is an absolute fact
that the State needs comprehensive changes in numerous sectors: Employment, economy,
education, healthcare, stringent
measures to save flood-affected

areas and so on. The present
CM, in spite of being in alliance
with the BJP, which is in power
at the Centre, has failed to deal
with these issues and things have
only changed for the worse.
There needs to be a complete
overhaul of the Government
and people are aware of it.
However, with so many players
in the ring, only time will tell
who comes out on the top.
N Kalam
Maharashtra

3XY^Q_fUbDQYgQ^
Sir — Beijing is enraged as India
considers formal trade negotiations with Taiwan. China’s territorial and economic imperialism
has forced its neighbours to
look for alternatives and a way to
counter the dragon.
So, even though New Delhi
has been reluctant to seek trade
talks with Taiwan earlier, such a
step would reduce our dependence on China for supplies
and further the goal of seeking
greater investments in technology.
KV Seetharamaiah
Hassan
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\
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RGD\LVDEODFNGD\LQKLVWRU\DQG,QGLDLVREVHUYLQJLWDVVXFK
WRSURWHVWDJDLQVW3DNLVWDQ·VUROHLQLQVWLJDWLQJYLROHQFHDQG
WHUURULQWKH9DOOH\+DYLQJSODQQHG2SHUDWLRQ*XOPDUJ3DNLVWDQ
XQOHDVKHGLWVWULEDOPLOLWLDRQ-DPPXDQG.DVKPLU - . RQ2FWREHU
  2YHUUXQLQJ 0X]]DIDUDEDG 'RPHO DQG 8UL WKH WULEDO
ODVKNDUV OHGE\3DNLVWDQ$UP\SHUVRQQHOUHDFKHG%DUDPXOODRQ
2FWREHUDQGZUHDNHGKDYRF$1RYHPEHUGHVSDWFKE\5REHUW
7UXPEXOORI7KH 1HZ<RUN7LPHV UHODWHVYLYLGO\WKHGHDWKDQGGHVWUXF
WLRQWKDWZDVXQOHDVKHGXSRQWKHWRZQE\WKHPDUDXGHUV,WKDG
EHHQVWULSSHGRILWVZHDOWKDQGGLJQLW\EHIRUHWKHWULEHVPHQIOHGLQ
WKHIDFHRIDGYDQFLQJ,QGLDQWURRSVZKRKDGUXVKHGWRWKHUHVFXH
RIWKHKDSOHVVUHVLGHQWV6XUYLYRUVRIWKRVHHYHQWVHVWLPDWHGWKDW
RIWKHLUIHOORZWRZQVPHQLQFOXGLQJIRXU(XURSHDQVDQGDUHWLUHG
%ULWLVK$UP\RIILFHU&RORQHO'\NHVDQGKLVSUHJQDQWZLIHZHUHVODLQ
:KHQWKHUDLGHUVUXVKHGLQWRWRZQRQ2FWREHURQHSDUW\RI
0DKVXG WULEHVPHQ VFDOHG WKH ZDOOV RI WKH 6DLQW -RVHSK·V
)UDQFLVFDQ&RQYHQWFRPSRXQGDQGVWRUPHGWKHFRQYHQWKRVSLWDO
DQGWKHFKXUFK7ZHQW\IRXUKRXUVODWHUZKHQWKH,QGLDQ$UP\HQWHUHG
%DUDPXOODRQO\ZHUHOHIWRIWKHSRSXODWLRQRIDERXW
0D['HVSRWWDQ$VVRFLDWHG3UHVV SKRWRJUDSKHUGHVFULEHGRQ
1RYHPEHUWKDWKHVDZPRUHWKDQYLOODJHVLQIODPHVZKLOHIO\
LQJRYHUDVHFWLRQRI.DVKPLU9DOOH\H[WHQGLQJZLWKLQPLOHVRI
6ULQDJDU7KHYLOODJHVKDGEHHQVHWRQILUHE\WKHLQYDGHUVZKRZHUH
VFRXULQJWKH9DOOH\DQGPRYLQJLQWKHGLUHFWLRQRI6ULQDJDU
6\GQH\ 6PLWK RI 'DLO\ ([SUHVV RI /RQGRQ ZDV LQ WKH
%DUDPXOOD+RVSLWDOGXULQJWKRVHWHQGD\VDQGILOHGDILUVWKDQGUHSRUW
RIWKHDWWDFNRQWKHFRQYHQW´7KHWULEDOODVKNDUV KDGFRPHVKRRW
LQJWKHLUZD\GRZQIURPWKHKLOOVRQERWKVLGHVRIWKHWRZQ7KH\
FOLPEHGRYHUWKHKRVSLWDOZDOOVIURPDOOVLGHV7KHILUVWJURXSEXUVW
LQWR D ZDUG ILULQJ DW WKH SDWLHQWV $ \HDUROG ,QGLDQ QXUVH
3KLORPHQDWULHGWRSURWHFWD0XVOLPSDWLHQWZKRVHEDE\KDGMXVW
EHHQERUQ6KHZDVVKRWGHDGILUVWDQGWKHQHZPRWKHUZDVQH[W
0RWKHU6XSHULRU$OGHWUXGHUXVKHGLQWRWKHZDUGDQGDVVKHNQHOW
RYHU3KLORPHQDVKHZDVDWWDFNHGDQGUREEHG:KHQWKH$VVLVWDQW
0RWKHU7HUHVDOLQDVDZDWULEHVPDQSRLQWDULIOHDW0RWKHU$OGHWUXGH
VKHMXPSHGLQIURQWRIKHUDQGDEXOOHWZHQWWKURXJK7HUHVDOLQD·V
KHDUW$WWKDWPRPHQW&RORQHO'\NHVUDFHGIURPKLVURRPWRJHW
WKH0RWKHU6XSHULRURXWRIGDQJHUVKRXWLQJDWWKHWULEHVPDQDVKH
UDQ%XWWKH0RWKHU6XSHULRUZDVVKRWDQG&RORQHO'\NHVFROODSVHG
EHVLGHKHUZLWKDEXOOHWLQKLVVWRPDFK+LVZLIHUDQIURPKHUKXV
EDQG·VURRPWRKHOSWKH&RORQHOEXWVKHWRRZDVVKRW:KLOHWKLV
ZHQWRQ*HH%RUHWWRDQ$QJOR,QGLDQZDVNLOOHGLQWKHJDUGHQLQ
IURQWRIQLQHQXQV7KHQWKHQXQVWKHPVHOYHVZHUHOLQHGXSEHIRUH
DILULQJVTXDG:HGLGQRWILQG0UV'\NHVXQWLOWKHIROORZLQJGD\
6KHKDGEHHQWKURZQGRZQDZHOO5HSRUWVKDGFRPHWKDWWKHFKLHI
RIDQRWKHU(YDQJHOLFDO0LVVLRQ0DMRU5RQDOG'DYLVD:HOVKPDQ
DQGRQHRIKLVWZR(QJOLVKZRPHQDVVLVWDQWVKDGEHHQVKRWGHDG
7KHRWKHUDVVLVWDQWZDVVDLGWRKDYHEHHQWDNHQWRWKHKLOOVµVD\V
6PLWKLQKLVUHSRUW
$EGXO5DKPDQRI%DUDPXOODWRRUHFRUGHGKLVREVHUYDWLRQVDQG
VDLGWKDWWKHUDLGHUVORRWHGWKH+LQGXVWREHJLQZLWKEXUQWWKHKRXV
HVRIWKH6LNKVDQGNLOOHGWKHP´$VDUHVXOWRIWKLVDUVRQDQGORRW
WKH6LNKVDQGWKH+LQGXVIOHG%DUDPXOODOHDYLQJWKHLUKRXVHVEXUQ
LQJDQGPRVWRIWKHLUZRPHQZHUHUDSHGDQGNLGQDSSHG7KHUDLGHUV
GLGQRWWRXFKWKH0XVOLPVWREHJLQZLWK³SHUKDSVWKH\ZDQWHG
WRZLQWKHLUV\PSDWK\$IWHUDIHZGD\VZKHQWKH\IRXQGWKDWWKH\
ZHUHDERXWWREHIRUFHGRXWRIWKH9DOOH\WKH\WXUQHGRQHYHU\ERG\
7KH\VWDUWHGZKROHVDOHORRWDUVRQDQGUDSH7KH\NLOOHGZKRHYHU
FDPHLQWKHLUZD\7KHUDLGHUVDOVRWRRNDOOWKHYDOXDEOHRUQDPHQWV
RIVLOYHUDQGJROGVKDZOVDQGVRRQZKHQWKH\OHIWµKHUHFDOOHG
$FFRUGLQJ WR WKH :D]LUL:D]DUDW RI %DUDPXOOD &KDXGXU\
)DL]XOODKWKHWULEDOODVKNDUV HQWHUHGLQJURXSVRIPHQ2YHU
RIWKHPZHUHFRQFHQWUDWHGLQ%DUDPXOODDWRQHWLPH7KH\
ZHUHPRVWO\WULEHVPHQZLWKDIHZ3XQMDEL0XVOLPVDOOZHOODUPHG
DQGOHGE\3LUV3DNLVWDQ$UP\DQG)URQWLHU&RQVWDEXODU\RIILFHUV
7KHORFDO0XVOLP&RQIHUHQFHPHQMRLQHGWKHUDLGHUVDQGDFWHGDV
JXLGHV)URPWKHGD\WKHUDLGHUVHQWHUHGWKHWRZQWKH\VWDUWHGNLOOLQJ
QRQ0XVOLPVDQGORRWLQJDQGEXUQLQJKRXVHVLUUHVSHFWLYHRIUHOL
JLRQDQGUDSLQJZRPHQ7KH\EURNHLQWRKRXVHVLQJURXSVRI
UREEHGWKHPDQGFDUULHGDZD\YDOXDEOHVFORWKHVDQGIRRG$ERXW
ORUULHVZHUHXVHGWRIHUU\WKLVORRW7KH3DNLVWDQLUDLGHUVOHIW
RQWKHQLJKWRI1RYHPEHUZKHQWKH,QGLDQ$UP\UHFDSWXUHGLW
7KH7LPHVRI/RQGRQ UHSRUWHGRQ1RYHPEHUWKDWUHVLGHQWVVHHPHG
GHOLJKWHGWRZHOFRPHWKH,QGLDQWURRSV7KH3UHVVGHVSDWFKDOVR
ERUHWHVWLPRQ\WRWKHIDFWWKDWWKHFRQYHQWDQGKRVSLWDOZHUHQRW
GHVWUR\HGE\WKH,QGLDQDHULDODWWDFNVDVDOOHJHGE\3DNLVWDQZLUH
OHVVVWDWHPHQWV
7KHZULWHULV6HFUHWDU\0LQLVWU\RI&XOWXUH
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ZLWKUHJDUGWRSROLFHMXULVGLFWLRQVRQHZKLFKPD\EHPLVXVHGE\FRPSODLQDQWV

1=9DC;8
ne issue which has captured the imagination of India and occupied most of the
space in the country’s electronic and print
news media in recent times, especially some television channels, is the untimely death by suicide
of actor Sushant Singh Rajput (SSR). The young
man, who was originally from Bihar, was found
dead in his home in Bandra, Mumbai on June 14,
where he had hung himself.
Going by the set procedures in such cases and
given that this was a high-profile one involving
a celebrity’s death, the Mumbai Police went about
its work diligently. It recorded the statements of
56 people, including the immediate family
members, relatives, live-in partner, friends and
staff of the deceased actor. At that point of the
investigation, none of them alleged any foul play.
Their statements, too, did not suggest a cognisC740?4G2>DAC
able offence. Consequently, the Mumbai Police
740E8;HA4;843
registered the matter as an accidental death and
D?>=C74F>A3B
proceeded in terms of Section 174 of the Code
²022>D=C435>A³
of Criminal Procedure (CrPC). However, after
about 40 days, on July 25, a First Information 8=C74B42C8>=C>
D?7>;3C74
Report (FIR) was registered at the Rajiv Nagar
police station in Patna, Bihar, at the instance of
E0;838CH>5C74
the actor’s father, KK Singh, levelling allegations
58A8C38328C40
of breach of trust, misappropriation of proper54F9D36<4=CB
ty of his deceased son and abetment to suicide
C>BD1BC0=C80C4
against his live-in partner Rhea Chakraborty and
8CBA40B>=8=68C
her family members.
20=B054;H14
A police team from Patna went to Mumbai
to carry out the investigation. However, the B083C70C8==>=4
>5C7428C43
Mumbai Police raised the issue of jurisdiction and
9D36<4=CBC74
there was a lot of acrimony over the issue. Finally,
F>A3B
on the recommendation of the Bihar
²022>D=C435>A³
Government, the Central Government directed
the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) to carry
70E4144=DB43
out the probe in the matter. Meanwhile Rhea >A0??;8431HC74
Chakraborty approached the Supreme Court
2>DACBC74H383
under Section 406 of the CrPC for the transfer
=>C8<?;HC70C
of the FIR from the jurisdiction of the Additional >=;H1420DB4C74
Chief Judicial Magistrate III, Patna Sadar, to the
022DB43F>D;3
Additional Chief Metropolitan Magistrate,
4E4=CD0;;H14
Bandra, Mumbai.
022>D=C01;4C>
Now, the settled legal position is that the FIR
;460;748AB>5
has to be registered at the police station, which
has jurisdiction over the area where the offence C7434240B43C74
or any part of it is alleged to have been commit58A2>D;314
ted. Prima facie the Patna Police had no jurisdic- ;>3643F74A4E4A
tion to register an FIR in the matter. Even if the
C74;460;748AB
complaint filed with the Bihar Police disclosed
>5C7434240B43
commission of some cognisable offence, the
A4B834
established procedure would be to register a “zero
FIR” and transfer it to the police station empowered to do so. The Section which becomes relevant in this matter is Section 181(4) of the CrPC.
It reads, “Any offence of criminal misappropriation or of criminal breach of trust may be
inquired into or tried by a court within whose
local jurisdiction the offence was committed. Or
any part of the property, which is the subject of
the offence, was received or retained, or was
required to be returned or accounted for, by the
accused person.”
The Supreme Court, in its judgment, upheld
the validity of registering the FIR in Patna, mainly on the ground that the allegations also related to criminal breach of trust and misappropriation of money, which were to be eventually
accounted for in Patna (where the complainant
resides) and that could prima facie indicate the
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lawful jurisdiction of the Patna Police.
The apex court heavily relied upon
the words “accounted for” in the
Section to uphold the validity of the
FIR. It did cite a few judgments to substantiate its reasoning. Though it is not
possible to discuss every single judgment here, it can safely be said that in
none of the cited judgments, the words
“accounted for” have been used or
applied by the courts. They did not
imply that only because the accused
would eventually be accountable to legal
heirs of the deceased, the FIR could be
lodged wherever the legal heirs of the
deceased reside, even though no part
of the offence has ever taken place within the jurisdiction of that police station.
For argument’s sake, let us take a
hypothetical case of a businessman,
who commits suicide in Mumbai due
to alleged financial wrongdoing on the
part of his business associate or agent
or even a creditor. Now, let us say that
one son of the deceased businessman
resides in Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh and
another in Ahmedabad, Gujarat. By
virtue of this judgment, the police forces
of these two places would have the jurisdiction to register an FIR and investigate the matter only because the money
was eventually to be accounted for to
the satisfaction of the legal heirs in these
two cities. Thus, they would have the
option to choose the place/State which
best suited their interests. An FIR sets
criminal law into motion and, therefore,
a probe by the police will follow. A
police team from Lucknow or
Ahmedabad, as the case may be, will
have to travel all the way to Mumbai for

the investigation, collecting evidence
and recording the statements of witnesses. Will any meaningful probe be
possible in this manner? Will it not create a situation of political slugfests and
inter-State wrangling with regard to
investigations by the police force of one
State into a crime committed within the
territorial jurisdiction of another State?
Will every such case then be assigned
to the CBI or some other Central
agency?
Another aspect which needs to be
noticed is that as per Supreme Court
Rules notified on May 11, a single judge
is competent to hear certain bail matters and transfer applications. The relevant apex court rule reads, “Provided
that the following categories of matters
may be heard and disposed of finally
by a judge sitting singly nominated by
the Chief Justice: Special leave petitions
arising out of grant, dismissal or rejection of Bail Application or Anticipatory
Bail Application in the matters filed
against the order passed under Section
437, Section 438 or Section 439 of the
CrPC 1973 (two of 1974) involving the
offences punishable with sentence up
to seven years imprisonment; applications for transfer of cases under Section
406 of the CrPC 1973 (two of 1974);
application of an urgent nature for
transfer of cases under Section 25 of the
CrPC 1908 (five of 1908).”
Now Rhea Chakraborty filed a petition under Section 406 of the CrPC for
transfer of investigation in the FIR registered at Patna, Bihar to Mumbai,
which was dismissed by the single judge
on the ground that Section 406 of the

CrPC does not grant the apex court any
such power. Once the petition for
transfer itself had been declined, there
was no occasion to further decide the
jurisdiction of the Patna Police to register an FIR, as it was neither a consequential matter, nor was the decision of
transfer petition dependent on the
adjudication of validity of the FIR. On
the perusal of the Rules reproduced
above, there was no occasion for the
single judge to adjudicate upon these
issues. In effect, the judgment says that
in cases where a person commits suicide or is murdered and there are allegations of breach of trust or misappropriation of property, then the FIR can
be registered by the legal heirs of the
deceased at any police station in India,
wherever they reside. The investigation
then will have to be carried out by the
officer in-charge of that police station,
though no part of the offence has ever
taken place within its jurisdiction.
The judgment in the Rhea
Chakraborty case has virtually laid
down a new jurisprudence with regard
to police jurisdictions. It has blurred
lines and has serious implications on
the criminal justice system so far as the
initiation of criminal proceedings is
concerned. This will only result in confusion and is susceptible to misuse by
complainants. The court has given an
open-ended and wide interpretation to
the words “accounted for” in Section
181(4) of the CrPC. This is bound to
give birth to myriad and complicated
issues in the near future.
(The writer is an advocate in the
Punjab and Haryana High Court)
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he Indian retail industry is a highly competitive, $800 billion market with a Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 12 per cent.
Out of that, the share of online retail is
$32.7 billion with a CAGR of 31 per
cent. Smartphone penetration, brand
consciousness, demographics and policy support are the factors transforming and pushing this industry towards
omnichannel retailing.
Omnichannel retailing is a fullyintegrated approach to commerce, providing shoppers a unified experience
across all channels or touchpoints,
including online and offline. It offers
consistent merchandise and seamless
interaction between online and offline
channels, thus combining the benefits
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of both. However, the pandemic and
subsequent national and local lockdowns have greatly impacted both
supply and demand. The supply side
was hit by administrative restrictions
and limited resources while demand,
too, remained subdued due to job-losses, salary cuts and restrictive spending.
In such a situation, an agile response is
needed for swift operations, customer
satisfaction and surviving in the postCorona era.
Evolving consumer behaviour:
Though retail has undergone many significant disruptions in the past, perhaps
none has shifted consumer behaviour
as rapidly as this contagion has. The
changes are happening due to factors
like challenges in personal situations,
preferences towards local products, precautionary measures against the virus
and rising digital awareness — a byproduct of promotion of contactless
transaction.
Even in the unlock stage, consumers are hesitating to visit stores and
while exercising social distancing measures, many uninitiated customers are
moving towards online retailing. For
example, many senior citizens are opting for online grocery shopping as a

precautionary measure. Use of services
like contactless digital payments, social
commerce and virtual consultation
are also seeing a rise.
Many of these behavioural changes
will continue even after the pandemic
is over. McKinsey and Company cited
this as “consumer behaviour shift.” For
example, people will get used to the
comfort of home delivery, ease of digital payments, varieties offered by
online markets and so on. Retailers
need to draw insights from these
changes and rebuild the consumer confidence as the new normal continues.
Financial skills: Revenue is sharply
dropping for many categories. Even
though store profit has gone down,
retailers need to pay rents, salaries and
so on. Hence, at this point it is necessary for them to optimise cost and curtail the offerings to profitable items. In
the long-term, as demand picks up, it
would be prudent to invest in
omnichannel fulfillment as means to
financial resilience.
Accept the new normal: Social distancing, safety and hygiene procedures will be here for a while. The best
way to go forward is to accept the new
normal and the complexity it will

bring to decision-making.
Consumer connect: Now more
than ever, it is must for retailers to connect and communicate. Consumers will
definitely like to know what a business
is doing to ensure their safety, for delivery as well as in stores. Despite the pandemic, customers will need timely
deliveries of their order. So, in case of
item shortages or delayed fulfillment,
it is necessary to explain the cause and
convey the commitment.
Extra activity: First and foremost,
retailers need to adapt to safety regulations, sanitisation procedures and regulatory directives at the country, State
and municipal level in various phases
of the unlocking. They need more
dynamic inventory and logistics planning to meet the fluctuations both in
demand and supply, plus a connect with
employees regarding their health and
financial well-being. This will prevent
attrition and business continuity.
Infrastructure: The Indian online
retail infrastructure is in an intermediate stage. The pandemic just exposed
the flaws and inefficiency which were
already there. Retailers should review
the location of warehouses, delivery
centres and their distributors to com-

pute the risk of supply chain disruptions. The partnership with local grocery stores will help retailers to ensure
timely contactless last mile delivery
even during a crisis. Retailers also need
to re-imagine in-store experience, considering customers’ safety and efficient
operation with reduced staff while
complying with social distancing
norms.
Technology skills: Technology
allows retailers to have relevant information and visibility throughout the
supply chains, resulting in timely communication with all the stakeholders.
Businesses will need secured, informative and intuitive shopping apps, which
can balance for the lack of store visits.
Also, Artificial Intelligence will continue to make a big impact in this sector
to predict real-time consumer demand,
optimise inventory and manage backorders, thus ensuring operational agility.
Also, Smart Mirrors and
Augmented Reality can help build a
store-like environment in the virtual
world, ensuring safety. This way, retailers and associated stakeholders need to
ramp up technological skills and infrastructure as they enter a post-pandem-

ic era. As of today, India is among the
top countries with the highest number
of COVID cases and there is no end to
the contagion in sight. Even the countries, where the outbreak seemed to be
in control initially, are experiencing a
second wave. This has caused supply
and demand disruption and jolted the
market ecosystem.
Hence, it is certain that retailers,
that are an integral part of the demanddriven economy, need to be financially prudent, fast in their response to the
new dynamics and ready to collaborate
through the value chain to thrive during this crisis and subsequent periods.
As with many sectors, it is likely that
retail will see a regime shift and consolidation. Smaller and financiallystruggling businesses might face difficulty in surviving this crisis. At the same
time, retailers with a unique value
proposition will come out stronger. This
outbreak serves as a reminder for
retailers to be more proactive in planning and resilient in their response
to unprecedented disruptions in
future.
(The writers are Senior Research
Scholars at the Indian Institute of
Science, Bengaluru.)
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bcTPSX[hbWaX]ZX]V\TP]X]V
cWPcfWPcTeTabZX[[h^d
_^bbTbbc^SPhXbQTX]V\PST
^Qb^[TcTUPbcTaP]SUPbcTa
CWT=HCTSXc^aXP[
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he Government may further extend the date for
submission of bids for Air
India sale date beyond October
30 to give investors more time
to make an offer while sweetening the deal terms further,
finance minister officials privy
to the development said.
The submission of initial
bid or expression of interest
(EoI) may be extended by 45
days to two months to
December. Also, officials said
that bidders would be given the
option to decide on the quantum of debt in Air India books
that they will like to absorb
rather than freezing the debt
amount and seeking investors
bids.
As per the Air India EoI
floated by DIPAM in January,
of the airline’s total debt of Rs
60,074 crore as of March 31,
2019, the buyer would be
required to absorb Rs 23,286.5
crore, while the rest would be
transferred to Air India Assets
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Holding Ltd (AIAHL), a special
purpose vehicle.
With the proposed
changes, buyers will decide on
the level of debt that they will
take and the one taking the
largest debt may be considered
favourable to be declared winner.
Disinvestment secretary
Tuhin Kanta Pandey has also
hinted at changes in the current
structure of Air India transaction process in an interaction
with journalists last week.
For the government, Air
India has now become a test
case on how to get investor
interest in adversarial market
conditions. While the airlines
financials are already under
severe pressure, the Covid -19
pandemic had further dented
the prospects of the aviation
industry putting the sale
process under further problems. The bidding process for
the debt-ridden airline has
been postponed four times
earlier and of October 30 deadline is changed now, it would be

fifth such extension.
Sources said that changes
in the structure of the sale
process to facilitate investors
would go by the principle of letting buyers decide the enterprise value of Air India rather
than its market cap or using
other valuation methodology.
The enterprise valuation determines the value of an entity
based on its market capitalisation and also debt in books and
cash balances.
Sources said that changes
in the valuation method has be
approved by a CGD (Core
Group on Disinvestment)
headed by the cabinet secretary
at its meeting last week and
now it would be has placed
before AISAM (Air India
Specific
Alternative
Mechanism). For Air India, the
Govt is finding it tough to get
investors on board.
A Tata Group led consortium was considered favourite
to take over the airline earlier
but its interest in the airline
lately has been subdued.
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he world’s largest tractor
manufacturer by volumes
T
foresees a sustained growth in
tractor off-take on the back of
festive season along with
recently introduced farm bill.
Accordingly, auto major
M&M’s Farm Equipment
Sector President Hemant Sikka
predicts the farm bill to usher
in higher income for farmers,
thereby, allowing greater farm
mechanisation levels.
“These reforms are positive, and we await on-ground
execution of various elements
of this bill to better realise its
effectiveness,” he told IANS.
“Higher productivity and
better farm incomes being a
paramount objective of this bill
will improve the farmers ability to purchase a better class of
equipment, ensuring optimal
utilisation of resources, along
with better management of
crop lands,” said Sikka.
According to Sikka, farm
mechanisation has seen a secular growth this year. “In certain states, where there was a
huge dependence on migrant

labourers, the Covid-related
exodus resulted in acute spike
in mechanisation,” he said.
“In other states, where the
dependence on migrant
labourers were not as much, the
demand for farm machinery
was still there but not as acute.”
For instance, some state
governments are incentivising
farmers to go in for greater
farm mechanisation, so as to
maintain the agriculture sector’s growth rate during the
Covid era.
Besides, Sikka noted that
demand for higher HP tractors
continues to grow.
“The overall industry has
grown by around 12 per cent in
H1 FY21, whereas the over
40HP segment industry has
witnessed much higher growth
at 27.4 per cent,” explained
Sikka.
“The contribution of over
40 HP segment in the industry
has increased from 54.2 per
cent to 61.7 per cent.”
Furthermore, he expects rural
sentiments to remain positive
and translate into robust
demand for tractors as “we
move into the festive period”.

!fWTT[Tae^[d\Tb
c^R^]caPRc % '
cWXbUXbRP[SdTc^
2^eXS ()82A0
?C8Q =4F34;78

ating agency ICRA on
Wednesday said it expects
16-18 per cent contraction in
two wheeler volumes in the
current fiscal.
“ICRA continues to
maintain its expectation of
16-18 per cent year on year
contraction in two-wheeler
volumes in FY2021, amid an
evolving COVID-19 situation and economic uncertainties,” the rating agency
said in a statement.
While the overall consumption and investment
demand is expected to
remain subdued for an
extended period, some
growth off-shoots are visible
in rural markets, the rating
agency added.
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onsumers can cheer as oil
marketing companies
C
(OMC) may actually bring

down the retail prices of petrol
and diesel this festive season.
Oil sector experts said that
with global oil prices under
pressure from slowing demand
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in the second wave of Covid19 pandemic sweeping several
western countries, crude price
could fall in coming days. If this
holds on for a week or so, there

could be positive gains for
auto fuel consumers in India by
way of a fall in retail price of
petrol and diesel.
Global crude prices are

holding close to $ 42 a barrel
now. It has been hovering
between $ 40-42 a barrel for
over a month now. But with
lower oil demand and rising

inventory, there is fear a song
oil producing companies that
crude prices may start falling
again. OMCs in India have
been holding on to the retail

price of petrol and diesel for
close to a month now. Even on
Wednesday, the price of two
petrol products remained
unchanged. With this, petrol

prices have now been
unchanged for 29 days at a
stretch while diesel prices were
the same for the 19 consecutive
days.
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279.4
288.4
2400
2400
294.7
294.95
58.55
61.8
50.3
50.5
303.35
308.45
282.75
282.75
651.5
654.85
122.9
122.9
4966 5045.05
899
903.45
98.9
99.6
149.8
151.65
10.95
11.11
2780.4
2780.4
1580
1610
925
936.35
112.7
112.9
273.5
279
126
128
13.39
14.5
252.05
256
59.75
60.7
516.5
542
288.5
291.15
226
231.6
187
193.95
201
202.9
42.9
43.25
163.55
164.2
12.76
12.77
2064
2080
1490
1531
142.6
145.7
19.35
19.35
1547
1547
438.1
441.85
35.45
35.7
29834.55
30399
179.9
180.8
52
54.1
160.1
163
62.25
63.95
267
267
786.55
796.6
290.25
298.3
636
652.3
297
297
192.3
193.5
165
166.85
730
737.95
43.75
43.8
318.8
319
1022.65
1060

700.55
27.5
79.6
566.55
64.25
565
1177.5
23.65
83.6
262.8
317.9
1290.7
62
173.65
85.1
3001
271
101.5
22.8
97.25
1328.35
550
1231.5
137.05
695
39.8
96.7
87
266.25
156.1
462.65
56.8
312.15
1166.25
3050
708.5
315.2
5330
47.95
98.25
413.25
20701.25
185.1
70.7
270
16.55
56.2
336.1
6.67
23.4
110.2
1237.3
620.55
2.9
711.15
270.15
2310.65
282.15
58.55
49.15
301.7
275
632.4
118.45
4966
883.25
96.05
146.35
10.72
2679.3
1574.7
917.1
108.1
269
120.1
13.3
243
59.7
515.8
286.15
216
185.2
193.55
41.35
157.2
12.34
2036.65
1421
140.3
18.75
1507.85
415
34.85
29723
176
52
157.05
62.05
261.7
772.5
287.85
632
290.6
185.9
164.35
717
43.2
306.8
1020

721.5
27.95
80.65
570.8
67.8
578.5
1205.9
24.35
85.25
265.55
321.25
1302.5
63.3
178.75
86.95
3101.55
275.2
102.1
23.05
99.35
1331.2
552.25
1246.55
138.65
706.2
40.2
98.55
88.4
278.2
157.4
464.6
59.3
314.3
1187.65
3084.25
715.3
319.4
5394.5
48.55
100.45
414.3
21124.1
194.85
72.1
283
16.65
57.55
344.4
6.73
23.65
111.65
1240.1
635.65
2.94
715.85
283.7
2347.55
284.35
60.6
49.8
306
276.3
635.35
120.9
5013.05
901.2
97.55
147.6
10.77
2699.9
1604.25
929.1
109.3
274
121.95
14.08
244.1
60.3
522.8
286.8
229.2
187.65
198.2
41.95
158.15
12.4
2056.75
1519.25
142.15
18.8
1514.55
425.65
35.15
29804.45
177.5
53.25
157.7
63.2
263.2
793.25
294.4
634.6
292.35
187.95
166.2
726.8
43.7
310
1032.95

REDINGTON
INDIAMART
TORNTPHARM
OIL
KNRCON
LINDEINDIA
JSWENERGY
CRISIL
HINDCOPPER
KEI
GSFC
CASTROLIND
ATUL
ASHOKA
GODREJIND
WOCKPHARMA
JBCHEPHARM
RADICO
IPCALAB
KALPATPOWR*
LEMONTREE
CSBBANK
BAJAJELEC
PTC
CERA
GSPL
ITI
TIINDIA
FORTIS
SWSOLAR
EIHOTEL
COCHINSHIP
MAHINDCIE
CHOLAHLDNG
DALBHARAT
HEIDELBERG
FDC
INTELLECT
GODREJAGRO
CENTURYPLY
NH
DBL
AFFLE
PGHL
EMAMILTD
IRCON
ASTRAL
INFIBEAM
BASF
SKFINDIA
PNCINFRA
VARROC
MAHABANK
AEGISLOG
SUDARSCHEM
ALKEM
MAHLOG
ERIS
EPL
VGUARD
ABBOTINDIA
MRPL
VAIBHAVGBL
JKPAPER*
SUPREMEIND
AKZOINDIA
WHIRLPOOL
GARFIBRES
LAXMIMACH
SHRIRAMCIT
GESHIP
SPARC
3MINDIA
ZENSARTECH
DCMSHRIRAM
UJJIVAN
VBL
WABAG
DBCORP
RCF
HUDCO
NESCO
ORIENTELEC
GILLETTE
ARVINDFASN
POWERINDIA
ZYDUSWELL
SYMPHONY
WABCOINDIA
JCHAC
WELCORP
METROPOLIS
RAJESHEXPO
FINOLEXIND
GUJALKALI
GALAXYSURF
INDOCO
BLUESTARCO
SFL
SCHAEFFLER
NLCINDIA
MINDACORP
MOTILALOFS
PGHH
BALMLAWRIE
UJJIVANSFB
MINDAIND
VMART
RELAXO

126.05
4900
2721.25
89.05
247
807.85
62.65
1874.8
36.35
324.9
65.45
112.35
5961
61.4
371.3
298.25
1070
433.5
2075
233.5
27.6
235
514
46.6
2579.45
185.8
122.9
565
125.85
211.25
76.5
320
139.65
383
825.2
187
352
241.55
531.1
175
338
332.85
2724.9
5125.35
363.5
78.7
1159.75
87.45
1412.25
1477.8
169
308
11.65
209.85
472
2679.4
334.9
491.05
264
165.8
15900
27.2
1950
89
1416.45
2069
2061.85
1940
3931.3
776
223.85
169.95
19001.45
192.35
339.8
210
675.8
189.9
79.95
45.45
31.3
526.75
197
5313.7
127
943.95
1775.05
842.6
4975
2310.6
113.5
1855
475
504.85
316.35
1660
250.1
630
1291.6
3568.7
50
68.55
575.55
10149.95
106.6
32.05
339.3
1920
661.4

129.25
4979.95
2729
89.3
260.95
828.9
65
1874.8
37.15
324.9
65.85
112.8
5990
63.15
393
299.55
1070
442
2081
239.9
27.85
235
524.2
46.9
2730
191.65
124.3
585
127.8
218.95
77
329.7
140.15
383
825.6
190.2
354
247.9
536.5
182.7
338
337.5
2748
5154.85
364.4
80
1159.75
87.5
1421.3
1495
173.35
312.5
11.7
213.55
477.15
2679.4
353.8
497.95
264
165.8
16000
27.5
1952.2
90.3
1437
2140.2
2061.85
2000
3972.25
807.4
225
170.8
19097.9
192.35
347.7
214.6
680.35
191
79.95
45.85
32.25
532
197.5
5326.6
127.5
962
1835.25
857
5050
2311.15
113.75
1896.3
475
509.9
316.35
1709
254.85
633
1299.3
3627.15
50.2
70.2
579.85
10175
106.6
32.9
339.3
1960.1
674.75

123.8
4890
2683.5
87.55
245
800
62.45
1821.3
34.6
320.25
63
111.6
5833
61.35
371.3
290.6
1003.1
421.25
2056
233.5
27
225.8
510.8
46.2
2507
185.6
121.15
554.3
125.7
208.55
75.55
318.3
133.5
371
801
187
344
233.25
525.95
175
328
328.35
2682.9
5076
358.25
77.55
1145.1
83.6
1390.5
1469
165.9
305
11.42
201.3
470
2637.05
330.1
487.5
258.5
163.65
15729.35
26.5
1900
88.5
1407.5
2014
2030
1940
3862.2
775
215.8
167.25
18820
186.15
322.95
206.4
668
185.55
74.45
44.25
31
517.3
191.1
5283
124.4
929
1775.05
837.05
4975
2269
109.6
1855
446
494
310
1625.6
248.4
608.05
1250
3560
49.6
68.45
571.05
10075.8
102.1
31.85
320.1
1904
661.4

126.25
4946.65
2703.4
87.8
257.8
821
63.6
1834.05
35.2
321.1
63.9
112.05
5915.85
62.3
387.1
295.55
1022.1
436.5
2075.4
239.05
27.35
229.25
513.15
46.4
2640.5
189.5
121.5
576.35
126.75
212.75
76.3
326.85
137.3
377.05
814.2
189.5
346.6
237.4
530.65
180.35
334.3
334.6
2721.15
5088.05
361.75
78
1151.2
84.5
1408.3
1493.1
169.45
307.2
11.63
204.95
470.8
2651.75
337.75
491.75
259.05
164.6
15887.6
27
1900.4
88.7
1424.9
2032.25
2042.8
1991.2
3904.65
799.6
219.1
169.25
18969.4
188.25
333.4
211.4
670.7
187.75
75.15
44.75
31.85
518.85
192.45
5304.9
125.2
930.3
1800.5
847
5030.75
2299.8
110.9
1887.35
449.6
501.2
310.3
1642.35
253.05
618.1
1260.35
3604.85
49.65
68.85
572.6
10156.25
102.95
31.9
321.2
1917.4
665.85

IFCI
IIFL
J&KBANK
SUNDRMFAST
SUPRAJIT
GRSE
SJVN
KRBL
AAVAS
UCOBANK
JTEKTINDIA
NIACL
SIS
MOIL
TTKPRESTIG
KPRMILL
RITES
CARBORUNIV
TAKE
GEPIL
MAHSCOOTER
LUXIND
JAGRAN
TASTYBIT
IRB
HATHWAY
HERITGFOOD
GODFRYPHLP
GICRE
VSTIND
IOB
LAOPALA
ORIENTCEM
IIFLWAM
THERMAX
MAHSEAMLES
MASFIN
GHCL
SPANDANA
SHK
ASTERDM
SOLARINDS
ESABINDIA
TIMETECHNO
GRINDWELL
FLUOROCHEM
GMDCLTD
ITDC
FINCABLES
JYOTHYLAB
RATNAMANI
GREAVESCOT
AIAENG
MAHLIFE
GPPL
TATAINVEST
MMTC
ALLCARGO
PHOENIXLTD
WESTLIFE
TNPL
NBVENTURES
SCHNEIDER
NAVNETEDUL
UFLEX
KSB
SHANKARA
JMFINANCIL
TEAMLEASE
ORIENTREF
VRLLOG
STARCEMENT
TVTODAY
TIMKEN
TCNSBRANDS
GDL
TCIEXP
OMAXE
GET&D
INDOSTAR
MHRIL
NILKAMAL
GULFOILLUB
VTL

5.99
5.99
80.25
80.25
14.74
14.81
417.15
418.5
189
191
194.2
196
21.75
21.8
272.85
272.85
1491
1520
12.45
12.69
76.4
77.45
103.45
105.75
360
361.3
133.35
134.65
5580 5644.05
664
665
241
242.25
245.8
254.05
43.45
43.5
382
392
2866.15 2880.15
1419.55
1425
36.3
37.2
10425.05 10425.05
111.35
112.95
30
30.8
304.7
310.5
864.3
865.35
123.45
124.05
3451.65 3479.85
9.38
9.41
211
212.5
58.9
59.45
916.35
944.5
739
743
222.45
223
832.95
846.75
152.7
153.9
565
571
86.25
87.4
138
138.6
1049.9
1049.9
1330
1360
39
39
551.9
552.25
506.05
515
43.25
44.45
225
232.5
273.8
274.35
143.05
143.05
1274.7 1293.45
73
73.5
1740
1750
241.95
258.15
93
93.45
851.3
856.35
16.5
16.75
118.2
119.25
571.45
571.45
373.8
377
103.7
104.8
52.1
53.55
75.65
75.75
81.6
81.75
318
323
468.45
468.45
335.95
337.7
77.45
78.35
2267.1 2273.55
188.05
189.85
154.55
155.45
82.9
83.8
197.35
201.35
1071.8 1076.55
381.15
384.95
93.2
93.45
775
796.65
67
68
88.45
88.85
287.7
288.5
168.95
169.9
1310.3
1310.3
637.55
637.55
750.35
753.85

5.74
77.95
14.3
402.85
185.3
192
21.4
259
1470.35
12.36
74.8
102.65
348
132.45
5360.6
646.25
238.95
237.5
42.45
380.15
2820
1365
35.1
10260.05
108.55
29.5
296.75
855.5
121.3
3410
9.22
208
57.8
894.55
736
219.7
819.35
148.75
550
84.6
136.1
1014.45
1317.25
37.75
543
502
43.25
223.9
271.05
140.25
1272.5
72.25
1695
241.95
89
843.95
16.2
117.45
559.5
371.8
102.4
52.1
71.15
80.5
315
461.3
326.7
77.25
2248.35
185.95
153.15
81.8
197.35
1049
373.05
91.35
775
66.55
86.45
286
166.85
1307.7
629.7
745.65

5.83
78.85
14.58
405.75
187.9
193.15
21.65
262.8
1489.75
12.6
76.45
103.25
348.65
133.7
5464.5
656.25
239.85
240.7
42.8
383.45
2847.3
1375.25
35.7
10342
111.3
29.85
297.9
860.25
121.95
3414.5
9.24
209.2
59.25
907.85
739.95
220.6
833.75
151.3
556.5
86.55
137.8
1017.05
1337.25
38.05
545.75
512.3
43.65
225.4
271.85
141.55
1284.25
72.45
1704.3
256
90.8
851.2
16.3
118.3
567.65
373.9
102.95
52.9
72.6
80.55
318.3
464.25
330.55
78
2262.25
186.95
154
83.2
200.9
1055.45
378.45
91.35
789.6
67.45
87.15
288
168.85
1307.7
631.8
753.85
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Erie (US): Joe Biden is a “servant” of lobbyists and
“Washington vultures” who
got rich by bleeding America
dry, US President Donald
Trump has claimed while
responding to his Democratic
rival’s unprecedented fundraising in September, asserting
that he could be the “king” of
all fundraisers, but does not
want to do it.
Biden raised a whopping
$383 million for his election
effort in September, a recordbreaking sum that eclipses the
unprecedented fundraising
from the previous month.
“He (Biden) is a servant of
the globalist, lobbyist, wealthy
donors and Washington vultures who got rich bleeding
America dry. You know I said
the other day… I never thought
of it because they’re raising a lot
of money, (USD) 300 million.
I could be the king of all
fundraisers.
I would be the greatest that
ever lived the president of the

United States,” Trump alleged
at an election rally here on
Tuesday.
Biden holds a massive cash
advantage over Trump in the
last leg of the campaign, The
Hill newspaper reported, citing
latest figures from the Federal
Election Commission.
Biden has over $177 million in the bank, compared
with $63.1 million for the president.
In September, Biden raised
$383 million, while Trump
raised $247.8 million. The
month before, Biden raised a
then-record of $364.5 million,
compared with $210 million for
the president, the report said.
“All I have to do - give me
a list of the top 100 companies.
I’ll call the president of everyone. They will pay me whatever I want. I would set every
record. The problem is I owe
them. Because when they call
and have a problem for a lot
more money than we’re talking
about you know, it’s like hard

to say no. Hey, they were nice.
They treated you good,” he said.
“I don’t want to do that. I
don’t want to do that. We don’t
need the money. I don’t’ want
to do that. I don’t want to do it.
But when you see them raise
$300, 350 million in a month
and a half you know deals are
being made- just so you understand. Deals are being made.
Big deals. Look at the deals that
he is making for himself. Deals
are being made,” Trump said.
In 2016, Pennsylvania
voted to fire this depraved
political establishment and
elect an outsider as president
who is finally putting America
first, he said.
“The fact is whether you
like it or not, whether you want
to hear it or not, Joe Biden is a
corrupt politician. He is a corrupt politician. And smoking
gun emails show that the Biden
family sold the Vice Presidency
for a very, very substantial
amount of money. More money
than anybody would believe.
He let China plunder our jobs
while his family raked in millions of dollars from China and
foreign nations,” he said. PTI
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Houston: The political divide between the
Hindu supporters of
US President Donald
Trump and his
Democratic challenger Joe Biden is
getting deeper with
the presidential election less than two weeks away.
In a sign of the growing political prominence of Hindus in
America, the Trump and Biden
campaigns are wooing this religious minority community like
never before. Hinduism is the
fourth largest faith in the US,
representing approximately one
per cent of the US population
in 2016.
The Biden campaign in
September launched the
‘Hindu Americans for Biden’,
while the Trump campaign in
August announced the formation of the ‘Hindu Voices
for Trump’ as part of their
efforts to attract the over two
million members of the reli-

Washington: Former President
Barack Obama is returning to
Philadelphia on Wednesday
for his first in-person 2020
campaign event for Joe Biden.
In 2016, the man known as
one of the Democratic Party’s
strongest orators delivered
Hillary Clinton’s closing argument in the same place — at a
rally for thousands the night
before Election Day on
Independence Mall.
Now, with the coronavirus
pandemic upending campaigning, Obama will be speaking to a much smaller crowd at
a drive-in rally, where supporters will listen to him over
the radio inside their cars.
The format reflects the challenge Democrats face in ginning
up enthusiasm and getting out
the vote in a year when they’ve
eschewed big rallies in favour of
small, socially distanced events,
drawing a contrast with Trump
and Republicans on the coronavirus.
AP

gious community in the US.
A virtual debate held on
Sunday between the American
Hindu supporters of Trump
and Biden brought the message
home that there is a clear political divide among the community members in the US.
While one group alleged
that Biden “panders to
Muslims”, the other accused
Trump of being a “racist”.
The webinar titled ‘2020
Presidential Election: A debate
on the American Hindu issues’
was co-sponsored by the Hindu
American Foundation, the
Hindu American PAC, the
HinduPACT
and
the
HinduVote.
PTI

Karachi: A serious controversy has broken out in Pakistan
after an Inspector General of
Police (IGP) was allegedly
forced into ordering the arrest
of Captain (retd) Safdar Awan,
the husband of Maryam Nawaz
Sharif, for chanting slogans at
the tomb of the countrys
founder Muhammad Ali
Jinnah in Karachi.
Rumours are spreading like
wildfire in the country that IGP
Mushtaq Mahar was allegedly
abducted from his home by
intelligence agency officials
and was forced into ordering
the arrest of Safdar Awan.
The incident has sparked
anger among the police ranks
as Sindh Police have
announced protests while
about a dozen officers, including the IGP, have rendered
their leave requests for a
month.
After the sudden leave
requests from senior police
officers from across the Sindh
province, Chief Minister Syed
Murad Ali Shah reassured the
government’s support to the
Sindh Police at every stage.

Shah assured the provincial
police’s top brass that the government would not let the
force be demoralised under any
condition.
“Sindh Police should continue their work in an independent and impartial manner.
The government is taking steps
to further strengthen the professionalism of the police,” the
Chief Minister said.
Meanwhile, Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari, the Chairman of
Pakistan People’s Party (PPP),
has slammed the military
establishment and the intelligence agencies for humiliating
the police by forcing them to
order the arrest of Safdar Awan,
the son-in-law of exiled former
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif.
Bilawal Bhutto had earlier
demanded to have the identities of the people who surrounded Sindh IGP Mahar’s
house at 4 a.m., shortly before
the arrest of Safdar Awan.
Pakistan Army chief
General Qamar Javed Bajwa
also took notice of the incident
and ordered an immediate
inquiry into the matter. IANS
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Bangkok: Thailand’s Prime
Minister on Wednesday pleaded with his countrymen to
resolve their political differences through Parliament, as
student-led protests seeking to
bring his government down
continued for an eighth straight
day.
“The only way to a lasting

solution for all sides that is fair
for those on the streets as well
as for the many millions who
choose not to go on the streets
is to discuss and resolve these
differences through the parliamentar y process,” Prime
Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha
said, according to an Englishlanguage text released of a

BcP\_TSTZX[[b 0UVWP]bbTTZX]VeXbPbc^[TPeTR^d]cah
Kabul: At least 11 women were
trampled to death when a stampede broke out Wednesday
among thousands of Afghans
waiting in a soccer stadium to
Thailand’s leader urges protesters to give up confrontationget
visas to leave the country, officials said.
Gov. Attaullah Khogyani
said another 13 people, mostly
women, were injured at the stadium in the eastern Nangarhar

province, where they were trying to get visas to enter neighbouring Pakistan.
He said most of those who
died were elderly people from
across Afghanistan.
In a separate incident, at
least 34 Afghan police were
killed in an ambush by Taliban
militants in northern
Afghanistan, according to a
local hospital official.
Rahim Bakhish Danish, the

The concept of single line
administration was introduced in
Jammu & Kashmir in 1976 with a
view to push development projects
and decentralising planning and
involving the people with the same.
In the coming days, the Jammu
& Kashmir Government is expected
to announce the poll schedule to elect
members of the DDCs. As per the
amendment, the DDCs of each district shall have 14 constituencies after
their delimitation by the respective
deputy commissioners.
Political parties like the Congress
have termed it to be “another attempt
to further delay the Assembly elections and also deprive the existing
BDCs from the rights already vested in them because a majority of
them have non-BJP affiliations”.
Another challenge that remains
for the Centre is that of holding the
bypolls to over 13,000 vacant panch
and sarpanch seats in Jammu &
Kashmir. The Administrative
Council, headed by Lieutenant
Governor Manoj Sinha, has already
approved the proposal to conduct the
by-elections and the notification is
likely to be out soon.
In 2018, elections to 39,521
sarpanch/panch constituencies in
4,483 Halqa Panchayats were conducted. Of these, 13,257 positions are
currently vacant due to resignations, removals, election of sarpanchs
as Block Development Council chairpersons, deaths as well as non-availability of candidates at the time of
election. Among them, 1,089 vacancies pertain to the office of sarpanch,
whereas 12,168 are panch vacancies.
Elections to the vacancies notified previously were postponed due
to “security concerns” and the onset
of Covid-19.
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As regards the bridges, a majority of them are expected to significantly improve movement of troops

in areas along the border with China
in Ladakh, Sikkim and Arunachal
Pradesh sectors.
The Defence Minister had also
laid the foundation stone for
Nechiphu Tunnel in Arunachal
Pradesh. This 450 metre-long tunnel
would ensure all-weather connectivity across Nechiphu pass.
The bridges inaugurated by him
included 10 in Jammu & Kashmir,
eight in Ladakh, two in Himachal
Pradesh, four each in Punjab and
Sikkim and eight each in
Uttarakhand and Arunachal Pradesh.
Underlining the significance of
these projects, Rajnath said construction of the bridges will benefit
both the civilian population as well
as the military in the areas.
“Our Armed forces personnel are
deployed in large numbers in areas
where transport is not available
throughout the year,” he said, noting
improvement in border infrastructure will significantly help armed
forces.
A day after, China had objected
and said, “It does not recognise the
Ladakh Union Territory illegally set
up by India” and opposes infrastructure building in the region. It
also claimed infrastructure development is the “root cause for tension”
between the two countries.
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Incidentally, the
Corps
Commanders of both the Armies
have held seven rounds of talks at this
meeting point in the past few months
to find ways to disengage and bring
down the temperature at the border.
The eighth round is likely to be held
later this week after the seventh
round was held on October 12.
Both the commanders had agreed to
maintain peace and continue the
process of dialogue to defuse the situation. However, there was no
breakthrough so far.
The Indian Army had said the
Chinese soldier had “strayed” across
the LAC. It also said the soldier was
provided medical assistance includ-

director of the main hospital in
the Takhar province, confirmed
receiving 34 bodies and said
another eight security forces
were wounded. An Afghan
security official said the forces
were in a convoy that was
ambushed.
The official, who was not
authorised to brief media on the
event and so spoke on condition
of anonymity, said several police
Humvees were set ablaze. AP
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Berlin: A 22-year-old university student from Hong Kong says
she has been given refugee status by Germany after demonstrating against the city’s extradition law.
Germany’s Federal Office
for Migration and Refugees
would neither confirm nor deny
granting the protester asylum,
citing the country’s strict privacy
laws.
However the woman, who
identified herself only as Elaine

and declined to give other personal details to protect her family in Hong Kong, showed The
Associated Press paperwork
confirming her refugee status
was granted Oct. 14.
She told the AP in a telephone interview late Tuesday
that she fled Hong Kong in
November while free on bail
after being arrested on allegations of rioting and violating the
semi-autonomous Chinese territory’s law banning masks,

introduced last year as anti-government protests became
increasingly violent.
After arriving in Germany,
it took more than nine months
for her asylum application to be
processed, the former Chinese
University of Hong Kong student said. “I’m very grateful to
the government for covering
my basic needs, including
healthcare when I had to be
treated for mental health
issues,” she said.
AP

Islamabad: Pakistan may remain on the grey list of the Financial
Action Task Force (FATF) as it has been unable to comply with
six of the 27 points in the global terror financing and money laundering watchdog’s action plan, a media report said on Wednesday.
The Paris-based global watchdog will hold its virtual plenary
session from October 21 to 23. It will review Pakistan’s progress
on the 27-point action plan.
The FATF had placed Pakistan on the grey list in June 2018
and asked Islamabad to implement a plan of action to curb money
laundering and terror financing by the end of 2019, but the deadline was extended later on due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
“The country will succeed in exiting the FATF’s grey list by
June next year,” Tribune reported, quoting diplomatic sources. The
report said Pakistan is unlikely to exit the FATF grey list, but the
country has managed to avert being blacklisted. I
PTI
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taped speech broadcast
Wednesday
night.
Demonstrations have continued daily in a movement that
calls for Prayuth to step down,
for a more democratic constitution and for reforms to the
monarchy — a revered institution traditionally treated as
sacrosanct in Thailand. AP

ing oxygen, food and warm clothes
to protect him from the vagaries of
extreme altitude and climate.
In Beijing, a statement by the
Chinese Ministry of Defence said,
“According to the relevant agreement
between China and India, the
Chinese PLA soldier, who went
missing while helping local herdsmen find the lost yak near the
China-India border on Sunday, has
been returned to the Chinese border
troops by the Indian Army early on
the morning of October 21, 2020.
On Monday night, spokesperson
for the Western Theatre Command
of the PLA, senior colonel Zhang
Shuili, had said, “China hopes that
India will hand over soon the
Chinese soldier who got lost in
China-India border areas on the
evening of October 18 when helping
local herdsmen retrieve a yak at their
request.”
Both Indian and Chinese Armies
have deployed a total of more than
one lakh troops besides heavy
weapons along the LAC in eastern
Ladakh including in the Demchok
sector following escalation of the
five-month-long military standoff
that began in early May.
India has all along been maintaining that the onus is on China to
carry forward the process of disengagement and de-escalation at the
friction points in the mountainous
region.
Following the sixth round of military level talks, the two sides in a
joint statement had announced a
series of decisions, including not to
send more troops to the frontline,
refrain from unilaterally changing the
situation on the ground and avoid
taking any actions that may further
complicate matters.
This round was held with a specific agenda of exploring ways to
implement a five-point agreement
reached between External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar and his
Chinese counterpart Wang Yi at a
meeting in Moscow on September 10
on the sidelines of a Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO)
conclave.
The pact included measures like

quick disengagement of troops,
avoiding action that could escalate
tensions, adherence to all agreements
and protocols on border management and steps to restore peace along
the LAC.
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For their part, NDA partners,
Janata Dal (U) and the BJP, have
released a report card containing the
details of the work done by the Nitish
Kumar Government in the State in
the last 15 years and the work done
by the Centre under PM Modi.
The NDA report card mentioned abrogation of Article 370
from Jammu & Kashmir, construction of Ram Mandir, and abolition of
triple talaq as the major achievements. The alliance claims to have
constructed roads connecting every
village in Bihar at a cost of Rs
78,000 crore; providing every household with an uninterrupted power
supply at a cost of Rs 55,600 crore
and providing clean drinking water
and sanitation for everyone incurring
Rs 47,700 crore. The BJP and the
JD(U) are yet to come out with their
manifesto.
The Congress manifesto said,
apart from promising Rs 1500 to
unemployed youth every month, it
will, like Punjab, pass a separate farm
law in Bihar Assembly if voted to
power. Carrying forward the idea of
Rajiv Gandhi Krishi Nyaya Yojna a direct cash transfer scheme envisaged during the Lok Sabha polls 2019
for farmers - the party said it will provide Rs 800 as honorary pension for
the elderly and women in the State
and Rs 1,000 for those above 80 years
of age .
The Congress’ manifesto promises waiver of electricity bills up to 100
units, the restoration of 2.42 lakh
teacher posts in 18 months and an
increase in irrigation facilities also.
Earlier, Mahagathbandhan
alliance in Bihar -- the Rashtriya
Janata Dal (RJD), the Congress and
the Left parties -- released its poll
manifesto for the Assembly election

and promised 10 lakh jobs in the first
Cabinet meeting if elected to power.
In the 20-point manifesto, the
Congress has promised free education for girls up to masters degree,
scooty for girl students scoring 90 per
cent marks in Class 12th. The party
has also tried to play a regional card
by promising Maithili language to be
included in the compulsory subject
school syllabus. Importantly
Mazdoor Information Center in the
State capital has also been promised
to allure migrant labourers, who had
been a major sufferer during the
lockdown. It has also promised to set
up a clinic with a doctor and nurse
in every panchayat under ‘Smart
Gram Yojana’.
The LJP’s vision document titled,
‘Bihar first Bihari first”, seeks building of a grand ‘Sita Maiya’ temple in
Sitamarhi to promote spiritual
tourism on the lines of Ayodhya in
Uttar Pradesh. Building a web portal where employers and job-seekers
can connect, constituting Yuva
Commission, separate toilets for
women in all the block headquarters,
gram panchayat headquarters and
markets are also among the main poll
promises made in the manifesto -named as Vision Document 2020.
The vision document also promises
promoting dairy in Bihar on the pattern of Denmark, focusing on ‘equal
pay for equal work’ for teachers, initiating a probe into irregularities
committed in the ‘Seven Resolves’
initiative of Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar. Developing state-of-the-art
medical and engineering institutions to prevent the youth from leaving the State also finds mention. The
vision document talked about linking rivers to end the problem of flood
and drought in the State. The document promised to set up a coaching
city like that in Rajasthan’s Kota, if
voted to power, so that students from
Bihar do not have to migrate to cities
in other States. The party promises
free rides for women in Government
buses.
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declaration of any wild animal as

vermin. “The States/UTs must utilize the provisions contained in the
Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 for
dealing with the problematic wild
animals. The States/UTs should
involve Panchayati Raj Institutions
more actively in dealing with situations arising out of human wildlife
conflict.”
Mohanty was of the view that
such killings encourage poachers and
the public to hunt animals.
Various experts have also
opposed such mass-culling calling it
ineffective and saying it does not
resolve the human-animal conflicts.
According to animal rights
activist from the People for Animals
(PFA), Gauri Maulekhi, “India had
banned hunting of wild animals in
1972. Allowing backdoor methods of
wildlife slaughter through ‘vermin’
declaration is against the objectives
of the Act and the Article 48A of the
Constitution.”

H>68A48C4A0C4B
He also highlighted the Mission
Shakti campaign launched by the
government during Navratri and
said that those who tried to tease or
stalk women and girls would be dealt
with an iron hand.
Earlier, welcoming the chief
minister at the parade, Director
General of Police HC Awasthi
remembered the bravery of those
policemen who
attained martyrdom during the
last one year.
Later, the chief minister honoured the widows of all the police
martyrs, including the eight police
personnel killed in Kanpur.
It may be mentioned here that a
total of 264 police personnel have
attained martyrdom while displaying
exemplary courage from September
1, 2019 to October 31, 2020. This
includes nine policemen from Uttar
Pradesh, including eight police personnel who were ambushed in Bikru
village in Chaubeypur area of Kanpur
when they were going to arrest
gangster Vikas Dubey and fell to bullets fired from rooftops shortly after
midnight on July 3.
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he air quality index of
Delhi worsened on
T
Wednesday with the air quality recorded at 268, according to
the Central Pollution Control

Board. The Ministry of Earth
Sciences’ air quality monitor,
SAFAR, stated stubble burning’s share in Delhi’s PM2.5
pollution stood at 15 per cent
on Wednesday.
It is forecast that the air
quality will remain in marginally very poor category on
Thursday and in marginally
very poor to higher end of poor
on October 23, it said.
An AQI between zero and
50 is considered “good”, 51 and
100 “satisfactory”, 101 and 200
“moderate”, 201 and 300 “poor”,
301 and 400 “very poor”, and
401 and 500 “severe”.
“The SAFAR synergised
stubble burning fire counts
around Haryana, Punjab and
neighbouring regions stood at
849 for Tuesday,” it said.
The city recorded a 24hour average air quality index
(AQI) of 223 on Tuesday. It was
244 on Monday and 254 on
Sunday. The farm fire count
around Haryana, Punjab and
nearby regions across the
International Border was 1017
on Monday, it said.
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t would not be wrong to say that technology has proved to be a game-changer, especially in the time of a pandemic. While COVID-19 vaccine continues to
remain under development and containing the spread of the Coronavirus has
become the most critical aspect in today’s
world, a start-up has announced the
launch of ‘Keep-U-Safe,’ a first-of-its-kind
technology, which will aid in achieving significant reduction of viruses on surfaces
of their products.
Surface transmission is known to be
one of the biggest reasons for Coronavirus
spread around the world. The organisation, SeguraMAX, aims to fight the very
contagion. It believes that this could
become a potential game-changer for India
and the world, where the Coronavirus
cases are rising at an alarming rate. The
green plant-based technology has been
tested by various international and accredited NABL labs with proven results to
reduce more than 99 per cent viruses from
various surfaces of fabrics, garments and
plastics in less than one minute. It has also
proven to remain effective after multiple
washes.
The technology can become the first
shield of hybrid protective wear to fight
infectious diseases and prevent surface
transmission of viruses from the infected
to the uninfected, even while pharma companies continue their effort to develop and
suitably deploy a vaccine in the coming
months. The company has developed a
diverse range of products treated with bioorganic additives that reduces the presence
of viruses.
Now the question is — how is this
technology better than UV tech? Gaurav
Khullar, Director, Product Development,
explains that first and foremost, the
human body cannot be exposed to UV
tech and it takes longer for UV lights to
disinfect a surface. For instance, a wall or
a wall-coating cannot be disinfected and
takes longer time. However, this technology is perhaps the first in the world to use
plant-based, natural and non-toxic technology, which doesn’t have any adverse
effects on the human body or the surfaces
it has been applied to. “Our technology is
manufactured as coatings, plastic masterbatches, plastic films, fabrics and apparel. After several rigorous testing, exposing
our products to several bacteria and
viruses, we have been able to successfully introduce a technology, which is instant
and has the same efficacy on fabrics after
60 washes. The virus reduction rate
remains 99 per cent within the very first
minute and interpreting this to the number of days, we estimate it could last for
as long as up to two years in room con-
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ditions as the tests are undergoing,” shares
he.
During the winter season, when people might face a challenge as far as sanitisation is concerned, how will this technology and product help? Khullar tells us
that a lot of the viruses are cross transmitted. This technology helps in reducing
the cross-virus transmission within one
minute of exposure, making it an instant
smart solution. “If the surfaces are selfsanitised with the use of this tech then the
cross-transmission would be reduced by
99 per cent. For example, we are doing trials with an electrical switch manufacturer. These electrical switches are turned on
and off very regularly. Since sanitiser has
alcohol content in it, it cannot be sprayed
on electrical switches. With this tech, the
switches will keep on sanitising themselves.
People might face a challenge as far as sanitisation during winter season is concerned,
so we have also introduced virus reduction jackets which can act as a shield even
if you’re exposed to an environment with
viruses,” says he.
The products can be used by corporates, government employees, public dealing personnel like airport staff, policemen
and most importantly health workers, who
frequently come in direct contact with
infected individuals and surfaces. The
product range includes cling wraps for
suitcases and food and other purposes,
breathable 3pc PPE suit, breathable coats

for doctors, N-95 masks, bed linen, doctor seat covers, travel jackets, all-weather
jackets, airline seat covers, face shields,
table covers, gloves, uniforms, grocery
shopping bags, wrapping papers and
much more.
“The problem of anti-microbials has
already been there for a very long time. So,
our plant-based technology will not only
limit the bacteria and viruses that are existing today but will also prohibit any other
possible viral transmission or bacterial
growth for which further studies are
undergoing. This may very well become
a way of life and our technology will be a
product feature for every product to have
an anti-microbial coating. With the plantbased additive, it becomes non-toxic and
safe. Therefore, it can become a game
changer by utilising natural plant-based
resources to make the technology work in
the sphere of life. The products are protective wear only and not medical devices,
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they do not provide any guarantee against
infections and are certainly not a cure,”
shares Khullar.
The company is presently in talks with
Material Engineers and Product Managers
of various organisations globally, who have
shown keen interest entering into licens-

ing arrangements to deploy this revolutionary technology. The introduction of
Keep-U-Safe products will help in allaying a lot of fear among frequent travellers
and more so the public at large, who are
potentially exposed to a lot of public spaces
and high-risk touchpoints.
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today’s New Delhi. It is for
good reason that Delhi is
known as the city with ‘seven
capitals and it is the story of the
most fascinating one —
Tughlaqabad — the massive
citadel and fort built by
Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlaq, the
founder of the Tughlaq dynasty
during the Delhi Sultanate
period.
The Fort which was to
serve as capital for Tughlaq but
according to legend, it was
cursed by Sufi Mystic
Nizammudin Auliya who said
‘Dilli Dur Ast’ (Delhi is still far)
because Tughlaq had requisitioned every able-bodied man
in the capital to work on his
masterpiece. He never enjoyed
his capital as he was killed on
behalf of his son Mohammed
bin-Tughlaq while returning
from a campaign in Bengal.
However, Mohammed did
ensure that his father was at
least buried in a mausoleum
overlooking the fort. The son,
worried about the saint’s curse,
was to attempt to move the
capital from Delhi to Devagiri
over 600 kilometers away and
in the process of moving many
thousands of people ended up
dying. The antics of father
and son are now part of political discourse in India where
being ‘Tughlaqian’ means
being a stubborn or obstinate
ruler with no consideration for
his/her citizens.
This massive fort which
exists on Delhi’s southern bor-

ders is clearly visible on the
landing path when you
approach the airport from the
east. But the Fort is also easily accessible by road, and the
ramparts of the Fort lie beside
Mehrauli-Badarpur Road
where the limestone and granite work can clearly be seen.
The Fort is managed by the
Archeological Survey of India
and entry is open to all for a
token sum of just C20 for
Indian citizens. Inside, one of
the few remaining large Forts
from the pre-Mughal Islamic
era in India one can witness
everything from the royal
quarters to even the catacombs
where prisoners were housed
and even tortured. However,
one has to be careful of the bats
and the several hundred monkeys that now call the Fort
home, again one of the Sufi

Saint’s various curses.
At night, if you drive down
the Mehrauli-Badarpur road,
which is a pleasure to do on the
2020 Hyundai Venue Sport,
particularly with the U2 CRDi
engine that our car is equipped
with. With a 100PS of power,
this car has a punchy engine
with a load of power but one
that couples the power with
phenomenal mileage, in our
regular city driving in startstop conditions we got an
impressive 16 kilometers per
litre. It might be fashionable to
look down on diesel engines
these days but the Venue
reminds one of the phenomenal power and economy of
modern diesel engines and
this one is coupled perfectly
with a lovely six-speed manual gearbox that seems to never
run out of power.
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he International Chefs Day 2020
was organised and celebrated by
T
the SRM Institute of Hotel

erming the Union Cabinet’s
approval of adaptation of the J&K
T
Panchayati Raj Act, 1989 as a water-

Management (SRM IHM),
Kattankulathur. The theme for this
year’s event is ‘Healthy food for the
future’ with a special focus on rural
women’s empowerment.
“Food is the essence of healthy
living,” said Chief Guest and Chef Dr
Damodharan, President of SICA, a
Guinness World Record holder.
The event was held at the State
Institute of Rural Development,
Tamil Nadu, Maraimalai Nagar. Dr
T Anuradha MBBS, District
Designated Officer Food Safety
Department, Kanchipuram and
Chengalpattu districts, and Chef
Bala, consultant chef and food historian, Tamil Nadu & Kerala, Brand
Ambassador of EatwithIndia were
the guests of honour.
The event was held with all safety protocols and social distancing
measures in place. Director of SRM
IHM, Dr Antony Ashok Kumar
welcomed the gathering. Apart from
International Chefs Day, the institute
also celebrated World Food Day
2020 and World Tourism Day 2020.
The event was held as a training,
demonstration and a speech on
heritage and food adulteration for
the empowerment of self-help group
and Rotary Inner Wheel ladies.
Chef Damodharan stressed on
the importance of chefs being
healthy themselves in the first place.
“There is nothing like eating food
cooked by a mother because it is a
tradition and also a medicine for
health. There are several ingredients
that we use in our kitchen that help
us improve our health and wellbeing,” he said. He also demonstrated how to cook a healthy meal in the

shed moment in the history of Jammu
& Kashmir, Lieutenant Governor,
Manoj Sinha has expressed his gratitude to PM Narendra Modi for paving
a way for the establishment of all three
tiers of Panchayati Raj Institutions and
strengthening the grassroots democracy. It thereby gives further fillip to
the developmental agenda centered
around people’s welfare.
The Government of India has
fully applied the 73rd Constitutional
Amendment 1992 to the UT of J&K,
which was pending for the last 28
years. With this, all three tiers of
Panchayati Raj Institutions shall be
formed for the first time in Jammu &
Kashmir.
Sinha has observed that a major
and final legal requirement towards
strengthening the grassroots democracy and the bottom-up approach
towards planning and execution has
been fulfilled and the historic step shall
result in direct representation of people in the district level body through
direct elections to 14 seats in the
District Development Council. “A
proper system of checks and balances
through membership of directly-elected members, Block Development
Council chairpersons and MLAs in the
District Development Council ensure
that the most genuine demands and
needs of people are met,” he added.
After the adaptation of the J&K
Panchayati Raj Act 1989, every district
will have a District Development
Council practising jurisdiction over
the entire district, excluding municipal areas. Every council will have 14
directly-elected members, that is 280
BDC members in the whole UT. The
councils shall also comprise the chair-

comfort of our homes. “Eat well,
exercise properly and enjoy life,” he
added.
Dr Anuradha said that even if
there are a variety of options in the
market because there we get all sorts
of products, “we should be able to
differentiate between pure and adulterated food. But people are increasingly moving towards unhealthy
food habits which lead to an
unhealthy lifestyle. Eating proper
food in the right quantity is essential for a good and healthy life. Our
health is in our hands.” She also
demonstrated on how to find adulteration in the product/groceries
that we buy.
Bala further stressed on the
importance of using food as medicine. She said that she has been firm
believer of this and been following
it herself. She explained how parents
can provide tasty food for children

at home without adding artificial
colour or flavouring agent.
“Change has to begin at home
and we can provide a balanced, tasty
and healthy diet without using any
artificial colouring or flavouring
agents,” said Bala, who also demonstrated making a nutritious and
balanced meal using our own pulses.
SRM Institute of Science and
Technology Vice Chancellor Dr
Sandeep Sancheti in his address,
focussed on the importance of eating healthy food and how it has
come into practice in the last six
months. “The COVID-19 pandemic has given us an opportunity to go
back to our traditional food, which
is known for its several health factors. Hence, food and hotel management can never be done online. Our
aim must be to remove malnutrition
through sustainable food,” he said.
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TPC Dadri is striving to
become the cleanest coal
N
fired plant in the country and is

complying with all the CPCB
guidelines on emissions.
All the emission parameters
are being monitored online and
transmitted to Central Pollution
Control Board (CPCB) on real
time basis. Flue gas emissions
and particulate matter are well
within the CPCB norms with
high efficiency ESP in service in
all the four numbers 210 MW
& 2 nos. 490 MW units.
For SOx reduction, Dry
Sorbent Injection (DSI) system
has been installed in 210 MW
units with technology from
UCC, USA and now all the four
units are meeting emission
norms. FGD system is in
advanced stage of implementation in 490 MW units by BHEL
with technology from
Mitsubishi Power Works, Japan.

All the 210 MW units were
already compliant to NOx emission norms. In 490 MW units,
SOFA (Separated Overfire Air)
system has been installed and all
the units now comply with the
norms for NOx.
The branch has also pioneered co-firing of biomass
pellets along with coal in the
boilers. The pellets are made of
husk or agro-residue which
would have been burnt other-

wise in the fields increasing the
pollution in NCR region. More
than 8000 tons of pellets have
been fired in the boilers of the
company, which is equivalent to
almost 4000 acres of farm fire
avoided.
It has also set new benchmarks in water consumption,
going beyond compliances, by
implementing zero liquid discharge system and rain water
harvesting system.

persons of all BDCs and members of
the Legislative Assembly from the district.
Any person whose name is included in the electoral of any Halqa
Panchayat of the district can nominate
himself as a candidate for election to
District Development Council. After
this development, every council will
have a chairperson and a vice-chairperson who shall be elected by the
directly-elected members of BDC.
Further, there shall be reservations for
SC/ST amongst the directly-elected
members on the basis of the proportion of the population. One-third of
seats under direct election will be
reserved for women.
Further, five standing committees
— Finance, Development, Public
Works, Health and Education, and
Welfare — will now be constituted in
every District Development Council.
The ADDC will be the Chief Executive
Officer of the District Development
Council, which will be responsible for
the formulation of development programmes and speedy development and
economic upliftment of the area of the
district under its authority. The DDC
will review the progress and achievements of development plans and
schemes in the district. Ensuring adequate legal backing to devolution of
functions to the DDC, specific functions will be assigned to the council in
schedule-III of the Act. It will also
supervise the functioning of Panchayat
Halqas and BDC and will receive and
consolidate their plans at the district
level.
Pertinently, the Government of
J&K has also notified the rules for the
constitution of the DDC and the
process of delimitation of its constituencies has already been set in
motion in all the 20 districts.
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ureau of Indian Standards
(BIS), the national stanB
dards body, celebrated the

World Standards Day on
October 14.
The day is celebrated to pay
tributes to the collaborative
efforts of thousands of experts
worldwide for developing
national and international standards. Themes for celebrations
for each year are decided by the
international standardisation
bodies namely the ISO, IEC and
the ITU. This year’s theme was,
Protecting the planet with standards, for which BIS organised
a number of programmes
throughout India.
The main programme was
held at the headquarters, inaugurated by Leena Nandan,
Secretary, Ministry of
Consumer Affairs. In her inaugural address, Nandan appreciated the efforts of BIS in formulation of standards relevant
to the businesses. Nandan presented the Solid Waste

Management Quality awards to
the representatives of Resident
Welfare Associations of Noida.
While presenting the awards,
she complimented BIS for
engaging with the community
and taking the benefits of its
various activities to the masses.
She also felicitated the two
Indian experts who were awarded the IEC 1906 awards for their
technical contribution for furthering standardisation in the

field of electrotechnology.
Nidhi Khare, Additional
Secretary presented the keynote
address and emphasised the
need for adopting a sustainable
living instead of exploiting the
limited resources which could
be detrimental to the planet.
She stressed on making such
standards which promote environmental friendliness.
In his welcome address,
Pramod Kumar Tiwari,

Director General, BIS highlighted the recent initiatives
taken by the body for strengthening the standardisation
process and the importance of
standards in national economy.
He informed that government
departments and industry associations have created standardisation cells which would greatly enhance their effective participation in making the standards
relevant to the present day and
futuristic needs. He also presented the online portal developed by BIS for the Standards
Developing Organisations
(SDOs) which would serve as
a collaborating platform for
SDOs to formulate standards
and achieve the vision of “One
Nation, One Standard”.
During his vote of thanks,
NK Kansara, Dy Director
General (Policy, Research &
Training) informed about the
programmes being held on
the occasion. They included
workshops with consumer

groups, state government
departments and manufacturers, competitions at schools
and colleges and seminars on
the topics relevant to the
theme.
The inaugural session was
followed by two technical sessions wherein presentation
were made by experts and
eminent personalities namely,
Dr SSV Ramakumar, Director
R&D, IOCL, Vimal Mahendru,
Chairman, IEC Systems
Committee
&
IEC
Ambassador, J Roy Chaudhary,
Dy Director General, BIS and
Dr Debajit Palit, TERI.
Second technical session,
held in collaboration with
IEEE was conducted in hybrid
i.e., physical & VC mode during which presentations were
made by experts drawn from
the fields of greenhouse gases,
IT & electronics. During the
session, the two Indian
awardees of ISO poster competition were also felicitated.
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ll roads in the metropolis will
be free from the pit by October
A
31. The construction department
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estern Railway’s parcel
special trains are traversW
ing across the country to keep
the supply of essential commodities moving, even during
the difficult time of the COVID
pandemic. Inspite of various
hurdles and labour constraints
during the time of lockdown,
Western Railway has crossed
the figure of 600 parcel special
trains by running total 616 such
trains during the lockdown.
The revenue generated is
C51.51 crore. In continuation to
this, on Tuesday, three parcel
special trains, including a milk
rake left from various stations
of WR. These included two
parcel specials viz Bandra terminus to Jammu Tawi and
Porbandar to Shalimar. A milk
special rake also left from
Palanpur to Hind Terminal.
From March 23 to Oct 19,
2020, commodities weighing
above 1.53 lakh tonnes have
been transported by WR
through its parcel special trains,

which mainly included agricultural produce, medicines, fish,
milk etc. During this period,
106 milk special trains were
run, with a load of more than
80,700 tonnes and 100 per
cent utilisation of the wagons.
Similarly, 458 COVID special
parcel trains with a load of
almost 49,000 tonnes were also
run to transport various essential commodities. In addition to
this, 52 indented rakes carrying more than 23,000 tonnes
were also run.
Loss of passenger revenue
due to lockdown
The loss of revenue on
account of Coronavirus has
been approx C3000 crore. Inspite
of this, resulting to cancellation
of tickets since March 1 October
19, 2020 WR has ensured to
return refund amount of about
C454 crore. Till now, 70.61 lakh
passengers have cancelled their
tickets and have received their
refund amount accordingly.

of
Ghaziabad
Municipal
Corporation has been mobilised in
this regard. This information was
given by Municipal City
Commissioner Mahendra Singh
Tanwar.
He said that the government
has directed us to free all roads by
Diwali but the Municipal
Corporation will complete this
target before Diwali. He told that
the tenders have also been issued
by the corporation to free the land.
Apar t f rom this, Roshan
Ghaziabad campaign has also been
started under Mission Nari Shakti

<PWT]SaPBX]VWCP]fPa2Xch2^\\XbX^]Ta

to fix all the lights of the metropolis.
Under this campaign, lights
will be fixed immediately and new
lights will be installed in areas
where there are no lights. The city
commissioner informed that the
responsibility of the lighting
department of the corporation
has been fixed to speed up the
campaign.
Apart from this, the help of
RWA working in various colonies
is also being sought. He told that
most of the RWAs have their own
electricians and the corporation
will take help from them to fix the
lights. The corporation will also
pay the RWA electrician in return.
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he Sixth BRICS
Parliamentary Forum
T
will be held under the
Russian
BRICS
Chairmanship
on
October 27 via video conferencing. This year’s
theme is based on ‘Global
Stability, Shared Security
and Innovative Growth:
Parliamentar y
Dimension.’
Chairman of the State
Duma (Lower House) of
the Russian Federation,

Viacheslav Volodin, who
will chair the forum, said,
“Russia will propose to
discuss with the colleagues, members of the
parliaments of the BRICS
countries, issues of
strengthening of the kay
international institutions
such as the UN and the
World
Health
Organisation (WHO).
Issues of building a system of international relations on the principles of

mutual respect and
respect for sovereignty
will be also discussed at
the meeting.”
The forum participants also plan to discuss
issues of improving the
standards and quality of
life of citizens of the
BRICS countries, preparing legislative initiatives
to improve the health
care systems, issues of
social protection and economic recovery during

the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as further
development of parliamentar y cooperation
within the BRICS. The
heads of the BRICS parliamentary delegations
(Russia, Brazil, India,
China, South Africa) will
address the forum participants.
The outcome statement is also planned to
be adopted at the end of
the meeting.
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he Life Insurance Corporation of
India has introduced LIC’s New
T
Jeevan Shanti plan which is a non-linked,

non-participating, individual, single
premium, deferred annuity plan.
The annuity rates are guaranteed at
the inception of the policy and annuities
are payable post deferment period
throughout the lifetime of the
Annuitant(s). This plan can be purchased offline as well as online now. The
following two annuity options are available under the plan:
Option 1: Deferred annuity for
Single life
After the Deferment Period, the
annuity payments, as per the chosen
mode, shall be made in arrears for as long
as the Annuitant is alive. In case of an
unfortunate/untimely death, during or
after Deferment period, death benefit
will be payable to nominee of the annuitant.
Option 2: Deferred annuity for
Joint life
After the Deferment Period, the
annuity payments, as per the chosen
mode, shall be made in arrears for as long
as the Primary Annuitant and/or
Secondary Annuitant is alive. On death
of the last survivor, during or after deferment period, the death benefit will be
payable to the nominee.
The joint life annuity can be taken
between
any
two
lineal

descendant/ascendant of a family
(Grandparent, Parent, Children,
Grandchildren) or spouse or siblings.
The Minimum Purchase Price is
C1,50,000 (subject to minimum annuity
criterion). The modes of annuity available are yearly, half-yearly, quarterly, and
monthly. The minimum annuity is
C12,000 per annum. There is no ceiling
on Maximum Purchase Price. An incentive for the purchase price of C5 lakh and
above is available by way of increase in
the annuity rate.
The plan is available for those
between 30 to 79 years of age. The
Minimum Deferment Period is one year
and Maximum Deferment Period 12
years subject to Maximum Vesting Age
(80 years).
The plan can also be purchased for
the benefit of Divyangjan (Handicapped
Dependant) with a minimum purchase
price of C50,000.
Loan facility is also available under
this plan. There is a provision for
immediate liquidity in case of dire
need as the policy can be surrendered
at any time during the policy term. For
further details to purchase the plan
online, one can log on to the website
www.licindia.in.
LIC’s earlier Jeevan Shanti plans have
been Flagship products of LIC wherein
6,11,695 policies have been sold with a
premium collection of C38,940.97 crore.
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In batting, Jos Buttler
looked in ominous form
against CSK, forcing Smith to
he inexperienced young
play the second fiddle but RR
guns of both Rajasthan
BcPcb) 5PXbT[55TPcdaTb would need more consistent
Royals and Sunrisers
partnerships upfront.
Hyderabad would like to put
“I have been doing ok, not quite
their hands up in testing times when
both teams square off in a must-win scored as many runs as I would’ve liked
to and help the team win matches,”
game on Thursday.
Whether it is Priyam Garg, Abdul Buttler said on the eve of the match.
The opener is happy that Royals as
Samad of Sunrisers or Kartik Tyagi,
Riyan Parag of the Royals, the young- a team has found some momentum
sters from both sides will be feeling the going their way.
“We have started to play better in
pressure of doing something out of the
box in case their illustrious seniors fail the last few matches. We probably
should have won the last three but have
in that pursuit.
The Sunrisers are currently totter- only managed to win one of those, so
ing at the second last place in the eight- we now have four matches remaining,
team table with just six points from nine all of which are must-win for us. We will
game while Royals are a notch ahead need to win all our games to give us a
with eight points after their comprehen- chance of making the playoffs,” Buttler
sive win over CSK in the previous game. said, while admitting there is a gap
SRH can’t afford to slip up even one between top and bottom four.
“There’s obviously a bit of a gap
bit since another loss would rule them
out of the Play-offs race. The Royals between the top 4 and us and we know
would hope to continue with the win- the equation for us, so we move on to
ning momentum and hope that their the next game with a hope to do well and
foreign recruits continue to perform like hopefully win against the Sunrisers.”
All-rounder Ben Stokes is yet to fire
they did against CSK.
They got their campaign back on and Robin Uthappa had been their
track after two heavy defeats and would weakest link so far, which might prompt
Smith to give a go to someone like
also have the edge over SRH,
Punjab dasher Manan Vohra.
which lost to KKR in the Super
The other aspect that hurt them is
Over in their previous game.
Sanju Samson’s form which like every
Losing Super Over contests
other year has gone from good to bad
often push teams back as KXIP
and now worse.
found out after their opening
SRH, on the other hand, would
loss to Delhi Capitals. One
still be smarting from the
more loss would make it
Super Over loss to KKR.
extremely difficult for
David Warner and Co
the Royals to stay alive.
would definitely be hurt by
While
Jofra
that loss but they need to
Archer continues to
come out of that shock
be the backbone of
quickly and re-strategise if
Royals’ bowling
they want to keep themattack, the wristselves afloat in the T20
spinning duo of
event. The team heaviShreyas Gopal and Rahul
ly relies on its batting
Tewatia were terrific in the
unit, mainly on the top
middle overs against CSK
four comprising Jonny
and skipper Smith would
Bairstow, Warner,
be hoping for an encore
Manish Pandey and
from his bowlers on
Kane Williamson.
Thursday.
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Challengers
Bangalore cruised to a
facile eight-wicket win
over Kolkata Knight Riders on
Wednesday at the Sheikh
Zayed Stadium. Mohammed
Siraj led the way with figures of
2/8 as RCB strangled KKR to
84/8 in their 20 overs. They
chased down the target with a
whopping 39 balls to spare.
The win takes RCB level
on points with the top-placed
Delhi Capitals at 14, from 10
matches. They remain second
only on the basis of their inferior net run rate.
RCB openers Aaron Finch
and Devdutt Padikkal started
the farcical chase with an opening stand of 46 runs. They
played through the powerplay
before Finch fell to Lockie
Ferguson. Padikkal then
departed after a mix-up with
new batsman Gurkeerat Mann
Singh landed both batsmen at
the same end of the pitch.
Captain Virat Kohli then
took his place with Gurkeerat

R

and saw the team home with an
unbeaten stand of 40 runs.
Earlier, pacer Mohammed
Siraj and Yuzvendra Chahal
wreaked havoc in a stunning
display of swing and spin bowl-

8?;C!

ing as KKR could just manage
a paltry 84 for eight.
Siraj (4-2-8-3) ran through
the KKR top order to trigger a
stunning batting collapse and
became the first bowler in the

history of IPL to bowl two
maiden overs while Chahal
(2/15) stymied their revival
hopes.
It is KKR’s second-lowest
total after their 67 all-out
against Mumbai Indians in
2008.
Playing without Windies
star players Sunil Narine and
Andre Russell, KKR struggled
to get going after electing to bat
and it was all over for them
after skipper Eoin Morgan was
dismissed by Washington
Sundar for 30.
It was a masterstroke from
skipper Virat Kohli to include
Siraj in place of spinner
Shahbaz Ahmed keeping in
mind a fresh strip.
Siraj began with a double
wicket maiden over in which
he dismissed opener Rahul
Tripahi (1) and Nitish Rana (0)
off successive deliveries.
He followed it up with
another wicket-maiden over,
getting rid of Tom Banton
(10) in the process. His figures
read an astonishing 2-1-0-3 at
that time.

ing IPL, which has helped him
deliver near-perfect performances
this season, feels Kings XI Punjab
skipper KL Rahul.
Shami, a world-class Test
bowler, has been in his elements,
taking 16 wickets for KXIP in 10
matches so far and played a big role
in the last three games that the team
has won.
“Look we all know that what
Shami can do on a given day. He
has been doing that for many
years now. I think this year, there
is a lot more clarity and he has put
his hand up as a senior bowler,”
Rahul said on Tuesday after KXIP
beat Delhi Capitals by five wickets
to keep their campaign for Play-offs
on track.
The KXIP skipper believes <^WP\\PSBWP\X <PhP]Z0VPafP[

that when seniors perform,
juniors take inspiration and
that’s what is happening
thanks to Shami’s efforts.
“It is important that
internationals across teams
put their hands up. That
makes the team lot better
and youngsters can feed off
that,” he said.
“You start winning a lot
of games and it’s great to see
Shami doing really well and
touchwood the ball is coming out of his hand as perfectly as ever. Hopefully he
can get more wickets for the
team and keep bowling the
way he is bowling,” Rahul
added.
Glenn Maxwell also
raised hopes of being back to
form with a 24-ball 32,
something that augurs well
for the team, feels the skip8?;C! per.

,QGLDFRXOGTXDUDQWLQH WUDLQ
arcus Rashford once again
sank Paris Saint-Germain
M
LQ6\GQH\WRVWDUW2]WRXU
after netting the decisive goal in
05?Q ?0A8B

?C8Q BH3=4H

ydney and Canberra are
emerging as potential venues
Sto host
India’s limited-over series
against Australia during the
upcoming tour starting next
month.
The Indian team was initially supposed to land in Brisbane
but apparently Queensland state
health authorities won’t allow the
visitors to train during the
mandatory 14-day quarantine
period.
According to a report in
ESPNCricinfo, Sydney could
emerge as Indian contingent’s
port of entry and the city may
allow them to train during their
quarantine.
It is learnt that the SCG
could be hosting four of the six
white ball games (three T20Is
and three ODIs) while

Canberra’s Manuka Oval hosting two games.
New South Wales state’s
sports minister Stuart Ayres
confirmed that they have
received a request from Cricket
Australia to allow the Indian as
well as the Australian team to
undergo its mandatory quarantine as well as training.
“Cricket Australia has
approached the New South
Wales Government about quarantining the Indian cricket team
and returning Australian cricketers in Sydney,” Ayres was
quoted as saying by the cricket
website.
“That proposal is currently
being assessed by NSW authorities including health and police.
Fixtures for the Indian tour will
be determined by Cricket
Australia and won't impact our
assessment of the quarantine
proposal.”
If CA and the NSW state
Government are able to reach an
agreement, a revised plan would
then be submitted by Cricket
Australia to the BCCI for
approval.

a 2-1 Champions League win in
the French capital on Tuesday,
while Barcelona sent a message
with a thumping 5-1 victory over
Ferencvaros.
Rashford, who scored the
winning spot-kick when United
knocked PSG out in 2019,
drilled home a low shot three
minutes from the end which
won a thrilling Group H contest
at a near-empty Parc des Princes.
United had taken the lead in
the 23rd minute when Bruno
Fernandes slotted home from
the spot at the second attempt,
but Anthony Martial inexplicably headed Neymar’s corner
into his own net 10 minutes after
the break.
The rest of the match was an
end-to-end affair with both
sides opting to go for the win
rather than hold on for the draw,
and Rashford took the points
after twice being denied by
Keylor Navas earlier in the
match.
The win sets United up
nicely for next week’s home
clash with RB Leipzig, who are

:X]VbG8 ?d]YPQR^^f]Ta?aTXchIX]cP_^bTbU^a_W^c^fXcW
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xperiencing one of their
finest IPL seasons, Royals
E
Challengers Bangalore’s batting maestro AB de Villiers
says his team wants to top the
points table on its way to
the play-offs of the ongoing edition.
After their game
against Kolkata
Knight Riders, the
RCB were placed
at the second
spot on the
points table with
14 points from ten
matches.
Going into their
last four group

matches, the RCB recorded
seven wins and three defeats.
“There is definitely a mental edge that a team takes in
finishing at the top, having
been the most consistent team
over 14 matches against the
best teams in the IPL.
“So, we will definitely
be focusing on that. We
know that we will have to
take it one hurdle at a time
though,” the South
African said in a video
message uploaded by
his franchise on its
Twitter handle.
The supremely
gifted cricketer has
played some fine
knocks for RCB this

seasons, a couple of them single-handedly helping the team
to victory.
“... With it, we can also
send a message to the other
teams that we are here to finish at the top of the table and
to not just qualify for the playoffs. I really think we have the
ability to do that,” the star batsman said.
De Villiers has been in
ominous form and singlehandedly won RCB the game
against Rajasthan Royals with
an unbeaten 55 from 22 balls
in their 178-run chase last
Saturday. He had also smashed
a 33-ball 73 in the first-leg
game against Kolkata night
Riders.

³CWXbbTPb^]BWP\XWPb[^c\^aTR[PaXchPQ^dcWXba^[T´ 'HIHDWZDNHXSFDOOIRUXV,\HU

he ever-reliable Mohammed
Shami has bowled with a lot
T
more “clarity of mind” in the ongo-
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“Well, it’s important for
the team and individual as
well...It’s important that the
team backs its match-winners. We know what
Maxwell can do. When he
comes good, he gives a lot of
solidity to the team. He balances it out and is a great
team-man,” Rahul said.
KXIP has now beaten all
top three teams — Royal
Challengers Bangalore,
Mumbai Indians and Delhi
Capitals — in their last three
games.
“It feels really good. We
are at that stage of the tournament where we need to
beat every team that we
face. It’s important that we
take one game at a time and
if we keep trusting ourselves, it doesn’t matter who
you are playing against,”
said Rahul.

?C8 Q 3D108

t’s a wake up call, said Delhi Capitals
skipper Shreyas Iyer as he urged his
Iteam’s
batsmen, with the exception of
an in-form Shikhar Dhawan, to take
“more responsibility” following a
surprise IPL loss to Kings XI Punjab.
“This is like a wake-up call for us.
Going forward we are going to face
tough situations and tougher teams.
We have played amazing cricket in the
past but we have to leave that in the
past,” Iyer said at the post-match conference.
“We have to come out all guns
blazing, play with freedom and take
more responsibility. We need one
match to qualify and keeping that in
mind, we will take one match at a
time,” he added.
Against KXIP, Dhawan alone
scored 106 while the quintet comprising Iyer, Prithvi Shaw, Marcus Stoinis,
Rishabh Pant and Shimron Hetmyer
contributed 54 runs collectively.

“I am really happy for Shikhar
Dhawan for the way he is going. He
is creating an amazing platform for us
as batsmen. We should be knowing
our roles pretty well,” the DC skipper
said.
However, he feels that his batsmen are in a good frame of mind and
the defeat was a one off setback.
“Other than that, I feel all the
batsmen are in really good frame of
mind and few matches can go wrong
here and there as fatigue creeps in.
Keeping that aside we need to focus
on our strengths,” he said.
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top of the group after beating
Istanbul Basaksehir 2-0 in
Germany.
15+3'4©9 =/44/49:'8:
Ronald Koeman got his first
Champions League campaign as
Barcelona coach off to a winning
start with a confident win over
Ferencvaros that gives them
control of Group G, top but level
on three points with Juventus.
Ferencvaros, the first
Hungarian team to make the
group stage in 11 years, started
brightly and even had the ball in
the net via Tokmac Nguen only
for the powerful 12th-minute
strike to be ruled out for offside.
Messi won and converted
the penalty to give the Catalans
a 27th-minute lead and the
match was as good as done
when Ansu Fati clipped home
Frenkie de Jong’s sumptuous
pass just before the break.
Philippe Coutinho lashed <PaRdbAPbWU^aSRT[TQaPcTbPUcTabR^aX]V<P]DcS´bbTR^]SV^P[

home the third before Ihor Kharatin
pulled one back from the penalty
spot after Gerard Pique was sent off
for pulling back Nguen as he
charged towards goal.
Pedri and Ousmane
Dembele finished the scoring
for the 10-man hosts as they
prepare for the weekend’s Clasico
with Real Madrid.
Juventus looked comfortable in
their 2-0 win at Dynamo Kiev in
what was the Andrea Pirlo’s first ever
Champions League match in the
dugout, with Alvaro Morata scoring twice to take the points for the
Italians.
/335(/2+*5=49(<(
It was a good night for Italy as
Ciro Immobile got revenge on his
old club Dortmund by scoring in
Lazio’s 3-1 win over the Bundesliga
club in Rome, their first Champions
League match in 13 years.
Immobile managed just three
goals in 24 Bundesliga games for
0? Dortmund in 2014/15, but last sea-

son’s European Golden Shoe winner outshone Dortmund’s star forward Erling Braut Haaland by netting the opening goal for the hosts
after just six minutes.
Lazio went two ahead midway
through the first half thanks to
Marwin Hitz deflected Luis
Alberto’s whipped corner into his
own goal.
Haaland pulled one back with
a thumping finish but Immobile laid
on an easy finish for Akpa-Akpro
to hand Lazio a big win.
Simone Inzaghi’s men are level
on three points with Club Brugge
in Group F following their dramatic 2-1 win at Zenit Saint Petersburg
earned thanks to Charles De
Ketelaere 93rd minute winner.
Chelsea are still waiting for a
£220 million spending spree to pay
off they began their campaign with
an uninspiring 0-0 Group E draw
with Sevilla at Stamford Bridge.
All four sides in the group are
on a single point after Rennes drew
1-1 with Krasnodar.

